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Abstract

Context – The automotive industry is in the midst of a transformation where
software is becoming the primary tool for delivering value to customers. While
this has vastly improved their product offerings, vehicle manufacturers are facing
an urgent need to continuously develop, test, and deliver functionality, while
maintaining high levels of quality. Increasing digitalization in the past decade
allows us to turn to an interesting avenue for addressing this need, which is data.
With activities in engineering and operating vehicles being increasingly recorded
as data, and with rapid advances in machine learning, this work takes a data-
driven, deep learning approach to solve tasks in automotive software engineering.

Scope – This work focuses upon two automotive software engineering tasks, (1)
assessing whether embedded software complies with specified design guidelines,
and (2) generating realistic stimuli to test embedded software in virtual rigs.

Contributions – First, as the main tool for solving the design compliance task,
we train tasnet, a language model of automotive software. Then, we introduce
DECO, a rule-based algorithm which assesses the compliance of query programs
with the Controller-Handler automotive software design pattern. Utilizing the
property of semantic regularity in language models, DECO conducts this as-
sessment by comparing the geometric alignment between query and benchmark
programs in tasnet’s representation space. Second, focusing upon stimulus
generation, we train logan, a deep generative model of in-vehicle behavior. We
then introduce MLERP, a rule-based algorithm which takes user-specified test
conditions and samples logan to generate realistic test stimuli which adhere to
the conditions. Using the property of interpolation in representation space for
semantic combination, MLERP generates novel stimuli within the boundaries
of specification. Third, staying with the testing use case, we improve logan to
train silgan, which simplifies the specification of test conditions. Then, noting
that sampling a generative model is less efficient, we introduce GRADES, a rule-
based algorithm that uses a specially constructed objective to search for stimuli.
GRADES is built upon the fact that neural networks in silgan are differen-
tiable, and, given an appropriate objective, a gradient descent-based search in
model representation space efficiently yields suitable stimuli. Fourth, we note
that our recipe for solving automotive software engineering tasks consistently
pairs a self-supervised foundation model with a rule-based algorithm operating
in the model’s representation space. This paradigm for building predictive
models, which we refer to as ‘pre-train and calculate’, not only extracts nuanced
predictions without any supervision, but is also relatively transparent. Fifth,
with our predictive approach relying heavily upon properties in abstract rep-
resentation space, we develop techniques that explain and characterize selected
high-dimensional vector spaces. Overall, by taking a data-driven deep learning
approach, techniques we introduce reduce manual effort in undertaking two
crucial engineering tasks. This has a direct effect on improving the cadence of
automotive software engineering without compromising the quality of delivery.

Keywords – automotive software design and testing, large language models,
generative adversarial networks, latent space arithmetic, explainable AI
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Chapter 1

Introduction

What drives the commercial vehicle? During most of its two century old history,
advances in the vehicle have primarily been driven by the need to improve the
efficiency of haulage and the energy consumed during the process. In just the
last few decades, however, the profile of the vehicle has changed dramatically.
Commercial vehicles are no longer seen as standalone units and are rather
considered to be integral parts of complex industrial systems and logistics
chains. New expectations are now being posed on performance, interoperability,
and sustainability, consequently requiring the vehicle to be multi-functional and
intelligent. This, in turn, has a direct impact on the automotive engineering
landscape where, complementing the electromechanical disciplines, software
has gained prominence as an important means of delivering value. Today, a
wide range of vehicle functionality including fleet operations, driver assistance,
and energy management have software at their core. At a time when even the
technology for automating the driver lies within grasp, it is safe to say that
the modern commercial vehicle is being increasingly driven by software [1].

1.1 Automotive software: preparing for the next
wave

The range of software-intensive functionality provided by a modern commercial
vehicle is visibly diverse. For instance, a quick glance at the driver guide of
a Volvo FH truck [2] reveals functions ranging from configuring the door lock
alarm, to draining the air-suspension system during ferry transport, and using
the pre-installed Alexa voice assistant. All this is in addition, of course, to
the core driving functionality provided by the truck that includes service and
emergency braking, fuel-efficient driving, lane keeping assistance, blind spot
monitoring, etc. In fact, software-intensive functions exposed to the driver in
this particular truck can number close to two hundred. This is a far cry from
its humble beginnings where software was applied for rudimentary engine and

1



2 CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION

brake control. As chronicled in [3], the present state of automotive software
is the culmination of at least five major stages of evolution (the current being
the 5th), each of which have remarkably increased its scope and influence.
While automotive software may have a good run, its onward journey is not
without issues. The trinity of major trends – automation, connectivity, and
electrification – in addition to digitalization and the growing importance of
transportation services, introduces new challenges in the process of engineering
automotive software. Let us briefly examine some of them.

• Evolving application landscape – An increasingly urbanized and connected
planet [4] is transforming the profile of commercial transport. When it comes
to trucks, for instance, long-haul transport is no longer the dominant applica-
tion and shares the spotlight with other applications like urban distribution,
construction, and mining. In order to field a product portfolio that targets
a wider range of applications, automakers face little choice but to reuse
functionality across their vehicle platforms, including software [5].

• Widening scenarios of operation – With increased reuse, not only does the
software system need to balance a wide set of applications, but it must also
reliably operate under a variety of scenarios and conditions. For instance,
the climate management system of a truck needs to be equally reliable no
matter if it operates in a pit-mine in northern Europe or on a highway in
north Africa. The same applies to a battery management system deployed
either in a wheel loader in South America or on a bus in South Asia. The
effort that vehicle manufacturers undertake to anticipate usage scenarios and
consequently design, develop, and test software-intensive solutions, all under
the shadow of market pressure, is immense [6].

• Balancing traditional and emerging domains of functionality – Control-
oriented functionality like vehicle motion control or engine control, have been
mainstays of the vehicle software platform for a few decades [3]. Due to their
safety and/or time-critical nature, such functions are usually developed using
control system or reliability engineering methods. More recently, information-
centric domains like infotainment and connectivity have grown in importance.
Lacking rigorous safety or timing needs, but introducing new challenges like
security and privacy [7], the latter domains arguably lend themselves more eas-
ily to the pure software engineering approach. Successful integration of diverse
functional domains requires the coexistence of diverse engineering approaches.

• Balancing reliability and agility – With vehicles becoming more software-
driven, the market expects automakers to deliver functionality at an un-
precedentedly high cadence. While it may be relatively easy to meet these
expectations in certain functionality domains, others – especially those with
safety implications – may find it difficult. Delivering functionality at a high
pace, while simultaneously ensuring quality and reliability is among the most
difficult challenges facing automotive software engineering today [8].

Simply put, with automotive functionality needing to cope with an expanding
list of applications and scenarios, there is a critical need for mechanisms that
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speed up the design, development, and testing of on-board software without
comprising quality. While this certainly calls for a multipronged search for
inspiration and solutions, the principal avenue that this work turns to is data.
Information, in considerable detail and volume, about the environment and the
scenarios under which a vehicle and its constituent systems actually operate, is
becoming readily available. This, combined with parallel advances in machine
learning techniques means that it is now possible to learn complex phenomena
represented in the data. Insights, thus learned, have the potential to ease, and
even automate, parts of the automotive software engineering process. Taking
first steps in investigating this potential is the fundamental contribution of this
work and, in elucidating its findings, we begin with an overview of its objectives.

1.2 Research objectives

Prior to introducing the objectives of this work, it is helpful to briefly set the
larger context of engineering vehicle functionality. As we have seen, modern
commercial vehicles subsume a few hundred functions that provide end-user
value. The traditional approach to realizing one such function would be to
use the venerable V-model of engineering. Variously described in [9–12], the
V-model is a sequential process, which begins with gathering necessary re-
quirements for the function. This is followed by analyzing and designing the
function in a manner agnostic to its implementation. Then, implementation
details are introduced by designing the system, sub-systems, and components
that would realize the function. The design process is followed by the actual
implementation, after which the process proceeds into the testing phases.

Figure 1.1: The V-model of realizing automotive functionality, with areas of
engineering focused upon in this work

In this function → systems → components hierarchy of implementation, soft-
ware as an entity typically makes its appearance at system and component
levels. Here, it is often necessary to engineer software in concert with the
associated hardware from the electronic, electric, mechanical and other physical
domains. Within the elaborate process of engineering vehicle functionality, this
work undertakes the objective of easing software design and testing. Specifically,
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under the overall goal of developing tools and methods for data-driven software
engineering, this work focuses on the following objectives.

1. Easing the process of software design compliance. Realizing vehicle
functionality in accordance with the V-model involves design at the function,
system, and component levels, including that of software. The design of soft-
ware for, say, a new function is typically not re-invented in a vacuum. Rather,
it is guided by pre-defined organizing principles which ensure that this par-
ticular design is not at odds with others, and the implementation remains
extendable. Perhaps because of its need to coexist with other disciplines, the
automotive industry has a particularly strong tradition in identifying guiding
principles for designing software [13]. These principles address aspects like
separating concerns, encouraging modularity, and promoting reuse, that
ultimately enhance the long-term sustainability of the application, and the
agility in its engineering. Practically however, at the source code level,
inevitable engineering compromises cause the implementation to deviate
from specified design principles [14]. If practically unavoidable, in order
to ensure that design regression is at least manageable, it is essential to
identify deviations and intervene as early as possible. Under current indus-
trial practice, assessment of design compliance is largely manual, requiring
the time and expertise of experienced software architects and engineering
teams. While manual review ensures that the process is nuanced, the effort
involved is often forbidding. The increasing availability of code corpora
that represent design nuances in automotive software, we reason, offers an
alternative way to automate assessment while simultaneously attending to
its subtleties. This sets up the first objective undertaken by this work:

Given a set of design principles, and application software (code) to which
they are applicable, the first objective is to automate the process of assessing
whether the code complies with specified design principles, at levels of nuance
comparable to manual review.

The primary tool we use to automate compliance assessment is a neural
language model trained on source code. The performance of automatic
compliance assessment is evaluated using an expert review process that
assesses both the accuracy and nuance of predictions. Being a data-driven
technique, it is important to note that the quality of automated assessment
depends, among other factors, upon the extent of design nuances captured
in code corpora and the ability of the language model in representing them.

2. Easing the process of virtual software testing. After being designed
and implemented in accordance with the V-model, automotive embedded
software goes through multiple phases of testing. As an entity that drives a
real-time, safety-critical, multi-physics system, testing embedded on-board
software is a formidable operation. While there are several perspectives,
approaches, and methods in automotive software testing [15], one technique
that has gained prominence during recent years is virtual testing. In this
paradigm, testing is conducted with software in the loop with most (if not
all) of its dependencies simulated [16]. Simulating physical dependencies like
the driver or the engine allows testing the software under a wider range of
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scenarios at a faster pace, elements that are critical for the agile development
of reliable software. One issue with virtual testing, under current practice,
is that the quality of simulation is not always at a level that makes virtual
testing credible. Even if it is to only capture phenomena relevant to software
under test, in order to be credible, simulation models need to correctly
represent such phenomena at a considerable level of detail. With manual
specification of dependency behavior being the current norm, enormous
amounts of effort need to be expended to capture such details. The in-
creasing availability of data that records the behavior of such dependencies,
however, offers an alternative approach to offset this effort. This leads to
a definition of the second objective undertaken by this work:

Given application software, and a physical in-vehicle system it depends upon,
the second objective is to plausibly simulate this dependency, so that its
behavior – as seen in recorded data – can be replicated as plausibly realistic
stimuli to test the software.

The main tool used to achieve test stimulus generation is a deep generative
model trained on recorded vehicle behavior. The quality of generation is
evaluated by verifying that generated stimuli are novel, yet verifiably similar,
improvisations of recorded stimuli. As yet another data-driven approach,
we note that the quality of generated stimuli depends, among other factors,
upon the diversity of behavior captured in the data and the ability of the
generative model in representing them.

Figure 1.2: Research objectives focused upon in this work

As reiterated in Figure 1.2, this work places on-board application software at the
center of attention and focuses upon easing its design and testing. By targeting
the immediate upstream and downstream concerns in the process of developing
automotive software, tools and methods developed in this work address core
elements in the quest towards quickly delivering vehicle functionality without
compromising quality. This, in turn, has the potential to mitigate several
challenges foreseen in the development of the next wave of automotive software.
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1.3 Solution approach

While previous sections may have hinted at it, we now explicitly state the
approach used to address the stated research objectives. For ease of discussion,
the statement is divided into three parts.

[A] This work focuses on developing data-driven, deep learning methods that
ease the design and testing of automotive software.

[B] Using foundation models in the requisite domain as primary tools, we
use principled, rule-based, vector operations in the model’s representation
space to automate stated software design and testing tasks. This achieves
nuance and flexibility in solving tasks, while avoiding the costs of explicit
supervision. Additionally, this approach results in predictive pipelines
with relative transparency.

[C] Building upon such transparency, in addition to leveraging benchmark
datasets, we use expert review for the design task and rule-based statistical
analysis for the test stimulus generation task, to verify that the approach
for automating either task is plausible.

Why we take this approach – To clarify why we take this approach, we begin
with Part A and discuss its twin technical thrusts – big data and deep learning.
They may be conjoined but, in order to get a better insight into their respective
characteristics and merits, it is instructive to examine them separately.

• Automotive big data is a reality. Let us consider two basic facts, (1)
commercial vehicles have been equipped with some form of connectivity tech-
nology for at least the last 10 years1, and (2) the market statistics provider
Statista2 estimates that at least 10 million commercial vehicles have been sold
annually during that period alone. There is a high likelihood, therefore, that
there are more than 100 million connected vehicles plying the roads of the
world today. With each of these vehicles reporting a whole host of operational
data, the automotive industry is firmly in a big data existence. This devel-
opment has sparked a number of business opportunities, many of which were
unthinkable two decades ago [17]. While exploiting the business potential may
have been the obvious first reaction to the development, it is inevitable that
the use of data permeates into the engineering process. Engineering decisions,
which may have relied more on assumptions and experience, can now be
further supported by facts [18]. Data allows organizations to operationalize a
build-measure-learn loop where observed insights can be directly applied to
the subsequent cycles of software engineering [19]. Parallel to big data, the
mainstreaming of open source [20–22] and the proliferation of software across
industries [23], has led to an exciting new phenomenon - big code [24]. Source
code of considerable volume and variety is beginning to become available,

1Volvo, for instance, has included a telematics gateway in its trucks since 2012
2https://www.statista.com/topics/3582/trucks-and-commercial-vehicles/
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which opens up the possibility of using a data-driven approach for coding tasks.
The combination of big data and code therefore sets up the perfect baseline
to address the objective in focus here – easing software design and testing.

• Deep learning can help use big data to aid engineering. Automo-
tive software engineering, like any other engineering enterprise, is a high
dimensional activity. Several business and technical concerns, many of which
contradict each other, need to be balanced while making decisions. While
facts, derived from data, can inform engineers, if facts are not integrated in an
accessible manner, they have the potential to overwhelm the engineering pro-
cess. Worst case, the incomprehensibility of a sheer mass of data can paralyze
decision-making. What could help is an intelligent process that abstracts the
complexity by actively assisting, and not simply informing, the engineering
process. One technology that is able to ingest vast quantities of data, learn
complex phenomena that it represents, and use the knowledge to automate
tasks is, of course, deep learning [25]. A clear technology megatrend, deep
learning has impacted an extraordinarily wide range of domains [26], including
software engineering. As surveyed in [27], recent years has seen deep learning
being applied to tasks as complex as bug localization and code completion,
leveraging both big data and code. There is, therefore, ample potential to
apply this technology to assist automotive software design and testing.

Next, we turn to Part B of the approach that captures, in effect, the essence of
the main contributions of this work. In order to explain factors that motivate
this approach, it is helpful to examine the nature of the tasks specified in
the research objectives. As predictive tasks, assessing design compliance or
generating test stimuli do share characteristics with typical tasks like image
classification or object detection. Yet, as examined below, engineering tasks
like those defined in the objectives also differ in significant ways.

• Engineering tasks are relatively fluid. The popular impression that
deep learning evokes is one of models that, say, classifies an image into one
of a set of discrete categories, or those that draw bounding boxes, identifying
objects in a scene. Learning to solve such tasks, which are typically difficult
to address using hand-crafted algorithms, has been the hallmark of this
technology. However, the stereotypical approach for creating such models
has been to curate a dataset for each task, with necessary annotation, and
train with explicit supervision. In the classification example, this could mean
examining each image and assigning labels describing its content. If the task
set grows to include locating objects in the image, then additional annotation
in the form of bounding boxes is needed. Not only is such annotation widely
recognized as incurring enormous costs, but is also an activity whose effort can
grow exponentially with the number of tasks. Unlike these stereotypical tasks,
where large-scale application may sometimes justify the costs of annotation,
engineering tasks can be different. If we take a task like software design
review, engineers need to examine code from any number of perspectives like
safety, security, or testability. Treating each perspective as an individual task
to automate may not be realistic because it is not always clear where one task
ends and the other begins. Moreover, as an activity that is built upon human
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judgement, engineering decisions are often debatable. During design review,
it is quite common that reviewers disagree about firmly labeling a particular
design as being (non-)compliant. While there may be broader agreement, finer
details may elicit discussions that are hard to settle. Given such a nature,
delineating engineering tasks, let alone curating annotated datasets for
supervised training to solve each of them, could involve unsurmountable effort.
This makes it difficult to take the typical approach of explicit supervision in
order to train models that solve tasks like design compliance or simulation.

• Engineering needs sufficient margin for decision-making. Beyond
the fluidity of tasks it involves, engineering is a creative process that involves
experimentation, refinement, and trade-offs. As a result, engineering decision-
making is seldom rigid or formulaic. In automotive software engineering,
any number of complications, including business needs, legacy, regulation,
etc., demand nuance in decision-making. For instance, there may be detailed
guidelines on how software should be designed, but the implementation may
need to violate it because, say, backward compatibility is broken otherwise. In
such a case, it is necessary to make the decision that even if the specification is
violated, it is justified under the given circumstance. The need for nuance has
special implications for using trained models as engineering tools. Even if we
look beyond the costs of annotation, a stereotypical deep learning model, like a
cat/dog image classifier, specializes in a narrow task and gives a binary answer.
In the design compliance use case, it is less helpful to have a model that
makes a yes/no decision on compliance because there is little room for nuance.
Given the continuum of possible violations, some of which may be acceptable,
it is much more beneficial if model predictions span the inevitable shades of
gray. This is yet another reason why explicit supervision with an annotated
dataset is less suited to train models that solve tasks defined in our objective.

Finally, we come to Part C of the solution approach which notes our method
for evaluating the quality of automating selected software engineering tasks.
Though the need for systematic evaluation may seem self-evident, we highlight
the essential concern for using trained models as engineering tools.

• Engineering means humans in the loop. With the objective of eas-
ing the design and testing of automotive software, the focus here is clearly
on developing engineering tools. Unlike an application, which focuses on
providing sharp value to lay end-users, engineering tools need to interact
with human engineers. Therefore, tools need to respond to several needs,
and perhaps a few eccentricities, of the human engineer. Engineers, as we
reasoned earlier, often require tools that imbue necessary domain knowledge,
flexibly tackle closely related tasks, and be answerable to scrutiny. Stated
simply, a tool that attempts to assist engineers must reflect some character-
istics of engineers themselves. Consequently, an important, but not always
definable, expectation that engineers place upon tools is trust. Since tools
are intricately involved in decision-making, it is only fair to expect reasonable
confidence in the ability of tools to correctly perform tasks.

How we take this approach – Having described why we take the stated
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solution approach, we turn to how we undertake it.

Pre-train and calculate – To address the special needs of developing useful
engineering tools, we adopt the approach of pairing two powerful concepts (1)
foundation models, and (2) principled vector operations (Figure 1.3). In this
work, we use terminology introduced by the comprehensive report [28] which
defines foundation models as those that learn general concepts in a domain,
usually with the intention of being applied to several downstream tasks in that
domain. Such knowledge is induced by training them on a large dataset that
represents the domain in a self-supervised manner, a step that is commonly
referred to as pre-training. Facing fluidity and uncertainty, the use of a domain
generalist is analogous to working with an experienced human engineer who is
familiar with a domain and is able to generalize to a set of related tasks. Our
objective being solving tasks in software design and testing, we respectively
train foundation models in domains of vehicle application software and internal
vehicle behavior. Upon learning a domain, such generalist models can be used
to seed specialist models that solve specific tasks within the domain. A popular
method for achieving task specialization is fine-tuning, a commonly used transfer
learning [29] technique, which typically involves a supervised training step
with annotated data. But, as we reasoned previously, annotated datasets are
not especially viable in our case, which makes it difficult to apply the typical
‘pre-train and fine-tune’ approach. Instead, leveraging the generalist knowledge
of foundation models, as an alternative to explicit supervision, we extract
predictions using principled, rule-based vector operations. Representations
learned by foundation models may be abstract, but studies in past years have
reported that certain properties are consistently observable in representation
space. Using these properties, we build a principled rule-based pipeline of
vector operations in the representation space of foundation models to solve the
design and testing tasks set in the objective. We refer to this approach using
the shorthand ‘pre-train and calculate’. Specifically, we develop the following.

• Addressing design compliance, we train tasnet, a neural language model of
source code as a foundation model of automotive software. Using the prin-
ciple of semantic regularity in the model’s representation space, we develop
DECO a rule-based algorithm that automates compliance assessment by
comparing the geometric alignment between query and benchmark programs.

• Addressing test stimulus generation, we train logan, a deep generative model
on recorded stimuli as a foundation model of selected vehicle behavior. We
then develop a rule-based algorithm MLERP which uses interpolation and
sampling in representation space to semantically combine recorded stimuli
and generate novel stimuli.

• Noting that sampling is less efficient for targeted stimulus generation, we
extend logan to train silgan. Then, using the differentiable nature of deep
neural networks, we develop GRADES, a rule-based algorithm that searches
for targeted stimuli using gradient-descent in representation space.

Review and rule-based verification – Having utilized a principled and rel-
atively transparent pipeline to solve engineering tasks, we evaluate the quality
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of automation in the following manner.

• For the design task, we evaluate the accuracy and nuance of compliance
assessment using a benchmark dataset and expert review respectively. The
expert review process also doubles up as a calibration mechanism, enhancing
the interpretability of automatic design compliance assessment. Currently,
our evaluation sets aside a few aspects like calibration of benchmarks across
differing or evolving interpretations of the design pattern. Despite such
limitations, both the prediction and evaluation techniques ensure that a
capable automatic alternative to manual compliance assessment is viable.

• For the test stimulus generation task, we adopt the conservative approach of
only generating novel stimuli that are improvised versions of recorded ground-
truth stimuli. Further, we use statistical measures to ensure that generated
stimuli have verifiable similarities to recorded stimuli that they are improvised
from. One limitation of this approach is that the evaluation only produces
a relative measure of quality. That is, generated stimuli is measured against
semantically close recorded stimuli and not against an absolute physical model
of the dependency that is being simulated. Despite using a relative measure
of generative quality, our approach ensures that a much-needed alternative
to the currently prevalent practice of hand-crafting stimuli is feasible.

Thus, not only do we automate engineering tasks with flexibility and nuance,
but we do so with a predictive pipeline that is relatively transparent, explain-
able, and verifiable within reasonable limits. In the human-in-the-loop reality
of automotive software engineering, the approach that we take increases the
likelihood that engineers use these tools with relative ease and confidence,
simplifying the development of automotive software. Further, in adopting this
approach, this work can also be clearly located within the field of deep learning
for software engineering [27]. Under this rubric, we introduce innovations that
ease its application to use cases in the automotive context.

Figure 1.3: The ‘pre-train and calculate’ approach used for solving software
engineering tasks set in the objective

1.4 Thesis structure

Following an overview of relevant background in automotive software engineer-
ing and deep learning in Chapter 2, this work devolves into three parts. Part I be-
gins with an introduction of necessary background in automotive software design.
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Then, it describes the neural programming language model and the vector oper-
ations in its representation space that we develop to solve the task of design com-
pliance assessment. Part II, which deals with the testing objective, begins with
an overview of relevant concepts in virtual software testing. Then it presents
the deep generative model and associated vector operations that we develop to
generate realistic test stimuli. Part III then recounts, compares, and contrasts
vector operations that we use in representation space, in order to sketch our
common ‘pre-train and calculate’ recipe for extracting nuanced and transparent
predictions. It additionally discusses exploratory studies that we conduct on
explaining high-dimensional spaces, before presenting a concluding analysis.

1.5 Relation to publications

This thesis is the amalgamation Papers A-D, listed in Page ix. The relationship
between the contents of the thesis, and those in the articles, is mapped below.

• The introductory analysis in Chapter 1 establishes the overall relevance of Pa-
pers A-D for automotive software engineering. Further, the solution approach
traced in this chapter previews the common recipe used in Papers A-D. Then,
Chapter 2 provides necessary background in automotive software engineering
and deep learning that sets a baseline for explaining studies in Papers A-D.

• Part I of this thesis, covering Chapters 3-6, is an extended version of Paper A,
and describes background, analysis and implications with much more detail.

• Part II in the thesis, subsuming Chapters 7-11, combines and extends Papers
B and C, similarly providing deeper explanations, analysis and insights.

• Part III begins with Chapter 12, which presents new analysis that distills
the common recipe which Parts I and II employ to solve selected tasks in
automotive software engineering. Following this, Chapter 13 presents a new
experiment which, develops a method to test specific aspects of the foundation
model described in Part I. Then, Chapter 14 presents the content of Paper
D and connects it to the overall work conducted in all previous chapters.

Finally, the most significant new analysis presented in the thesis is the syn-
thesis of techniques presented in Papers A-D into the ‘pre-train and calculate’
paradigm. This paradigm presents a model for nuanced, transparent, and
unsupervised task specialization in automotive software engineering. Novel
insights from this synthesis echo throughout the thesis, before culminating into
a detailed examination of the paradigm and its characteristics in Chapter 12.
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Chapter 2

Background

Seeking to apply deep learning to automotive (software) engineering, this work
lies at the interface of two immense disciplines. When juxtaposed, there are few
other pairs of disciplines that stand in such stark contrast. The former is firmly
established and bears a tremendous weight of legacy and tradition. The latter
is emerging, disruptive, and developing at a rapid pace. Since a comprehensive
joint review of both fields is clearly challenging, this work takes a practical
step-by-step approach in organizing the relevant background. As a first step,
the current chapter provides relevant background on both disciplines. We begin
with an overview of the automotive application software, easing the design and
testing of which are our primary objectives. Then, we introduce foundation
models, the primary tools used in our approach to ease these processes. Finally,
chapters that follow – which actually describe how we apply deep learning to
ease vehicle application software design and testing – further present deeper
background and related practices in these fields.

2.1 Automotive application software

In the complex entity that is the commercial vehicle, the most tangible of
all its facets is the functionality that it provides. Ranging from lane keeping
that assists the driver, to air suspension that assists the ride, and assignment
management that helps plan the transport mission, vehicle end-user functions
are as diverse as they are intricate. As elements of significance, both in this
work and in the larger context of automotive engineering, it helps to define a
vehicle function as follows.

Definition 1 An on-board vehicle function ȳ = f(x̄) can be seen as a process
that maps a list of inputs to a list of outputs, providing tangible value for either
end-users or for other vehicle functions, helping undertake an overall trans-
portation mission. Reflecting the diversity of functionality provided by a vehicle,

13
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functions f map a variety of input domains to a wide range of output domains.

Like any function in mathematics or computer science, a vehicle function takes
inputs, processes them, and produces outputs that generate value for other
functions, or end-users like drivers, mechanics, and fleet operators. Analogous
to a function in math or software, inputs to, and outputs from, vehicle functions
come in myriad forms and involve human operators, fellow in-vehicle functions,
and the external environment. Easing the development of these functions,
specifically their design and testing, is the primary objective of this research.
While detailing these research objectives, Section 1.2 also briefly introduced
the process of developing automotive functionality using the V-model. Such is
its recurrence in discussions on engineering automotive functionality [13,30,31]
that it is considered near-canonical. Thus, in tracing the epic journey of de-
signing and testing automotive software, the V-model is a point of origin as
good as any. Even in the simplified interpretation seen in Figure 1.1, design
and testing represent two thirds of the effort – a simple but clear indication
of their importance. Taking cues from requirements, in the sequential world of
V, the design activity is expected to minimize conceptual hurdles that hinder
its implementation. Upon implementation, the testing activity ensures its
quality, while also making sure that the requirements of the functions are
indeed realized. That V is a sequential model is clear, but what is perhaps less
apparent is that it entangles two different sequences. Let us briefly untangle
and examine them since both bear significance to engineering vehicle software.

The many facets of V – One sequence evident in V is specify → implement
→ verify. Since this is a sequence of activities guiding the engineering process,
it can be seen as a process-oriented sequence. In choosing to embody what is
clearly a waterfall engineering process, the automotive V-model betrays at least
two things. The first is its traditional roots, having blossomed in a period when
the waterfall approach was very much in vogue. The second is the emphasis on
reliability in developing an entity that possesses elements of safety-criticality.
Even in this arguably post-waterfall era, automotive industry standards for
safety [12] and cybersecurity [32] risk management continue to mandate waterfall
V as the process to follow. The import that this bears on both the design
and testing activities is quite significant. With standards or even regulatory
attention being paid, the process and outputs of both activities become artifacts
that are comparable in importance with the implementation itself. The next
sequence identifiable in V is function → system → component, which surely
betrays the multidisciplinary nature of engineering vehicle functionality. Take a
function like suspension control, whose implementation spans varied sciences like
pneumatics and electromechanics, apart from the computer science of hardware
and software. A sequence of (de)composition, that implements a multi-physics
function using a multitude of constituent systems and components, is necessary
to manage the engineering complexity. It is therefore clear that software
engineering is only one among multiple efforts, all of which need to harmonize.
This also bears considerable significance upon software design and testing.

This brief examination makes it clear that the canonical V-model places weighty
expectations on the design and testing. Yet, for all the import that it seems to
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bear, it seems relatively silent on how to practically design, implement, and test
a vehicle function, including its software. Notionally, the starting point that V
offers for the entire process is requirements. But in reality, do requirements alone
have enough substance to drive an engineering process that is clearly complex?

2.1.1 The importance of system thinking

Perhaps the greatest weakness in the V-model approach to engineering automo-
tive functionality is its focus on individual functions. At the outset, such focus
may seem warranted because functions provide concrete end-user value. After
all, fleet operators pay for fuel-efficiency or driver assistance and not – we are
told – for using, say, Linux in the truck. In a modern vehicle with hundreds of
end-user functions, let us now consider the effects of excessive function-centrism.

Let us imagine a scenario of developing a vehicle P which realizes N different
functions that are exposed to the user. Be it waterfall or agile, the function en-
gineering process cannot usually skip specification, implementation and testing
activities. So it is safe to assume that the process sequence of V is followed, in at
least some loose sense. How the decomposition sequence is followed is, however,
an open question. It is, for instance, possible to realize P , simply an amalgama-
tion of N isolated systems Sn, n = 1...N , each dedicated to realizing one func-
tion. Simply put, there is nothing in the V decomposition sequence that prevents
such absolute isolation between functions. However, it is easy to see that such
isolation fragments the system drastically, creating silos of possibly redundant
systems and infrastructure. While the scenario of absolute isolation considered
here is extreme, system fragmentation introduced by function-centrism is a very
real issue [33]. Also, since such systemic disorganization is ostensibly hidden
from the customer, popular wisdom on customer priorities remains intact.
But, it takes no major leap of imagination to realize that the lack of system
organization will eventually impact the customer. The difficulty in evolving a
disorganized system decreases the cadence of delivering features, and customers
are bound to notice it. And, if using Linux helps organize the system and stream-
line the delivery and usability of functions, the customer may even demand it.

The multi-functional nature of the vehicle exposes a major inadequacy of V as
a complete engineering process – it lacks a clear stance on reuse. When a new
function is being engineered, it is impractical to (re-)invent its design, implemen-
tation, and tests in a vacuum. It is only practical to derive it from a pre-defined
set of reusable principles, platforms, and infrastructure which ensure that the
realization of one function is both viable and is not at odds with those of others.
This is precisely why the automotive industry has a strong tradition of system
thinking and architecture, which helps draft principles, rules, and concepts holis-
tically [13]. Proactively architecting systems and developing infrastructure not
only guards against the disorganization of function centrism but also provides
concepts and tools that are readily reusable during function development.

An orthogonal system perspective is thus a useful, if not necessary, complement
to the function perspective taken by V. Principles, in addition to platforms
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and infrastructure, developed from the system perspective provide the neces-
sary scaffolding to engineer several hundred functions with maximum reuse,
efficiency, and quality. The importance of system thinking may be reasonably
well recognized, but constant market demand for new functionality has given
new urgency, thrusting it into the forefront. Take, for instance, the Scaled
Agile Framework (SAFe) which was introduced for applying agile methods at
enterprise scale and has heavily inspired the automotive industry [34]. SAFe
pays close attention to system aspects and calls for the conscious development
of a ‘runway’1 of system concepts and infrastructure that allows functionality to
be implemented with minimal re-invention and delay. While the coexistence of
waterfall V with agile methods like SAFe is far from settled and is a subject of
current research [35], it is nevertheless a conspicuous example of the emphasis
given to system thinking by modern approaches to automotive engineering.

2.1.2 The automotive E/E system

Among the unique characteristics of the vehicle – a theme that will echo through-
out this work – is that it combines a wide range of sciences. To name just a
few, there is the thermodynamics of combustion, the hydraulics of braking, the
telecommunication of mobile networks, and the computer science of Android
apps. So, even if one were to prioritize system thinking, the sheer vortex of
disciplines makes it difficult to delineate, organize, and nurture systems. This
is particularly true for software because it has traditionally been seen as a mere
supporting entity that is deeply embedded within the multi-physics vehicle.
Today, with its wide recognition as a key means of delivering end-user value,
it is time to relegate the traditional view and pivot software to the foreground.

A network of control units – Perhaps the first step in the elevation of
software as a system was the definition of the automotive Electrical/Electronic
(E/E) system [36]. As the name suggests, the crucial innovation that it intro-
duced is the recognition that electrics and electronics play an outsized role in
managing all other physics. The elementary operating principle of the E/E
system is simple – combining sensors and actuators with a microcontroller
translates any physical domain into the digital domain, allowing software to
control it. This directly leads to the definition of the first pivotal architectural
element of the E/E system – the Electronic Control Unit (ECU). The ECU
in a vehicle is usually a microcontroller-based embedded system. It interfaces
with sensors and actuators, and runs control software, thus serving as a hub
for automatic control. The ECU typifies a piece of system thinking that helps
architect the E/E system and avoid some pitfalls of function centrism. As
rallying points for automatic control functionality, ECUs naturally encourage
reuse. This can be illustrated using an example. System thinking at the
function level has long understood that vehicle functionality tend to fall under
well-recognized domains [37]. Traditionally, functionality domains were primar-
ily control-centric, examples of which include (1) chassis, which controls aspects
such as brake and steering, (2) powertrain, which controls the engine or electric

1https://www.scaledagileframework.com/architectural-runway/
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propulsion motors, (3) body electronics, which controls functions like door
locks, windows, ventilation, etc., (4) driver assistance, which controls assistance
functions like lane keeping and safety functions like emergency braking. More
recently, they have been complemented by information centric domains like
(1) connectivity, which handles telematics functions, and (2) infotainment that
handles information display and entertainment functions. Using one main ECU
and a handful of supporting ECUs for each of these domains virtually sets
up the skeleton of a fully functional vehicle. The topology of the resulting
distributed E/E system could look like Figure 2.1, with ECUs interlinked using
different networking technologies like Controller Area Network (CAN) and
Ethernet. Such interlinking ensures that ECUs can also collaborate to realize
functionality. By simply combining two architectural principles – ECUs and
domain centralization – a sound, yet generic, E/E system emerges. With this,
engineering new functionality, even using V, will not happen in a vacuum. Best
case, there is a domain, ECU, or even sensors and actuators ready for reuse.

Figure 2.1: Example of a domain-centralized E/E system with the Electronic
Control Unit (ECU) as the pivotal entity

It is no exaggeration to say that the ECU as an element has been a major
driver for delivering software-based control functionality. However, if E/E
system thinking places outsize focus on ECUs, it could mean that not enough
attention is paid to nurturing the software that is deployed in it. This usually
has the inadvertent side effect of tightly coupling control software with the
hardware (microcontroller, sensors, and actuators) of a given ECU, limiting
the potential of both. With ECU-centrism therefore leading to its own risks
of limited reuse, delivering software intensive functionality with high quality
at high cadence must clearly overcome this limitation. Further help is needed
to elevate the potential of both hardware and, more importantly for this work,
software beyond the restraints of ECU-centrism. This leads us to the next
pivotal architectural concept of the E/E system – AUTOSAR.
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2.1.3 Vehicle application software as a system

Layered control software – Automotive Software Architecture (AUTOSAR)
[38], was nothing less than a groundbreaking development for automotive soft-
ware when it was first introduced in the early 2000s. Today, as an established
industry standard, it institutes a paradigm where software is defined as a
system in its own right, and as an entity whose influence is palpable. To get
a better insight into the innovations that AUTOSAR introduces, it is easiest
to examine its layered architecture (Figure 2.2).

Figure 2.2: The layered AUTOSAR architecture

Bottom-up, classic AUTOSAR defines the following layers. The import of the
‘classic’ qualifier will be examined shortly.

• Hardware – which normally refers to the microcontroller and its peripherals
in an ECU. With sufficient means, it can also include sensors and actuators.
The recognition of a hardware layer is an act of decoupling as important for
hardware as it is for software. After all, it is necessary to be able to evolve
hardware components along with software, with minimal mutual interference.

• Basic software (BSW) – which can be paraphrased as platform software
and has all the characteristics of an embedded real-time operating system.
This means that one part of this layer is software that abstracts all hardware
including the microcontroller, its peripherals, sensors, and actuators. The
other part is core kernel services including the communication stacks for
networking. That the classic AUTOSAR kernel chooses an event-triggered
execution model [39] betrays its origins, and perhaps its preference, as a host
for control-centric functionality. Using this combination of solutions, the
BSW layer achieves healthy decoupling from ECU hardware.

• Runtime environment (RTE) – which allows automotive software to truly
break the barriers of ECU-centrism. The BSW layer introduces crucial de-
coupling, but only within the confines of one ECU. The RTE takes it a step
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further by essentially virtualizing the ECU. It provides an environment and ab-
stractions that allow application software to execute and collaborate in a way
that is transparent to the ECU they are actually deployed upon. This ensures
that all software atop the RTE is decoupled from the ECU, helping delineate a
true application software layer and pivoting software firmly to the foreground.

The AUTOSAR software component – Using the BSW and RTE as a
two-step decoupling process, AUTOSAR is another piece of system thinking
which architects an exclusive space for application software. That the vehicle is
a multi-physics system with strong interdependencies is abundantly clear. But,
the E/E system with dual architectural pillars of ECUs and AUTOSAR help
abstract not just the electronic hardware but also the platform and application
software. This is a tremendously powerful act of inversion that elevates software,
which previously lived a deeply embedded existence, into a privileged position.
In this relatively hermetic space for software, AUTOSAR introduces another
crucial architectural abstraction called the Software Component (SWC) which
can be defined as follows.

Definition 2 In AUTOSAR, a software component ȳ = V(x̄), transforming
inputs x̄ to outputs ȳ, is a container for the application logic of the whole, or
one part, of a vehicle function. As the basic unit of application software, it
implements algorithmic aspects of the function using a set of C files. Reflecting,
again, the diversity of in-vehicle functionality, inputs x̄ and outputs ȳ of the
SWC span a wide variety of domains.

It is with the definition of the AUTOSAR SWC that we truly enter a space
where vehicle application software is properly abstracted. The impact of this
development becomes clear upon revisiting the definition of the vehicle function
(Definition 1). It may be clear that an automatic control function can encompass
multiple physics, but the AUTOSAR SWC boils down all its application soft-
ware into a set of C files. It is, however, important to note that it is not necessary
to host the application software of an entire vehicle function in a single SWC.
Considering that end-user functions like suspension control or lane keeping are
fairly large and are themselves implemented using a number of discrete oper-
ations, AUTOSAR implicitly views an application as a composition of SWCs.

Definition 3 An AUTOSAR software application ȳ = W(x̄) realizes all soft-
ware functionality of a vehicle function by composing one or more software
components W = ◦Vi, i ≥ 1, spread across one or more ECUs.

The compositional nature of an AUTOSAR application is depicted in Figure 2.3
using the example of the windshield wiper application. An automatic variant
of this application consists of a rain sensor which detects a precipitation event,
upon which the wiper motor is actuated. Using the virtualization provided by
the RTE, the software aspects of this function can be collectively realized by
multiple SWCs, in a manner that is largely decoupled from individual ECUs. As
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shown in this example, a SWC for handling the rain sensor may be deployed in a
separate ECU, perhaps one that is on the roof of the cab of the truck. The core
algorithm for wiper control could be another SWC deployed, say, on a central
computing ECU. Then, the SWC for handling the wiper motor may be deployed
on yet another ECU that handles IO in the cab. Together, all these SWCs, come
together to orchestrate the automatic windshield wiper control function. While
composing SWCs to realize a function is standard practice, it is important
to note that one SWC may not exclusively map to one vehicle function. For
instance, in addition to automatic windshield wiping, RainSensorHandler,
may also be reused for, say, automatically closing an open roof hatch.

Figure 2.3: Composing multiple SWCs in the AUTOSAR application layer to
realize one vehicle function

The E/E system with its combination of ECUs and AUTOSAR has easily
been the heart of the software defined vehicle of the past decade. While it
has reaped many successes, its limitations are also becoming apparent. For
instance, it is easy to recognize that classic AUTOSAR, with its event-triggered,
function-oriented model, is mainly designed for control-centric domains. It is,
therefore, not directly suitable for a service-oriented, request/response model
that is preferable for information-centric domains. Further, while it may vir-
tualize hardware, several aspects of SWC deployment in AUTOSAR need to
be frozen at design time, drastically reducing its flexibility. For this, and many
other reasons, the AUTOSAR consortium has itself proposed an adaptive2

version that addresses many of these issues. Today, the automotive industry
is already moving towards a reality where classic AUTOSAR is all but one
embedded middleware platform [40], sharing space with others like adaptive
AUTOSAR, automotive Linux, or even edge middleware which directly in-
terfaces on-board applications with services hosted on the cloud. This also
means that AUTOSAR SWCs will be only a subset of all application software
in future vehicles. Automotive software may have been on a long journey
towards prominence and, since the vehicle is only expected to become more
software defined, the journey will continue. But, for the purposes of this work,

2https://www.autosar.org/standards/adaptive-platform
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it is sufficient to trace the journey up to this point. Deep learning based
tools and methods developed in this work for easing the design and testing of
vehicle application software can be readily examined from the standpoint of
the AUTOSAR SWC. With forthcoming chapters describing these methods
in detail, let us move the discussion forward to provide some background on
the discipline of deep learning and, particularly, on foundation models which
is the primary tool used in this work to ease automotive software engineering.

2.2 Foundation models in deep learning

The artificial intelligence renaissance in the 2010s is attributable to three
main factors – our increasingly digitalized and networked existence which
produces enormous amounts of data, the reducing cost and increasing power
of computing platforms like the Graphical Processing Unit (GPU), and the
development of a class of learning algorithms, termed deep learning. Deep
learning is a machine learning technique that, at its foundation, composes an
elaborate hierarchy of simple concepts to learn a complex concept [25]. Like any
other machine learning technique, such learning takes place by understanding
patterns that manifest in data, with the active guidance of a set of training
objectives. Computationally, this hierarchy of concepts is usually realized
using a Deep Neural Network (DNN), which is a stacked composition of simple
non-linear functions, each of which transforms its inputs into a form that is
more refined to help solve the task at hand. Each layer is composed of several
parameters which are learned by a backpropagation mechanism based upon
minimizing a differentiable loss function on a large dataset [25]. A famous
early application of this seemingly simple formula is the AlexNet [41] image
classification model, which dramatically outperformed competing approaches to
win the 2012 edition of the ImageNet [42] challenge. In predicting the labels of
images with unprecedented (at the time) accuracy, it accomplished a feat that
no other hand-coded symbolic algorithm, or even any other machine learning
approach, had managed. AlexNet proved to be an early demonstration of the
many hallmarks of deep learning – a large training set, the use of efficient yet
powerful computations like convolution coupled with rectifying non-linearities,
parallel training on multiple GPUs, and – perhaps more importantly – an
uncanny tendency to improve benchmarks with little regard to the nature of
the problem. Through the decade that followed, the increasing availability of
data along with improvements in DNN architectures, training methods, com-
putational platforms, and several other factors, has resulted in deep learning
techniques achieving successes across domains as varied as art and drug design.
In yet another extension to a new domain, as our research objectives state, this
work applies deep learning in automotive software engineering, in an attempt
to ease the design and testing of vehicle application software.
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2.2.1 Domains, tasks and supervision in deep learning

The spectacular successes of deep learning is most visible through the complex
tasks that it has successfully managed to automate. The AlexNet case of classi-
fying images is only one example. Another example in the vision domain would
be the YOLO series of models [43] for recognizing and localizing objects in im-
ages. In the language domain, a litany of models3 has been steadily improving
benchmarks in translating text from one natural language to another. In the life
sciences, the AlphaFold series of models [44] created a sensation by improving
benchmarks in performing predictions on protein structure. One theme that
pervades all these examples is the fact that they were able to take a big data,
deep learning approach to perform tasks that were hitherto difficult to automate
using hand-crafted algorithms. Perhaps the most sensational example, as yet,
could be the ChatGPT4 chatbot model that is capable of having free text conver-
sations on a wide variety of topics. Having caught the imagination of society at
large, the popular impact of ChatGPT may be hard to dispute. What is perhaps
less known is that this chatbot has not been built from scratch and is, in fact,
based upon one variant in the GPT-3 [45] series of foundation models. Extend-
ing far beyond this particular example, the phenomenon of foundation models
have introduced a revolutionary paradigm where models for automating sophis-
ticated tasks can be achieved more efficiently using pre-trained building blocks.

Fully supervised training for task specialists – One way to understand
foundation models would be to contrast its characteristics with models that
automate specific tasks, examples of which we saw in the previous paragraph.
Let us now do such a contrastive examination using a simple example in the
natural language domain – the task of sentiment classification [46]. As shown in
Figure 2.4, this task can be described as detecting the sentiment expressed in one
or more lines of text which, in its most basic form, could be positive or negative.
A popular version of this task is classifying the sentiment of movie reviews,
which can utilize the specially curated IMDB dataset [47]. This dataset consists
of around fifty thousand data samples of the form S = {(x1, y1), ((x2, y2), ...},
where each English language review xi is annotated with a binary label yi ∈
{0, 1} of whether the sentiment expressed is positive or negative. Using this
dataset, it is possible to train a DNN FT (2.1) that automates the task of
sentiment classification. Training such a DNN involves two essential steps, the
first of which would be to construct the network. Any DNN is a composition
of several layers, each of which is a collection of differentiable5 non-linear
operations with learnable parameters. It is precisely this composition of layers
that allows the network to recognize a complex concept like sentiment by
learning a hierarchy of simpler concepts in language syntax and semantics.
For ease of design, the DNN FT is often composed as two main blocks (2.2).
The first block is the encoder ET which, by composing layers el, l ∈ 1, ..., L,
concentrates the bulk of the intelligence for inferring the sentiment in the input
xi. The encoder output is then fed into a simpler head network HT , which
summarizes the inferred sentiment as an interpretable binary label ŷ. Having

3http://nlpprogress.com/english/machine translation.html
4https://openai.com/blog/chatgpt/
5In this context, we mean differentiable almost everywhere
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assembled the network, the next step is to train it by minimizing the loss or error
L (2.3) between model’s sentiment predictions on reviews in the training set and
the corresponding ground truth label. These steps, used to train the sentiment
classifier, constitute the stereotypical fully supervised training paradigm [48].

ŷi = FT (xi) (2.1)

ŷi = HT (ET (xi)), ET = ◦Ll=1el (2.2)

FT = argmin
F̂T

E(xi,yi)∈S L(F̂T (xi), yi) (2.3)

Figure 2.4: An example of sentiment classification

The benefit in training the sentiment classification model FT is that it automates
what is a fairly complex task, but training with full supervision does incur costs.
First, this model is a specialist in the sentiment classification task alone. If the
task is slightly shifted from identifying sentiment to that of identifying emo-
tions [49] – like joy, surprise, anger, etc. – the model FT , in the absence of major
adjustments, becomes unsuitable. As tasks, emotion and sentiment classification
may be distinct, but it is also clear that there is a significant overlap between
them. If we restrict our example to an English language setting, at the very least,
both of them need to understand the syntax and semantics of the same language.
In the attempt to recast FT for emotion classification, one can train it from
scratch using, say, the GoEmotions [50] dataset which curates English language
sentences and assigns emotion labels from 27 possible options to each sentence.
While this gives us an emotion classification specialist, it is easy to see that
training afresh on emotion detection overwrites all knowledge gained by FT , in-
cluding aspects of language awareness which could have been reused for the new
task. Later, if we need to shift the task further to, say, detecting sarcasm [46],
training from scratch would, again, be largely redundant. The second major cost
incurred in this process is the need for an annotated dataset to train this model.
The effort involved in curating something like the IMDB dataset, having people
read reviews and make a conclusion about the sentiment, is significant. On top
of the inevitable ambiguity in the labeling process, the effort only multiplies
if the labeling needs to be more detailed than a simple binary indicator.

Self-supervised pre-training for domain generalists – Alternatively, let
us consider the popular BERT [51] language model, whose potential is best
understood by examining its training corpus and one of its two training objec-
tives. Let us denote this model as FD and compose it in the same encoder and
head pattern (2.4) as the task specialist that we saw before. Unlike the anno-
tated dataset used in the previous case, the corpus used to train this model is
S = {x1, x2, ...}, a mass of unlabeled text data from multiple sources including
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Wikipedia. In the absence of labels, BERT trained by asking it to complete a
series of cloze tests6, where the task is to predict hidden words based upon the
context. As shown in Figure 2.5, the premise of the task is exceedingly simple.
Cloze involves taking a training sample xi ∈ S and creating a corrupted version
mi, where a random subset of J tokens are masked out. Upon presenting the
masked input mi, the task that the model needs to accomplish is to correctly
predict the tokens that should appear in masked positions. The model is trained
to do this task by minimizing the error L (2.5) between the tokens predicted
by the model in masked positions and the ground truth in the same positions.

x̂i = FD(mi) = HD(ED(mi)) (2.4)

FD = argmin
F̂D

Exi∈S L(F̂D(mi)[j], xi[j]) , j ∈ J (2.5)

Figure 2.5: An example of the cloze task

It is clear that the cloze task, unlike sentiment classification, is simply too
general to have many practical applications. Yet, when trained on millions of
paragraphs of text data from Wikipedia and other sources, it is precisely the gen-
eral nature of this task that renders BERT as a foundation language model. Put
simply, as the model learns to correctly predict tokens in masked out positions
in millions of cloze challenges during training, it indirectly gains a statistical
understanding of the syntax, semantics, and even some underlying knowledge
in the English language text with which it is trained. This is why, training with
generalist objectives like cloze is typically referred to as pre-training. Thus,
while cloze itself may have no practical utility, the knowledge of a vast domain
that it induces in the model is readily reusable for virtually any task in the same
domain. Sure enough, using the well-known approach of transfer learning [52] –
a process which we will examine shortly – BERT has been reused to train task
specific models that address the previously discussed examples like sentiment
and emotion detection [53]. If we now contrast the BERT model FD with the
sentiment classification model FT , some important characteristics of foundation
models emerge. First, foundation models are not task-specific, which may seem
meaningless except for the fact that their core purpose is to seed task-specific

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cloze test
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models in the domain. Second, these models are typically trained on a computa-
tionally simple training objective. The cloze training steps of masking a fraction
of the input and measuring errors in masked positions are not especially compli-
cated. A vital complement to the computationally simple training objective is
the typically large dataset the model is trained on, which is the third main char-
acteristic. The simplicity of the objective and the scale of training with millions
of samples go hand-in-hand to induce general knowledge in a domain. Finally,
to stay true to its task agnostic nature, a vast amount of knowledge needs to be
induced, and this is directly reflected in the number of learnable parameters in
the model’s layers. Depending upon configuration, the original BERT model has
100-300M learnable parameters [51]. Recent years have seen the introduction
of billion-parameter models with GPT-3 [45] being a prominent example.

If BERT’s reuse in a family of related tasks is one indication of the potential
of foundation models, a far more dramatic showcase would be ChatGPT which
is built, among other things, upon the domain understanding of English (and
other languages) in GPT-3. While enhanced with other training, inheriting
language skills and general knowledge from a large training corpus lies at the
very foundation of the chatbot’s ability to be conversant in a variety of topics.
The language domain may have been the forerunner in mainstreaming the
reuse of models with general domain understanding, but the deep learning
community quickly grasped that the phenomenon need not be restricted to
this domain alone. It did not take long for models with such capabilities to be
introduced in domains like computer vision [54] and molecular chemistry [55].
Recognizing their special characteristics in being able to spawn countless task
specialists, a new term – foundation models – was prominently adopted in [28]
to refer to them. Explaining their reasoning for introducing this term, [28]
identify at least two main factors that characterize foundation models.

• Foundation models are general-purpose models in a given domain, that are
meant to be reused or adapted to several downstream tasks in its domain

• Correlating with the generality of their purpose, such models are trained
self-supervised on datasets that represent their domain

In its short, yet eventful, history, deep learning has itself gone through several
disruptions. Foundation models, and the reuse of knowledge that they enable,
certainly rank among them.

2.2.2 Benefits and costs of supervised task specialization

Fine-tuning for efficient task specialization – While the importance and
utility of foundation models is beginning to be better understood, current
practice mostly leans away from directly using them for specific tasks7. Rather,
the generally accepted way is to use a foundation model FD as a seed to create

7A new paradigm, ‘pre-train and prompt’ is upending this typical approach. We discuss
its implications, comparing it with our approach, in Chapter 12
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a fine-tuned task specialist FT . Let us take a moment to examine typical fine-
tuning (Figure 2.6) by considering English language sentiment classifier as the
task specialist FT that we need to achieve. Considering that BERT is a readily
available repository of knowledge in this domain, it is a natural candidate for the
seed model FD. With the foundation model being composed of encoder (ED)
and head (HD) blocks, the first step in fine-tuning is to strip away the head
block and discard it. As we noted earlier, the job of the head network is mainly
to funnel the model’s learning into a particular task. Since the pre-training task
was cloze, the funneling provided by the BERT head network HD is not particu-
larly useful for the new sentiment classification task. What is useful is the BERT
encoder block ED that actually holds the domain knowledge, which is precisely
why we retain it. The next step in fine-tuning is to take the BERT encoder ED
and composing it with a new head network HT , that is meant to repurpose the
pre-trained knowledge for the new task. Thus, with ED derived from BERT,
FT = HT (ED(x)) can be trained as a sentiment classifier using the supervised
training approach described previously in (2.3). Since this reconfigured training
process receives a head start from the pre-trained BERT encoder, this process is
referred to as fine-tuning. This recipe, therefore, constitutes a different training
paradigm – pre-train and fine-tune – which is an efficient alternative to fully
supervised training. In some cases, the pre-trained block is frozen – prevented
from being modified – during training. In this case only the head, which has far
fewer parameters, needs to be learned. One beneficial side effect of this is that
fine-tuning can work with a much smaller training set than pre-training. This
can be advantageous because task specific fine-tuning usually needs annotated
data which, as we noted earlier incurs significant cost. Since fine-tuning needs
a relatively smaller dataset, the annotation effort may be manageable.

Figure 2.6: A typical fine-tuning process

Representation learning as a key enabler – Fine-tuning is much more
efficient than fully supervised training from scratch from two main perspectives.
First, only the head HT of the task specialist FT needs to be learned, and this
contains relatively fewer parameters. Second, the generalist knowledge of the
domain that reused encoder ED learns to represent, is useful for more than one
task in the domain. In order to understand the importance of representation, let
us probe the fine-tuned model FT = HT (ED(x)) further. When a movie review
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x is fed forward through the network, the information it contains is sequentially
refined layer by layer, until its sentiment ends up as a label at the output of the
head. Apart from the input and output which, in this case, are human-readable,
any intermediate prediction in the forward pass is an abstract vector of real num-
bers. Taking advantage of the two-block composition, let us tap into the network
to capture the abstract output of the encoder block e = ED(x). In the context
of language modeling especially, this is commonly referred to as an embedding
of the input x. It is a vector that captures pertinent details about the input x
at this stage in the network so that it can eventually complete the ultimate task
it was trained upon. But, if we recall the discussion in the previous section, the
training objective of BERT (of which ED is the encoder) is the very general cloze
task. The generality cloze forces BERT to embed the input into a semantically
rich, yet relatively compact, representation. This representation, in being able
to generalize across tasks like sentiment, emotion, or sarcasm detection, plays
a crucial role in the success of the pre-train and fine-tune training paradigm.
Further, considering that BERT is normally trained for the specific purpose
of seeding task specialists downstream, its head HD is usually meant to be
discarded. This necessarily means that the objective of BERT is to learn ED, a
model that embeds or represents text inputs. Put otherwise, the express purpose
of training encoder models like BERT can be seen as representation learning.

The intermediate representation, or embedding, e may hold a lot of information,
but not all of it is necessary to assign a sentiment label. In fact, the need for the
task-specific head HT arises because the intermediate embedding e is far too
rich and entangled to directly use for sentiment classification. While fine-tuning,
by using a pre-trained model as a seed, does reduce the training effort, many
of the previously identified costs in training a task specialist remain. The
supervised training step can take place with a relatively smaller dataset, but
there is, nevertheless, a need to annotate which incurs significant cost. Also,
being trained on a dataset with binary annotations, the sentiment predicted by
the head falls only into one of two predefined categories. Additional nuance in
the prediction comes at the cost of additional annotation in the training data.

2.2.3 Flexibly applying foundation models for tasks

So far, we have seen two main paradigms for training models that solve tasks.
The first is the fully supervised paradigm where the entire model is trained
from scratch using annotated data. The second is pre-train and fine-tune,
where a foundation model is pre-trained self-supervised, after which, a task
specific head is trained supervised. The latter approach may be more efficient
since parameters are inherited, but it continues to rely upon supervision. Since,
as we have repeatedly noted, such supervision is challenging to achieve in
software engineering tasks, we ask ourselves – can we simply not rely upon rich
representations learned by foundation models to solve tasks? It turns out that
there are interesting precedents that point to an affirmative answer.

Pre-train and calculate – If we are to rely only upon abstract representa-
tions learned by foundation models to solve tasks, we clearly need to turn to
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properties that hold in this space. Fortunately, neural network embeddings
like e belong to a vector space where several interesting properties apply. One
well-known property is that of representational similarity, which essentially
holds that embeddings that are close to each other in vector space tend to be
semantically similar in the input space [56]. That is, given two inputs x1 and
x2, the learning process tends to place their embedding vectors e1 = ED(x1)
and e2 = ED(x2) close together in the embedding space if they happen to
convey a similar meaning. This simple detail not only underpins representation
learning, which is crucial to the very concept of the deep neural network,
but also opens up several avenues for solving tasks. Semantic search is one
example of a task which can be solved using the principle of representational
similarity, without resorting to a fine-tuned task specialist head. In its most
simplistic form, given a corpus S = {x1, x2, ...xN} of sentences and a query
q ∈ S, semantic search can be defined as a task of finding the sentence h ∈ S \ q
such that h is closest in meaning to the query. If we use embeddings of the
language model ED as the index for the search, then one straightforward way
to conduct the search would be h = argminxi∈S\q d(ED(q), ED(xi)). Since
embeddings of semantically related sentences should ideally be close in vector
space, an appropriate distance measure d can be used to find the sentence
whose embedding is closest to that of the query. Practical semantic search may
not always use raw language model embeddings, but comparing embeddings
in vector space is a common minimum [57]. The example of semantic search
reveals how properties of neural network representations can be repurposed
for predictive tasks using simple and transparent vector arithmetic.

Using this example as inspiration, going beyond full supervision and pre-train
and fine-tune, we use pre-train and calculate as the paradigm for solving soft-
ware engineering tasks. The theme of this approach, as charted in Section 1.3
(also see Figure 1.3), is to pair a domain generalist foundation model with a
rule-based procedure. This procedure extracts predictions using simple and
principled vector arithmetic. Representational similarity, which we saw in the
semantic search example, is only one among many properties that can be used
for extracting predictions. The technique that we use in Part I for design
compliance assessment is based upon the principle of embedding regularity.
This property refers to the observation that the embeddings of inputs related
by the same concept tend to be arranged in a recognizable geometry [56]. Vec-
tor operations that we use for predicting design compliance therefore centers
around measuring the alignment with the expected geometry. In Part II, where
we deal with test stimulus generation, we turn to two well-recognized properties
of DNNs and their embeddings. The first is the property that interpolation be-
tween embeddings leads to samples that proportionally combine semantics [58].
The second is that most practical DNNs are differentiable, which means that
gradient descent can be used to identify inputs that satisfy specified conditions
at the output of a DNN. After describing how we utilize all these properties to
solve software engineering tasks in the first two parts, Part III jointly recounts
them to distill our common recipe for building predictive engineering tools
using pre-train and calculate. Developing such a principled toolkit for operating
in the embedding spaces of foundation models is one way to subvert the cost
involved in learning a task specialist in a supervised setting. Since the cost of
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supervision under the current practice of automotive software engineering is
substantial, such a toolkit not only offers a cheaper but, as we shall soon see,
a much more nuanced alternative for task automation. An added advantage
is that rule-based predictive steps built upon properties like representational
similarity are much more transparent and explainable in comparison to a fine-
tuned head. Such transparency increases the likelihood that engineers use these
trained tools with confidence. Applying this principled approach to automate
tasks in software design and testing, tools and methods we develop help address
critical needs for the successful delivery of the next wave of automotive software.
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Part I

Easing the process of
software design compliance
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Chapter 3

Automotive software design

Designing a vehicle function like air suspension or emergency braking may need
to take into account all constituent physics but, as we saw in Chapter 2, the
E/E system and, particularly, the layered AUTOSAR architecture allows us
to focus upon its software in a relatively independent manner. This separation
allows us to apply a software engineering approach to develop AUTOSAR ap-
plications, including the act of designing it. But where does the software design
activity begin? Following the process sequence in V, compiling requirements for
application software is certainly one starting point, but as traced extensively
earlier, there is ample support available from orthogonal system thinking. Here,
the E/E system architectural element of the AUTOSAR software application
(Definition 3) especially holds promise. Let us now probe the potential of the
software application as a starting point for the software design activity by
visualizing its definition in the form of a relationship diagram (Figure 3.1).

Figure 3.1: The relationship between AUTOSAR applications, software com-
ponents and modules

As seen in the figure above, the AUTOSAR software application incorporates
simple, yet durable, tools for software design. For instance, by allowing an
application to be realized using multiple SWCs, the AUTOSAR SWC serves as
a crucial pathway for decomposing application logic. Such a decomposition pro-
cess helps prevent the application code from agglomerating into unmanageable
monoliths. Also, the ability of AUTOSAR SWCs to collaborate in realizing vehi-
cle functionality – which we saw in the windshield wiper example in Figure 2.3 –
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allows the separation of concerns. The ability to compose allows us to write sepa-
rate SWCs for sensing, processing, and actuation. This also lays the foundations
for reuse where, should a similar sensor be used in a different application, the as-
sociated SWC can be reused. By thus offering several advantages, it may seem as
if there is enough substance in the AUTOSAR software application as an entity
to shoulder the design process. The catch, however, is that among the design
semantics shown in Figure 3.1, only the decomposition process is codified. All
other benefits are only implied. Put otherwise, AUTOSAR restricts itself mainly
to defining the SWC and its composition into software applications. Designers
are free to compose them in any manner, including using ways that do not really
achieve any of the benefits enumerated earlier. More generally, while E/E sys-
tem thinking helps establish a useful architectural baseline consisting of ECUs,
reference topologies, and AUTOSAR with its various abstractions, additional
support is needed to use these concepts and derive a viable software design.

3.1 Patterns for designing vehicle application
software

Even if it is common to use the terms interchangeably in day-to-day engineering,
it is important to recognize that the architecture and design of vehicle appli-
cation software are distinct activities. Here, [13] is helpful in identifying their
respective characteristics and their inter-relationship. It describes software
architecture as very much a big-picture process, helping make choices that
define the boundaries of the eventual design. Architectural choices are usually
codified and communicated as principles, rules, and structures which can serve
as starting points for the design activity. The layered AUTOSAR architecture,
and the SWC abstraction, are cases in point. Software design, on the other
hand, involves composing and specializing necessary architectural principles
and structures to propose a design, while ensuring that the boundaries set by
the overall architecture is respected. Thus, [13] makes it clear that architecture
is mainly about setting the rules at a high level, while design is about following
them at a low level. Considering this dichotomy, it is perhaps reasonable to
conclude that the software application and the SWC are at too high a level of ab-
straction to solely shoulder the design process. Additional guidance is necessary
to translate high level ideas to low level details. While this guidance can come
from several avenues, a particularly helpful tool that helps translate principles
of software architecture into tangible design solutions is the design pattern.

Design patterns, as the classic definition1 goes, are solutions that can be reused
for commonly occurring problems in software design. Simply put, within most
software engineering communities, as design problems are encountered and
solved, engineers are highly encouraged to document both. Needless to say, a
wide range of pattern catalogs have accumulated to aid the design of vehicle
application software. For example, [59] catalogs patterns for model-based
application development, while [60] and [61] curate patterns for solving safety

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Software design pattern.html
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and security-related design problems respectively. Also, vehicle application
software is almost always embedded software, which means that a sweeping
catalog of design patterns [62] for embedded software is always available for
reuse. Such a rich palette of catalogs undoubtedly provides much needed
system thinking to move towards detailed design, but examples listed above
arguably tilt towards core application logic. Meaning, they pay more attention
to designing the functional and non-functional properties of the logic contained
in a SWC, but they do not necessarily consider the structure and organization
of the SWCs themselves. Sure enough, patterns do exist that address this
aspect and, since this is of primary interest to this work, let us discuss it further.

Need for design guidance in the AUTOSAR application layer – There
is one issue in the AUTOSAR application layer that is crucial to note, and it can
be understood by revisiting Figures 2.2 and 2.3. Together, these figures reveal
the mixed approach to software architecture taken by AUTOSAR. The former
reveals a layered approach from hardware up to the RTE, which virtualizes
the hardware. But, as the latter reveals, beyond the RTE, there is a subtle
shift from a layered architecture to a component based architecture [38]. That
is, in the application layer, the AUTOSAR standard does not define much
more than the SWC abstraction, taking no stance on how these components
should be arranged. The minimalist approach may be understandable in what
is, after all, an industry standard adopted on a large scale, but the component
based architecture causes considerable anxiety in the community of automotive
software developers and architects [40]. This is simply because, there is little
guidance on how to structure and arrange what can be a vast network of SWCs.

Using Figure 3.2, we now illustrate possible issues caused by a lack of clear
guidance on SWC organization. This figure shows a system with five different
applications and, for ease of reasoning, we assume that they are realized using
one SWC each. Let us begin with lane keeping assistance, which helps the driver
stay within the lane by detecting lane markings using a camera. Further, let
us assume that the design has packaged basic camera processing functionality
with the lane detection logic. This is typical when the complete package has
been purchased from one vendor. The absence of a clear separation between
lane detection and camera processing logic can, however, disturb the overall
system. If a pedestrian detection application – which also needs camera data
– is now introduced, there is unnecessary coupling with lane detection simply
because the latter has inadvertently become the source of all camera data. This
can lead to further complications if there is a need to, say, introduce a vehicle
variant that excludes lane keeping assistance but retains the legally mandated
pedestrian detection application. With the wrongly coupled design, there is no
choice but to extricate camera processing from lane keeping, usually at a heavy
cost, and reuse it for pedestrian detection. Without taking extra care, the
component-style architecture specified by AUTOSAR can have such unintended
consequences. Alternatively, if there had been strong design guidance that called
for a clean separation between low level device functionality and core application
logic, such issues may be avoidable. Having followed such a guideline, the
example in Figure 3.2 avoids unnecessary coupling between emergency braking
and adaptive cruise control by designing a separate radar processing block. The
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need for constant guidance in navigating an essentially flat structure is precisely
what keeps software architects anxious. Worst case, even global tight couplings
emerge. In our example, pedestrian and lane detection, emergency braking,
and cruise control all need to know the ego vehicle speed. It is not uncommon
to see practical designs where a speed estimation application is directly coupled
to serve all others – otherwise recognizable as the infamous spaghetti design.

Figure 3.2: Possible (dis)organization in the absence of clear design patterns

With some potentially alarming design concerns on the horizon, AUTOSAR
itself provides some guidelines for organization. The AUTOSAR design pattern
catalog [63] is one example which addresses some of these issues. One pattern in
this catalog encourages the creation of one dedicated SWC for each sensor and
actuator, which abstracts all of its hardware details. Another pattern encourages
the use of arbiter SWCs which mediate between multiple requesters or providers.
Its primary intention may be to resolve conflicting requests, but it may indirectly
introduce separation of concerns, helping reduce dependencies. The AUTOSAR
design pattern catalog certainly helps address crucial issues but, in addressing
three specific concerns, it is fairly limited. Additional guidance is also available
in the form of AUTOSAR application interface standards2. These standards
define external interfaces for routinely offered applications like windshield wiper,
seat adjustment, etc. A focus on the external interface, however, only has an
indirect interface on SWC structure. In parallel, efforts have also been under-
taken outside the AUTOSAR consortium, with vehicle manufacturers defining
additional patterns to solve other design issues. One such design pattern,
specified by system architects at the Volvo Group, is Controller-Handler which
encourages control logic to be distinct from device handling logic, introducing
some layering in the otherwise flat vehicle application software. Since this work
focuses extensively on this pattern, we discuss it in detail in Chapter 4.

Armed with a healthy collection of design pattern catalogs, designing the soft-

2https://www.autosar.org/standards/application-interface
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ware of an end-user function seems less daunting. Starting with requirements,
with the aid of ample system thinking in the form of architectures, design
patterns and many more ideas, a viable design should be achievable. At which
point of time it becomes pertinent to consider the question – how do we ensure
that the subsequent implementation indeed complies with the specified design?

3.2 Limits of traditional design compliance as-
sessment

The objective of software design, as derived from the waterfall V process, is to en-
sure that the implementation downstream is able to sufficiently address require-
ments defined upstream. As we also saw previously, concerns that vehicle appli-
cation software needs to address can be quite diverse, covering aspects like safety
and cybersecurity, in addition to the quality and structure of the code itself. In
the effort to address them all, it is not uncommon that the design itself includes
a hefty list of guidelines, and requirements that need to be fulfilled. Understand-
ing the impact of all of this on the implementation process is therefore crucial.
At one level, there is a need to ensure that there are no major flaws in the design
itself. Methods like [64,65] help evaluate the viability of high level architectural
principles, using which the design is derived. The design itself can be subjected
to analysis using, for example, Failure Modes Effects and Analysis (FMEA)
which assesses the risk of failures. At another level, there is the additional need
to ensure that the implementation actually complies with the specified design.
Sometimes, as noted earlier, demonstrating compliance may even be mandated
by regulation. Even otherwise, ensuring that the implementation complies with
the specified design guidelines eases continuous evolution of the software system,
which is necessary for delivering functionality at high cadence and quality.

The challenges involved in the process of assessing design compliance can be
examined through two main aspects. Loosely defined, the first aspect would
be the ease of formalizing design requirements. The reasoning here is that
if the design can be formalized as an algorithm, then it may be possible to
construct an automatic static analysis procedure to check design compliance.
The MISRA C3 standard, which is a set of coding guidelines for safety critical
systems serves as a good example here. For example, one MISRA C requirement
is that a function cannot call itself. Practically, it is also possible to formal-
ize an algorithm that spots recursive functions, which means that verifying
compliance with this requirement can be automated. The second important
aspect for design compliance is the level of ambiguity in judging compliance.
If we take the same MISRA C requirement, it is clear that if a function indeed
makes a recursive call, it unambiguously violates the requirement. Meaning,
that an automatic compliance checking process can conclude with a true/false
answer. Since MISRA C requirements are generally both formalizable and can
be unambiguously judged, popular static analysis tools like Klocwork4 come

3https://www.misra.org.uk/misra-c2012-amd3-published/
4https://help.klocwork.com/current/en-us/concepts/home.htm
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pre-packaged with compliance checking tools for this standard.

Unsurprisingly, there are several cases in automotive software engineering
where formalizing design requirements is difficult, and compliance judgment
is ambiguous. This can be illustrated by returning to the example in Figure
3.2, where a better design is achieved if application and low level device logic
are sufficiently decoupled. In the specific case of the lane keeping, this can
translate to a requirement is that the application logic should not contain video
processing code. Since (non-) compliance with this requirement is only visible
in freely definable variable and method names in the code, any formalization
is bound to be brittle. Moreover, it is also easy to see that there are several
ambiguities that compromise the judgment of compliance. If lane keeping code,
say, crops the image to focus on an area where lane markings are likely to be
visible, is that considered to be basic video processing? Since there is sufficient
margin for ambiguity in answering this question, the assessment of compliance
cannot always result in a firm true/false answer.

To reiterate, if design requirements can be formalized and compliance assess-
ment is unambiguous, it is possible to use a rule-based algorithmic approach for
automating this assessment (Figure 3.3). If the ease of formalization reduces
and if the ambiguity of assessment increases, both of which are all too common,
there is a need for further intelligence and nuance during assessment. Under cur-
rent practice, such nuance is mainly supplied by human code reviewers. Manual
review can notice subtle indications in code for compliance, and an experienced
reviewer can always weigh it against standard practice to make fine judgments
on compliance. In fact, a study conducted in [66] concludes that during code
review, the essential dialog between reviewers and coders centers around design.
The problem, of course, is not only that manual review is time-consuming, its ef-
fectiveness depends, among other things, upon the experience [67–69] of the par-
ticipants. The nuance supplied by reviewers – often the result of several years of
programming and design – is not easy to cultivate and preserve. However, in the
current era of big code, advances in deep learning and neural language process-
ing open up the possibility that nuanced, but time-consuming, manual review
can be automated. Thus, when the difficulty of formalizing design requirements
and the ambiguity of assessing compliance increase, we reason (Figure 3.3) that
it is beneficial to take a learning approach for automating design review.

3.3 Towards a deep learning approach for de-
sign compliance

Given an AUTOSAR software application ȳ = W(x̄), we seek to automatically
assess whether the set V = {V1,V2, ...,VN},W = ◦Ni=1Vi of SWCs which
realize this application, complies with the expectations of a design pattern
D. If this pattern D is difficult to formalize and is ambiguous when judging
compliance, both of which are not unusual, the design review task firmly lies
beyond the conceptual boundary in Figure 3.3 within which rule-based checking
is viable. The currently viable alternative of manual design review may have
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Figure 3.3: As the difficulty in formalizing design requirements and the ambi-
guity in compliance assessment increase, the availability of big code enables a
deep learning approach for automating design review

limitations, but it does point to vital ingredients for a deep learning approach to
automate design review. After all, the manual review process, which builds upon
two closely related factors – domain expertise which, in turn, leads to nuanced
judgments – is quite effective. The issue, of course, is that in the high cadence
process that automotive software engineering aspires to, purely manual review
cannot wield these crucial factors at scale. However, if discussions in Section
2.2 are any indication, both factors can be addressed using a tool derived from
a foundation model that has domain expertise in vehicle application software.

Expert reviewers are likely to have spent a significant amount of time being
involved in the process of engineering automotive software, helping them learn
fine details of design. If not direct experience in the automotive domain, at
the very least, expert reviewers are likely to be familiar with closely related
disciplines like embedded software engineering or general C programming. Such
experience in individual engineers may be a prized asset, but the emergence
of big code – source code from thousands of software engineering projects –
means that a bulk of this collective experience is available as data. If millions
of pages of text can help train natural language domain generalists like BERT
and GPT-3, it stands to reason that millions of files of source code can train
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analogous domain generalists in programming language [70]. In fact, recent
advances show that foundation language models trained on source code have
served as able building blocks for automating tasks as complex as code com-
pletion and summarization [27]. Not only does this bode well for our quest to
automate design reviews, it also serves as an important source of inspiration.

Foundation models trained on vehicle application software may very well provide
the breadth of domain expertise but, in order to automate design compliance
assessment, we need the complementary depth of task specialization. Here, as
have repeatedly noted, it may not be viable to train a true/false classification
head using labeled data. The example in Figure 3.2 shows that an assessment
of whether a given implementation of AUTOSAR application software complies
with a specific design pattern does not always end up with a true/false answer.
Even if the label is not binary, as we reason in the next chapter, it is arguable
that boiling down design compliance assessment to a small set of discrete labels
can be restrictive. Stated simply, in a task as complex as design review there
can be many shades of gray. This is why, instead of training a classifier using
annotated data, we use a ‘pre-train and calculate’ approach to measure design
compliance using principled vector arithmetic on language model embeddings.
Not only does this avoid the considerable cost of annotation but, as demon-
strated shortly, also helps conduct automatic design reviews with levels of
nuance comparable to human reviewers. Minimizing the effort spent on manual
design review, methods we develop help speed up the automotive software engi-
neering process. This helps achieve the larger objective of increasing the cadence
and the quality of deliveries, required by the next wave of automotive software.



Chapter 4

Defining a system for
design compliance
assessment

‘If you think good design is expensive, try bad design’, goes the adage. While
this observation can headline any design effort, it is certainly a prime motivator
in the design of software. Very generally, the process of software design attempts
to envision a software solution that meets a given set of requirements [71]. This
view, as traced in the previous chapter, continues to hold firm even in the
world of automotive software engineering. The classic V engineering process
undertakes the design activity using a combination of tools including principles,
models, and patterns of architecture and design, etc., that instructs top-down,
the eventual implementation of software. Meeting core business requirements
may be its primary objective, but software design often aspires further. It tries
to address several non-functional concerns and increase the likelihood that the
solution operates and evolves sustainably [72]. The expanded set of concerns
inevitably complicates the design process, which now becomes an act of trading-
off concerns in multiple dimensions, under the shadow of constant uncertainty.

When reasoning a foray of the big data, deep learning approach into the design
arena in the previous chapter, we also noted that neural language models pre-
trained on large source code corpora have started becoming building blocks for
automating a variety of complex programming tasks like code completion and
program repair ( [73,74], for example). If such programming tasks, which often
require nuanced judgment, can be automated, can a similar approach be applied
to automate design tasks? We now take initial steps towards answering this
question by investigating a use case in automotive software design compliance.
In doing so, we introduce innovations that help automate a crucial and time-
consuming design review task, easing the process of software design.

41
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4.1 The ‘language’ of design in code

The application of neural language models for automating programming tasks
is fundamentally based upon the naturalness hypothesis [70], which recognizes
that software is a form of human communication. As presciently observed in
the concept of ‘literate’ programming in [75], instead of simply viewing it as an
entity that instructs a computer, a program can also be seen as a document that
communicates with fellow engineers what we expect the computer to do. This
subtle shift in perspective enables us to view programs as yet another communi-
cation medium, possessing similar statistical properties as natural language text.
As traced exquisitely in [70], this means that neural Programming Language
Models (PLMs) pre-trained on code corpora, can exploit such infused elements
of human communication to learn a statistical model of programming, just like
their natural language counterparts. Such knowledge lies at the foundation
of a PLM’s ability to automate complex programming tasks. In our attempt
to extend PLMs for automating design-related tasks, we therefore start by
considering whether design information is also naturally communicated in code.

Echoing the core tenets of literate programming, no matter the domain, any list
of properties that characterize well-written code would note that it should be
properly structured, readable, and clear. Stated otherwise, code as a software en-
gineering artifact should aspire to be self-explanatory. Which brings up the ques-
tion - what is the intent behind infusing explanatory elements in source code?
Apart from promoting intellectual understanding, programmers generally choose
to augment self-explanation in code so that fellow-programmers find it easy to ex-
tend. A basic explanatory technique like using well-worded program statements,
in a clearly evident sequence, accompanied by lucid natural language comments
clearly helps code extension in relatively local scopes. In parallel, carefully
wording and characterizing entities like methods, modules, or classes, and the
ways in which they relate, interact, and are packaged, promote more global ex-
tension. Infusing such explanation, which is largely complementary to program
logic, clearly achieves many of the same objectives of a top-down design exercise.
In fact, the co-evolution of design and solution – the ‘code as design’ approach
– is itself a natural byproduct of using high-level programming languages [76].

The naturalness hypothesis, if stated differently, recognizes that source code
is naturally bimodal. That is, code – when sufficiently well-written – has
at least two recognizable channels namely (1) the algorithmic channel that
is machine comprehensible and (2) the explanatory channel that is human
comprehensible [70]. Then, if the naturally bimodal nature of code is jointly
considered with the preceding reasoning about design being a natural part
of code, it is reasonable to conclude that its explanatory channel is likely
to include information about design. Put simply, irrespective of whether it
emerges bottom-up as a result of programming or top-down as a result of an
upstream design process, elements of software design occur naturally in source
code. Given that (1) PLMs successfully understand statistical properties of
natural programming, and (2) elements of design occur naturally in source code,
we reason that PLMs pre-trained on large code corpora are likely to understand
elements of design. It is easy to see that such a reasoning has tremendous
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potential to serve our larger quest of easing the process of engineering vehicle
application software. If design knowledge that naturally occurs in big code can
be learned and wielded at scale, it can help address critical factors of experience
and nuance that is needed to automate aspects of design review. The purpose of
the forthcoming study is to both verify this reasoning and exploit its potential.

4.2 Stating the problem of design compliance

In order to help automate the complex and effort intensive process of assessing
design compliance, we envision a system S that assesses whether a set of query
programs/files Q, drawn from a corpus Q, complies with a design pattern D
specified for the corpus. The set of query programs Q, as we shall soon see,
are implementations of software components that collectively realize one or
more on-board vehicle functions. Building upon the reasoning that naturally
occurring design knowledge in large code corpora can be learned and utilized,
we further envision that the system S uses a PLM F trained on large code
corpora as the primary tool. Finally, as denoted in (4.1), we require that a
score m calculated by the system provides a measure of compliance.

m = S(Q, D; F), Q ⊆ Q (4.1)

By thus measuring the compliance of code with a set of design principles,
codified as a design pattern (Figure 4.1), the system that we envision should
be able to assist, if not automate, manual design review. To construct and
evaluate such a system, we pose the following research questions.

Figure 4.1: We envision a design compliance assessment system S that can
assist or automate manual design review with nuance

RQ1 – Can the system S for assessing design compliance be constructed using
a neural language model trained on code?

RQ2 – Does the assessment improve when the PLM is explicitly provided with
information relevant to design pattern D?

RQ3 – Can the measure m be communicated in a way that makes it easy for
an architect to understand the compliance of Q with D?
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As described in forthcoming chapters in Part I, results from this study show that
it is indeed possible to construct such a system for measuring design compli-
ance. Such a neural language modeling approach to automatically assess design
compliance has the potential to improve the chances of quickly identifying (and
subsequently correcting) design violations, thus promoting faster, yet sustain-
able, evolution of the code base. Clearly, this can help achieve properties of
increased cadence and quality required for the next wave of automotive software.

4.3 The corpus and design pattern studied

The Truck Application Software corpus – To begin understanding the
system that we envision, let us first examine the corpus Q from which query
programs are drawn. In this study, we use Truck Application Software (TAS), a
corpus of ∼5k files of C-language code, that implements in-vehicle functionality
for the Volvo Group’s truck platforms. As an unvarnished corpus of vehicle
application software, principles of software design adopted in TAS stem mainly
from AUTOSAR. This, as noted in Section 2.1, means that the fundamen-
tal unit of application software that TAS contains, and the principal design
abstraction that it builds upon, is the SWC. The collection of ∼200 SWCs
in TAS implement tens of applications that deliver crucial end-user value to
customers. This is why considerable measures need to be taken to ensure that
the application software system, which these SWCs represent, is designed to
evolve sustainably. Foremost among the design priorities is the regulation of
dependencies between SWCs. When dependencies are sufficiently regulated,
existing components can be modified, and new components can be introduced,
with minimal disturbances to the overall system. Such regulation also ensures
that scenarios like the spaghetti coupling illustrated in Figure 3.2 are avoided.
The minimalist stance taken by AUTOSAR, however, means that there are not
many safeguards in the essentially flat organization of components in its appli-
cation layer that help minimize unnecessary dependencies. In order to fill this
gap, software architects at the Volvo Group have defined Controller-Handler
(CH), which is the design pattern D which we focus upon in this study.

The Controller-Handler design pattern – One simple way to illustrate
this design pattern would be by considering an example application in TAS –
roof hatch control – and its design. Trucks are sometimes equipped with a hatch
on the roof (Figure 4.2), which the driver can control to adjust the flow of air
and the amount of ambient light. The hatch is equipped with necessary motors
that effect this control based upon driver input. The key design principle, used
in TAS, to implement such a function is the separation of the core logic for
hatch adjustment, the Controller, from the logic that handles the motors, the
Handler. The main reason behind calling for such separation is to decouple
hardware, specifically sensors and actuators, from the control logic.

An illustration of the otherwise proprietary roof hatch control application, one
that follows the CH pattern, is shown in Listings 4.1 and 4.2. The controller
(Listing 4.1) begins by reading the driver’s request into a Request Type object.
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Figure 4.2: Adjustable roof hatch in a Volvo FH truck

In this example, we only show two possible requests, RoofHatch rqst Open

and RoofHatch rqst Close. Upon reading the request, the controller maps
them respectively to Open and Close commands of type RoofHatch Command.
The command is then transmitted to the handler through the AUTOSAR
RTE using an RTE write call. It is important to note that the controller only
contains code for reading the driver input and issuing commands for operating
the roof hatch. The code for issuing commands in activateMotors includes
additional logic to (1) avoid indefinitely issuing the same command, and (2)
prevent a rapid reversal of motor state which could cause undesirable inductive
effects. Once the controller issues the command, the corresponding handler
(Figure 4.2) reads it using an RTE read call, and actuates the motor accordingly.
Specifically, the motor is controlled using Rte call, which operates digital
output pins IOHW ON or IOHW OFF where the motor is physically wired. The
essence of separating controller and handler software components is revealed
by the nature of the handler code. The motor used for adjusting the roof hatch
is physically located somewhere close to the hatch itself and is hardwired to
pins on an ECU located in the vicinity. The handler, therefore, needs to be
deployed on this particular ECU and use the designated pins to control the
motor, imposing strict conditions on deployment. In contrast, the application
logic in the controller – having been decoupled from the motor hardware –
is not bound to a specific ECU and has relative freedom of deployment. A
virtualized RTE that allows seamless communication between SWCs deployed
on different ECUs is therefore an important element in realizing such a design.

1 // DATA TYPES

2 typedef struct {

3 RequestType_T Request_Type;

4 } RoofHatch_Ctrl_In_T;

5

6 typedef struct {

7 RoofHatch_T RoofHatch_Command;

8 } RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T;

9
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10 // VARIABLES

11 static RoofHatch_T m_previousCommand;

12 static RequestType_T m_previousRequestType;

13 static Counter_T m_protectionCounter;

14

15 // PRIVATE FUNCTION PROTOTYPES

16 static void readAllData(RoofHatch_Ctrl_In_T *a_in);

17 static void writeAllData(const RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T *a_out);

18

19 // PRIVATE FUNCTIONS

20 static void readAllData(RoofHatch_Ctrl_In_T *a_in)

21 {

22 Std_ReturnType readStatus;

23

24 readStatus = Rte_Read_Request_Type_Request_Type (&(a_in ->

Request_Type));

25 if (readStatus != RTE_E_OK ) {

26 a_in ->Request_Type = m_previousRequestType;

27 }

28 }

29

30 static void writeAllData(const RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T *a_out)

31 {

32 (void)Rte_Write_RoofHatch_Command_RoofHatch_Command(a_out ->

RoofHatch_Command);

33 }

34

35 static void inactivateMotors(RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T *a_out)

36 {

37 m_protectionCounter = 0;

38 m_previousCommand = NO_COMMAND;

39 a_out ->RoofHatch_Command = NO_COMMAND;

40 }

41

42 static void activateMotors(RoofHatch_T cmd , RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T *

a_out)

43 {

44 if(m_previousCommand == cmd){

45 if(m_protectionCounter > THRESHOLD){

46 m_previousCommand = NO_COMMAND;

47 a_out ->RoofHatch_Command = NO_COMMAND;

48 }else {

49 m_protectionCounter ++;

50 a_out ->RoofHatch_Command = m_previousCommand;

51 }

52 }else {

53 if(m_protectionCounter > THRESHOLD){

54 a_out ->RoofHatch_Command = m_previousCommand;

55 }else {

56 m_protectionCounter =0;

57 m_previousCommand = cmd;

58 a_out ->RoofHatch_Command = cmd;

59 }

60 }

61 }

62

63 // PUBLIC FUNCTIONS

64 FUNC(void , RTE_ROOFHATCHCTRL_APPL_CODE) RoofHatch_Ctrl_Init(void)

65 {

66 m_previousCommand = NO_COMMAND;

67 m_protectionCounter = 0;

68 }
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69

70 FUNC(void , RTE_ROOFHATCHCTRL_APPL_CODE) RoofHatch_Ctrl_run(void)

71 {

72 RoofHatch_Ctrl_In_T m_in;

73 RoofHatch_Ctrl_Out_T m_out;

74

75 readAllData (&m_in);

76

77 if(m_in.Request_Type == RoofHatch_rqst_Open){

78 activateMotors(OPEN ,&m_out);

79 }else if(m_in.Request_Type == RoofHatch_rqst_Close){

80 activateMotors(CLOSE ,&m_out);

81 }else {

82 inactivateMotors (&m_out)

83 }

84

85 writeAllData (&m_out);

86 }

Listing 4.1: An illustration of a possible roof hatch contoller implementation

1 // DATA TYPES

2 typedef struct {

3 RoofHatch_T RoofHatch_Command;

4 } RoofHatchHdlr;

5

6 // PUBLIC FUNCTIONS

7 FUNC(void , RTE_ROOFHATCHHDLR_APPL_CODE) RoofHatch_Hdlr_Init(void)

8 { }

9

10 FUNC(void , RTE_ROOFHATCHHDLR_APPL_CODE) RoofHatch_Hdlr_run(void)

11 {

12 RoofHatchHdlr Handler_obj;

13

14 Handler_obj.RoofHatch_Command =

Rte_Read_RoofHatch_Command_RoofHatch_Command (& Handler_obj.

RoofHatch_Command);

15

16 if (Handler_obj.RoofHatch_Command == OPEN){

17 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setOpen(IOHW_ON);

18 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setClose(IOHW_OFF);

19 }else if(Handler_obj.RoofHatch_Command == CLOSE){

20 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setOpen(IOHW_OFF);

21 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setClose(IOHW_ON);

22 }else{

23 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setOpen(IOHW_OFF);

24 (void)Rte_Call_RoofHatchHdlr_Actuator_setClose(IOHW_OFF);

25 }

26 }

Listing 4.2: An illustration of a possible roof hatch handler implementation

Such an act of decoupling has several implications on the implementation, de-
ployment, and installation of applications like roof hatch control. First, the act
of decoupling controller from handler logic allows a more efficient use of the gen-
erally limited computational resources available on-board. The motor control
logic in the handler, which is typically some form of on/off toggling or pulse-
width modulation, is not very compute intensive and can be placed on resource
and cost-efficient I/O ECUs. The controller logic, though not very intensive in
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this case, can be pooled with other applications in relatively powerful computa-
tional ECUs. Concentrating computational logic into a low number of general
purpose embedded computers is increasingly being recognized not only as being
cost-efficient system but an act that hastens the cadence of delivering new func-
tionality [77]. Designing applications using the CH pattern clearly helps achieve
this. Second, decoupling the controller from the handler is necessary to support
a wide variety of product configurations required to fit several transport oper-
ations and market segments. Take, for instance, the cab of the truck where the
roof hatch is installed. Based upon whether it is sold in Europe or North Amer-
ica, the design of the cab of Volvo Trucks differs significantly (Figure 4.3). Then,
depending upon the specific cab geometry, motors may have different alignments
and may need to articulate the hatch differently. If the roof hatch application
is properly designed by decoupling controller logic from the handler logic, then
the variability in cab geometry only affects the handler. The controller remains
intact and can be simply reused across both variants. Third, if the roof hatch
control application properly implements CH, it simplifies making changes in
the system. If a new actuation technology arises and a new kind of motor is
introduced, most of the impact should be limited only to the handler logic.

Figure 4.3: Variation in cab geometry in Volvo Truck products offered in North
America (left) and Europe (right)

We may have used roof hatch control as an example, but it is clear that many of
the design issues that we discussed are applicable to pretty much any control ap-
plication that uses sensors and actuators. Considering the amount of automatic
control functions in Volvo Trucks, it turns out that CH is the most prevalent
design pattern used in the TAS corpus of vehicle application software. This is
precisely why we focus upon this pattern when developing our automatic com-
pliance assessment system. Formally (see Figure 4.4), the CH pattern advocates
the implementation of an in-vehicle control application using a set of SWCs P =
{C,H1, H2, ...,HN}. Here, the Controller component C, implements the core
control logic, while Handler components Hi implement hardware-specific logic.
In practice, since the handler components are usually independent of each other,
the CH design pattern can be defined as applying to each pair P = (C,Hi) of
controller and handler SWCs used to realize the overall application. Apart from
roof hatch control, applications in TAS that adopt this design pattern include
washer and wiper control, exterior lights control, and mirror heating control.
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Figure 4.4: Controller-Handler software design pattern for automotive control
systems

While the reasoning behind the CH pattern is intuitive, compliance with the pat-
tern is not always simple. In the roof hatch example, if we focus upon the motor
handling and application logic alone, it may be easy to conclude that the former
goes into a handler SWC and the latter into a controller SWC. If we expand the
focus to, say, the electrical safety logic in the activateMotors function, there
is no easy answer on how this can straddle the CH divide. Placing all electrical
safety logic in the handler may fit well with its hardware-centric profile, but this
could lead to some safety logic being duplicated across several handler variants.
This could be one reason why, like our example, such code could be placed in
the controller. Another reason for doing so could be that electrical safety needs
to factor other aspects in the system that lie far beyond the scope of motor con-
trol. More generally, considering the fact that the CH pattern is defined fairly
loosely – as most design patterns are – there is sufficient room for ambiguity in
interpretation. It is also important to note that tightening the definition may
not always be useful. Worst case, patterns that are rigidly defined may simply
not have enough margin for practical implementation and may simply remain
unused. With a need to provide sufficient margin for flexibility, there is always
bound to be some ambiguity in design patterns. This, as we noted in the previ-
ous chapter, is what makes design compliance complex. During manual review,
experienced architects can not only hone in on issues that are known to be con-
tentious, but they can also weigh it against relevant practice to make nuanced
judgments about compliance. In our attempt to measure design compliance
using a PLM, we consciously try to reflect some of these important factors.
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Chapter 5

Building a system for
design compliance
assessment

Having fixed the query corpus Q as TAS, and the design pattern D as Controller-
Handler for the study, we restate our objective. We aim to construct a system S
that assesses whether an ordered pair Q = (X,Y ), X, Y ∈ Q of SWCs comply
with the Controller-Handler design pattern. Though either of the SWCs in this
pair can be realized using multiple software modules (or programs), at this point
it is simpler to consider the case where each SWC is realized as one program. We
relax this condition at a later point. The following sections describe the process
of constructing the compliance assessment system S that we envision in (4.1).

5.1 Constructing a system for assessing design
compliance

Pre-training a PLM – In this work, we consider a program X = (t1, t2, ..., tN )
to be a source code file containing a sequence of tokens ti. We then define a PLM
to be a language representation model of the form F : XM → X pre-trained as a
masked language model, first introduced in BERT [51]. One practical issue that
we face when building language models is that the program, which is fed-forward
into the model, is a discrete sequence of words. DNNs like the Transformer
encoder in BERT, on the other hand, only accept vectors (or more generally
tensors) as inputs. Unlike image or time series data, which are usually easy to
vectorize, the process of vectorizing programs is relatively complex. Since vec-
torization is an important step that allows DNNs to process data modalities that
are not naturally vectors, it is useful to briefly examine the steps we use to vec-
torize code. As shown in Figure 5.1, we follow a two-step vectorization process
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prescribed, among others, by [78]. First, the raw code is subjected to a tokeniza-
tion process to split it into a sequence of word tokens. A naive version of tok-
enization would be to treat every character sequence separated by a whitespace
as a token. This, however, turns out to be quite inefficient in our case because
code tokens tend to agglomerate multiple words. In Figure 5.1, the highlighted
token pagesetl map is one example. Taken separately, its subwords page, set ,
and map are likely to appear frequently in a code corpus. The combined sequence,
on the other hand, can be rare. This is why contemporary language processing
pipelines turn to subword tokenization, with Byte Pair Encoding (BPE) [79] be-
ing a popular way to achieve this. Using an iterative process that computes the
frequency of subwords and their combinations, BPE splits rare words into fre-
quently occurring subwords. In the example, pagesetl map is split into four sub-
words page, set, l , map. Tokenization using BPE thus results in a compact
vocabulary, or a dictionary, of possible code tokens, where common subwords
appear intact while larger words are broken into constituent subwords. Such a
split, which results in a granular set of commonly occurring subwords, also helps
the model to generalize. When testing with unseen code it is quite likely that the
model comes across a rare agglomerated word which did not appear in the train-
ing corpus. In such cases, tokenization into subwords increases the chance that
the subwords themselves are part of the training vocabulary. Upon tokenization,
the second preprocessing step is to substitute each subword with its (integer)
dictionary subword entry. Then an embedding layer, which is essentially a
learnable look-up table, at the input of a DNN converts these integer sequences
into semantically consistent real-valued vectors. Going beyond code tokens, the
main intention behind this examination is to point out that, by adopting an
analogous process, other domains can be similarly vectorized and fed-forward
into DNNs. This is especially noteworthy for automotive software engineering
where artifacts beyond code, like commit histories, UML models, network
topologies, etc., are involved. With appropriate vectorization, a deep learning
toolkit could very well be applied to solve problems in all these data modalities.

Figure 5.1: The two-step process of vectorizing source code

After tokenization and binarization the program X = (t1, t2, ..., tN ) is now in
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a format that can be readily processed by a DNN. Then, as we previously saw
with a natural language example in Figure 2.5, borrowing a proven technique in
training foundation models of language, the core task we use for pre-training the
PLM is cloze or Masked Reconstruction (MR) shown in (5.1)1. In this task, the
PLM is provided a masked program XM which, using the BERT masking recipe,
is produced by replacing a uniform randomly selected fixed fraction of tokens in
X with a mask token t. The model is then tasked to recover tokens in masked
positions, as a result of which it learns contextual meanings of programs.

MR(X;F) = F(XM )[j] == X[j], j ∈ J
J = {i : ti = t, ti ∈ XM}

(5.1)

Since our aim is to assess design compliance in TAS, which is a C-language
corpus, we pre-train a monolingual PLM on C code. As pre-training corpus
P , we use ∼75M files of C code derived from the GitHub public dataset2. The
model is then pre-trained by minimizing the objective shown in 5.2.

F := argmin
F̂

EX∈P MR(X; F̂) (5.2)

The larger system S that we envision in (4.1) aims, of course, to assess whether
a pair of programs Q complies with the CH design pattern D. Practically, how-
ever, feeding an entire program into the PLM is an issue because C programs
tend to be long. The average length of a C program is ∼5k subwords in the
GitHub corpus and ∼7k subwords in the TAS corpus. The Transformer archi-
tecture [80], which is the mainstay of several previously reported foundational
PLMs like CodeBERT [81], is typically configured to handle input sequences
of length 512-1024. This is because the vanilla self-attention mechanism is
of quadratic compute and memory complexity, which makes it impractical
for longer input sequences. To be able to assess long programs, we therefore
base the PLM F on the more efficient Reformer [82] architecture. Combining
locality-sensitive-hashing and reversible residual layers, the Reformer handles
long sequences much more efficiently. By configuring the input sequence length
to 8192, we are able to feed around 80% of programs in the TAS corpus into
the Reformer-based F intact, with manageable memory and computational
complexity. Programs longer than 8192 tokens are truncated to this length.
The Reformer encoder F of ∼180M parameters with 6 self-attention layers
(each with 8 heads) was trained from scratch on 16 Nvidia Tesla V100 GPUs
until the MR accuracy on a validation set of 5k files reached 95.12%.

Assessing compliance by manual review – Recalling the CH design pat-
tern described in Section 4.3, let us now consider how a human architect would
assess whether a query pair (X,Y ) of programs complies with this pattern. The
architect would normally do this by reviewing the code (or the ‘naturalness’) of
the programs and assess whether X and Y respectively embody the core princi-
ples of a controller and its associated handler. It is, however, important to note

1In practice, a differentiable cross-entropy loss is used
2https://console.cloud.google.com/marketplace/details/github/github-repos
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that the CH pattern defines expectations jointly on the pair and not on the con-
troller and handler programs individually. One simple illustration of the joint
nature of expectations is that commands issued by the controller are received
and processed by the handler, and not the other way around. The handler may,
however, respond to certain commands in order to, say, report status. There-
fore, in order to check properties jointly, an intermediate step that architects
inevitably take is to juxtapose related parts from the pair (often mentally) and
then conduct the assessment. We find it useful to refer to such a juxtaposition
as XY – the ‘jointness’ of the two programs. It is on this representation XY that
the architect assesses whether principles of the CH pattern are complied with.

On this abstract, joint, and mentally held, representation, there are several
markers of (non-)compliance that architects could look for. If we use the illustra-
tive roof hatch code in Listings 4.1 and 4.2 as an example, signs of violation that
architects anticipate include checking if the controller code makes references
to actuators, IO, PWM, etc. A corresponding violation could be the handler
including, say, code that reads driver commands. Architects can also check if
the interface for the handler is a pure abstraction of the hardware interface for
the hatch motors and does not contain extra logic, for instance, to protect the
motors from over usage. Logic of this nature is better placed in the controller.
This simple list of markers, while certainly not exhaustive, is sufficient to
illustrate the sheer range of concerns that need to be addressed. Not only is
manually assessing the jointness XY for signs of deviation clearly difficult, but
there are several factors that complicate the process further. First, any instance
of the CH pattern is certain to contain code that falls outside the purview of
the pattern itself. Roof hatch control could also include code for diagnostics
or logging, aspects of which are less relevant to the CH design pattern. The
presence of code which undertakes activities other than controlling or handling
means that an architect will have to identify and assess tenets of the pattern
in a noisy or diluted context. Second, as a relatively loose pattern, CH can be
realized in several styles. An architect would therefore need to judge whether
a given style of implementation is legitimate. Third, it is practically difficult to
construct an ideal realization against which the query programs can be assessed.
Usually, the architect relies on a subjective mental model of the pattern, which
is not only difficult to explicitly state, but also affects the objectivity of the
assessment. Addressing these concerns requires nuanced judgment, which is
precisely what a human expert applies. In using a PLM as an alternative to
a human expert, we now describe how we address some of these concerns.

Assessing compliance using program embeddings – The main tool we
use for PLM-based compliance assessment is the program embedding eX which,
as we saw in the discussion on representation learning in Section 2.2, is a
vector representation of the program X that reflects its semantic properties.
However, as shown in [83], there are different ways to extract embeddings from
contextual language models, each capturing different aspects of information.
After some trial and error, we empirically decide to use the normalized output
of the final (6th) layer of F , shown below, as the program embedding.
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eX =
F6(X)

||F6(X)|| (5.3)

The PLM F is pre-trained on the masked reconstruction task on millions of
program examples. It is therefore reasonable to expect that the embedding eX
is a fairly robust representation of the program X and is insensitive to minor
semantic variations. Thus, the process of assessing whether (X,Y ) complies
with the CH pattern is done, not in the code space, but in a vector space using
embeddings (eX , eY ). While this pair of embeddings sufficiently represent the
programs individually, an additional representation is needed to address the
joint perspective XY . One simple model to capture the jointness of a pair of
programs would be the offset, or the difference vector, between their embeddings.

rXY = eY − eX (5.4)

At this point in the discussion, a pertinent question to pose would be – why
choose the difference vector, and not some other representation, to capture
jointness? The answer, as we have alluded to earlier, is that this choice of rep-
resentation is inspired by the principle of embedding regularity. Regularity in
language representation refers to the property that embeddings of pairs of inputs,
related by the same concept, are usually arranged in a recognizable geometry.
Most famously, [84] studied this property on embeddings of analogous pairs of
words. Consider pairs of words (Man,Woman) and (King,Queen), which are
related by the same concept – each word in a pair is the male/female form of
the other. Given such a quartet of related words, [84] showed that the word2vec
language model learns embeddings such that eKing− eMan+ eWoman ≈ eQueen.
That is, language models tend to reflect a proper understanding of the analogical
relationship between pairs of words by arranging their embeddings in a parallelo-
gram (Figure 5.2). Going beyond words, [85] observed that embeddings of pairs
of sentences that are related by the same concept show a similar parallelogram
geometry. Extrapolating this observation beyond words and sentences, we hy-
pothesize that embedding regularity extends to programs. We know that (X,Y )
are query programs, and we seek to assess their compliance with the CH design
pattern. Let us also assume that we have access to some benchmark implemen-
tation of the CH pattern (X ,Y), where Y is a perfectly compliant handler to
the controller X . Then, if the query program Y is a similarly compliant handler
to its paired controller X, then it is reasonable to expect that embeddings of the
quartet (X,Y ) and (X ,Y) form a parallelogram (Figure 5.2). Conversely, if the
difference vector rXY also serves as an effective offset for the benchmark CH pair,
meaning if eX + rXY ≈ eY , then (X,Y ) aligns with the benchmark implemen-
tation of CH. This reasoning, based upon the principle of embedding regularity,
provides sound premise for choosing the difference vector as the joint represen-
tation for programs (X,Y ). It is important to note that, even standalone, the
difference vector rXY is a representation of jointness that is as reasonable as
any other. The fact that it plays a pivotal role in the geometry of embedding
regularity lends additional credence. This is the principled reasoning that drives
the choice of the difference vector rXY as a joint representation, and alignment
with the parallelogram geometry as the measure compliance assessment.
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Figure 5.2: Extending embedding regularity from words to programs

Practical assessment of compliance using regularity – We may have ar-
rived at a joint representation in a principled manner, but the problem, of course,
is the construction of a benchmark. Should there exist a benchmark vector r,
drawn perhaps from the ideal implementation (X ,Y), capturing the required
level of jointness as prescribed by the CH design pattern, then the assessment of
design compliance reduces to checking the alignment between rXY and r in the
embedding space. Put otherwise, if r serves as an effective offset vector between
the embeddings of the pair of programs (X,Y ), i.e., if (5.5) is satisfied, then
this pair comes close to realizing the principles specified by the CH pattern.

êY := eX + r ≈ eY (5.5)

Clearly, we do not have access to the ideal implementation of CH, and the
corresponding ideal representation of jointness r. Therefore, as a practical
alternative, we assess compliance with the average realization of the CH pattern,
extracted from a set of known instances. That is, given a set V = {(C,H)}Ni=1

of program pairs from the TAS corpus that are known to implement the CH
pattern, we define a benchmark of average jointness (5.6), that averages offset
vectors from pairs in V . If this benchmark serves as an effective offset for
query programs (X,Y ), satisfying (5.5), then this pair comes close to realizing
the average implementation of the CH pattern seen in |V | known instances.
Apart from being an intuitive and practical benchmark that captures the
average state of implementing the CH pattern, by pooling common traits from
known instances, r serves as a stronger signal for the CH pattern compared to
individual instances, where signatures of the pattern are likely to be diluted.

r :=
1

|V |
∑

(C,H)∈V

eH − eC (5.6)
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As shown using an example in Figure 5.3, serving as an offset vector from eX , if
r is able to predict a handler embedding êY that is reasonably close to its actual
counterpart eY , programs (X,Y ) are likely to comply with the CH pattern.
Such closeness between êY and eY is easily measurable using the cosine similarity
between these two vectors. With this method, the assessment system for the
CH design pattern D, originally envisioned as (4.1), can be rewritten as follows.

m = S((X,Y ),D; F , V ) =
eY · (eX + r)

||eY ||2 ||eX + r||2
(5.7)

Figure 5.3: The alignment between the actual handler embedding eY and the
predicted one eX + r reflects compliance. Vectors eW , eZ illustrate embeddings
of programs W,Z ∈ Q

Using cosine similarity as the metric measure – standard practice for comparing
language model embeddings – results in −1 ≤ m ≤ 1. Then, m ≈ 1 means
that the predicted handler embedding êY closely aligns with that of the actual
handler eY , indicating compliance. Thus, as a way to assess compliance with the
CH design pattern, we substitute a complex code review process with a vastly
simpler comparison of embeddings extracted from a neural language model.

Easing interpretation of compliance – With cosine similarity, while it
is clear that m = 1 indicates perfect compliance, m = 0 indicates marked
non-compliance respectively, and m = −1 indicates compliance, but with the
pair (X,Y ) ordered incorrectly, such perfect scores are rare. Scores in between,
which are most likely in practice, are difficult to interpret. In order to provide
an intuitive human-readable assessment, we convert similarity m into a rank
k. The discrete rank k means that the predicted handler embedding is the kth

most similar to that of the actual handler when compared to the embeddings
of all other programs in the TAS corpus. The best indicator of compliance is
a rank of k = 1 when, among all programs in the TAS corpus Q (excluding
the controller X) there is no better handler than Y for the controller X, as
assessed by the benchmark r. Conversely, a rank of |Q| − 1 means that the
predicted embedding is least similar and any other program in the TAS corpus
is a better handler than Y . This is the worst indicator of compliance. While
the rank may be a more interpretable measure, its value is now dependent
upon the spread of embeddings around eY . In the example shown in Figure
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5.3, even if the prediction is reasonably good, it is of rank k = 2, since there
is another program Z ∈ Q, whose embedding is closer to that of the actual
handler program Y . If there is considerable clustering in the close neighborhood
of eY , then even a good prediction is unlikely to result in a rank close to 1.
We therefore use a simple rule of thumb, where if the predicted embedding lies
within 10% of embeddings most similar to eY , we define the assessment l =
True that the query (X,Y ) complies with the CH pattern. If the predicted
embedding lies among those of 90% of the least similar programs, we label the
pair as non-compliant. The discrete rank k, in addition to a true/false binary
assessment of compliance l, eases human comprehension of our PLM-based pro-
cess of assessing design compliance. Putting all of this together, the complete
process of compliance assessment is described in Algorithm 1. Since this is a
procedure that measures design compliance, we refer to it as DECO.

Algorithm 1: Procedure for measuring design compliance, DECO

Parameters :Test input (X,Y ), PLM F , TAS corpus Q, known instances
of the CH pattern V

1 Function M(eA, eB):
2 m = eA.eB

||eA||2 ||eB ||2
3 return m

4 Function S(X,Y ;F , V ):
/* Note: eX = F6(X)/||F6(X)|| */

5 r = 1
|V |
∑

(C,H)∈V eH − eC
6 c = [M(eZ , eX + r) : Z ∈ Q \ {X}]
7 k = indexof (sort(c), M(eY , eX + r)) // rank

8 l = k ≤ 0.1 ∗ |Q| // binary assessment of compliance

9 return k, l

5.2 Experiments in assessing design compliance

Query (X,Y ) and benchmark programs V – The objective of the DECO
algorithm is to check whether a pair of query SWCs (X,Y ) complies with
the average realization of the CH pattern seen in a separate set V of known
instances. With the help of architects who are familiar with the TAS corpus, we
first identified 21 known instances of the CH pattern and curated them into a set
V . Then, we designed a controlled experiment by selecting two types of queries.

• The positive query – where the query Q+ ∈ V is known to be an implemen-
tation of the CH pattern that is likely to satisfy the condition specified in
(5.5). Meaning, Q+ is a pair of programs that DECO is expected to evaluate
with a rank k close to 1 and a binary compliance assessment of l =True. The
benchmark set in this case is V = V \ {Q+}, which is all known instances of
the pattern excluding the instance chosen as the test input.

• The negative query – where the query Q− ∈ Q\V is known to not implement
the CH pattern and is therefore unlikely to satisfy (5.5). Therefore, DECO
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should ideally evaluate this query with a rank k close to |Q| − 1 and a binary
compliance assessment of l =False. Here, the benchmark set V = V includes
all known instances of the CH pattern in the TAS corpus. Since we expect
negative queries to perform poorly during the assessment, they help establish
a baseline for the evaluating the accuracy of the assessment process.

Consider a pair of SWCs (C,H) ∈ V, that is known to implement the CH
pattern. While it is most straightforward to implement each SWC in the pair
as one program, this is not always practical. As discussed previously, and as
shown in Figure 3.1, some SWCs include a lot of functionality in which case it is
necessary to split its code into several programs or files. Practically, therefore,
the SWCs are of the form C = {C1, C2, ..., CM} and H = {H1, H2, ...,HN},
each of them being implemented using multiple programs. This complicates
the assessment process since the system S is designed only to handle a pair
of programs and not a pair of sets. A simple way to circumvent this limitation
is to ‘unroll’ the set V into a Cartesian product set as follows.

V∗ = {(c, h) : c ∈ C, h ∈ H : (C,H) ∈ V} (5.8)

For every known instance of the CH pattern (C,H) ∈ V , the product set V∗ pairs
each program in the controller SWC C with every program in the handler compo-
nentH. This process results in a total of 63 pairs, which we used as likely queries
in our experiments. By drawing queries Q+ ∈ V∗, the advantage is that we
exhaustively present all combinations in a paired form that is suitable for assess-
ment using (5.7). The disadvantage is that, even if at the component level every
pair (C,H) ∈ V is a known instance of the CH pattern, not every pair (c, h) ∈ V∗
at the program level is a ‘true’ controller-handler pair that implements ele-
mentary aspects of the CH pattern. Considering that several instances of the
CH pattern are implemented using multiple programs and that the assessment
system is currently designed to work only with a pair of programs, we accept
the risk and loosen the definition of the CH pattern. Every pair in the product
set V∗ is considered as a true pair and is presented as a positive case for testing,
while also being used to calculate r. Negative queries Q− are simply drawn by
picking two random programs from TAS as long as neither of them appear in V∗.

The PLM F – As the heart of the automated compliance assessment sys-
tem, the neural PLM F can be seen as the machine counterpart of a human
architect who conducts the same assessment manually. With such an analogy,
we now reason about the level of information with which F is trained and its
relation to the quality of assessment. The model pre-trained using (5.2) on a
C-language corpus extracted from GitHub – which we now denote as FA – is
a C-programming expert. Using this model is akin to asking a human expert
in C-programming, but one who has no experience in automotive application
design and development, to assess compliance with the CH pattern. While it is
not impossible for such an expert to conduct this assessment, it is reasonable
that an awareness of relevant domain and design concepts would ease the
process. To a C-programming expert, we contend that such awareness can be
introduced in three stages. The first stage would be to increase awareness about
the automotive-domain, i.e. the pattern of token usage (its naturalness) in its
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application code. Second comes design-related knowledge, mainly the concept
of SWCs, which is fundamental to the definition of the CH pattern. Third,
would be the concept of controllers and handlers, the subjects of assessment.
Like [86], we achieve the first stage – improving domain-familiarity – by simply
continuing to pre-train FA on code from TAS. The second stage requires induc-
ing the knowledge of a SWC – a set of programs that jointly realize functionality.
We do this by first assembling a set C = {(A,P,N)}Mi=1 of programs from TAS,
such that A and P belong to the same SWC, while N belongs to a different
SWC. Then, we use the triplet loss to cluster embeddings of programs that
belong to a SWC, while keeping those of programs from different SWCs further
apart. To simultaneously ensure that this SWC-based clustering does not
majorly disrupt the embedding geometry, and to impart domain familiarity, we
combine the MR task on the TAS corpus with SWC-clustering as shown below.

FB = argmin
F

E(A,P,N)∈C TR(A,P,N ; F) +MR(A; F)

TR(A,P,N ; F) = max[(||eA − eP ||2 − ||eA − eN ||2), 0]
(5.9)

The resulting fine-tuned model FB is thus more familiar with domain and
design concepts related TAS in comparison to FA. For the third stage of
inducing knowledge about controller and handler programs, we follow a similar
approach of encouraging the PLM to respectively cluster these programs by
type. To achieve this, we assemble (1) a set DC = {(C1, C2, A)}Mi=1 with C1

and C2 being controllers and A being a non-controller program from the TAS
corpus, and (2) a set DH = {(H1, H2, B)}Ni=1, with H1 and H2 being handler
programs and B being a non-handler program. We then fine-tune FB using
the triplet loss on the combined set D = DC ∪DH , resulting in a model FC
that is aware of the concept of controllers and handlers.

FC = argmin
F

E(A,P,N)∈D TR(A,P,N ; F) +MR(A; F) (5.10)

By assessing design compliance using models FA, FB, and FC , respectively
representing increasing awareness of concepts relevant to the assessment, we an-
alyze the influence of such awareness. This assessment is conducted on an equal
number of positive (Q+) and negative (Q−) queries. For each query, results are
collected in terms of a discrete rank and a binary label (see Algorithm 1). Also,
since we introduce steps that train PLM variants F on TAS code, we will hence-
forth refer to a PLM as tasnet. For ease of reference, we also include the variant
FA under the tasnet umbrella, though it is trained only on GitHub code.

Discriminative performance of DECO – The primary tool which we use
for analyzing the results of the controlled experiment are the labels l collected
for each query. This binary label indicates whether the query has been eval-
uated by the DECO algorithm to comply with or deviate from the CH pattern.
The controlled experiment using positive and negative queries, which are known
to comply and deviate from the pattern, allows the collection of results of
each of these cases into lists L+ and L− respectively. Thus, true positive (TP)
assessments are those labels in L+ that evaluate to True and false negatives
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(FN) are those that evaluate to False. False positive (FP) and true negative
(TN) assessments are similarly identifiable from L−, as shown below.

TP : {l | l == True, l ∈ L+} FN : {l | l == False, l ∈ L+}
FP : {l | l == True, l ∈ L−} TN : {l | l == False, l ∈ L−}

(5.11)

Using this, we build the confusion matrix (Table 5.1) and performance metrics
of the assessment process (Table 5.2). These metrics help us answer the research
questions posed in our problem statement.

Table 5.1: Compliance assessment – confusion matrix1,2

Queries
Prediction (l) FA FB FC

True False True False True False
True (L+) - 63 22 (0.35) 41 (0.65) 37 (0.59) 26 (0.41) 50 (0.80) 13 (0.20)

False (L−) - 63 8 (0.13) 55 (0.87) 7 (0.11) 56 (0.89) 4 (0.06) 59 (0.94)

1 Confusion matrix on labels L+ and L− calculated according to Eq.5.11
2 For definition of each label l ∈ L+orL− refer to Algorithm 1

Table 5.2: Compliance assessment – performance metrics
Metric with FA with FB with FC

Accuracy 0.611 0.738 0.860

Recall 0.349 0.587 0.790

Precision 0.733 0.840 0.920

F1 score 0.473 0.691 0.850

Table 5.2 shows encouraging signs DECO is able to successfully discriminate
known compliant instances of the CH pattern from known non-compliant ones.
Even with the base tasnet variant FA, which is pre-trained purely on non-
automotive code, the system is capable of identifying instances of the CH
pattern with a precision of more than 0.70. As also seen in Table 5.1, with
a high True Negative Rate (TNR) (0.87), the system is particularly adept at
correctly identifying non-compliant instances of the pattern. The main concern,
seen from the same table, is of course the very high False Negative Rate (FNR)
of 0.65. That is, the system built using FA is misclassifying a majority of known
instances of the CH pattern as non-compliant. The high FNR, in turn, lowers
the accuracy, precision and F1 score. Thus, while the performance of design
compliance assessment using FA is encouraging, it remains unsatisfactory. We
reason that there are three main factors that could explain the high FNR. The
first is the product set V∗, which considers all possible pairs of programs from
applications that are known instances of the CH pattern. The introduction of
doubtful pairs could taint both the average jointness benchmark r and whether
a positive test input is genuinely so. The second reason could be the lack of fa-
miliarity with TAS domain and design in FA, due to which program embeddings
are arranged in such a way that the benchmark vector r does not serve as a good
offset. The third reason could be some weakness in assessment using the average
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jointness benchmark r. Results from testing with tasnet variants FB and FC
show that it is less likely to be due to a weakness in the assessment approach.

Having been pre-trained only using the GitHub corpus, one weakness in FA is
that it is less aware of domain and design-related specializations in the TAS cor-
pus. This is precisely why we train variants FB and FC by explicitly providing
this information. Assessment using FB , which learns domain-specific natural-
ness and the concept of SWCs used in the TAS corpus, leads to a strong reduc-
tion of the FNR to 0.41. The consequent improvement in the F1 score to 0.7 is
also noteworthy. This clearly indicates that inducing the knowledge of SWCs
directly leads to an improvement in the quality of assessment. Using model FC –
which is trained to understand controller and handler programs – for the assess-
ment leads to yet another strong reduction in the FNR to 0.2, due to which the
precision and F1 score commendably increase to 0.92 and 0.85 respectively. The
clustering objectives (5.9 and 5.10), are therefore likely to have resulted in an ar-
rangement of embeddings that better satisfies (5.6). These observations clearly
indicate that using a PLM with an increased level of awareness about the domain
and its design results in a much more accurate assessment. Even with a marked
improvement in the quality of assessment, the FNR remains a concern. To
analyze this, there is a need to go beyond binary assessment to a finer method.

Calibrating DECO with expert review – Analyzing the binary labels of
compliance (L+ and L−), using the confusion matrix and metrics derived from it,
helps evaluate the performance of the assessment system. While this is necessary
to build confidence in the system, from the perspective of an architect or
developer, it is equally important to understand why the system assesses a query
as complying or deviating from the CH pattern. Since this requires much more
nuance than a binary label, we turn to the rank k to gain a finer interpretation of
the assessment. Specifically, we analyze the distribution of K+ and K− of ranks
respectively collected for positive and negative queries. For brevity, we confine
our analysis to the best performing system that uses tasnet variant FC . First
we begin by visualizing the spread of ranks shown in Figure 5.4. Inspecting the
spread of ranks for the positive cases K+, allows us to demarcate three intervals
of ranks where results cluster. Next, we sample queries from each interval
and have them assessed by architects who are familiar with TAS. The manual
assessment of sampled queries follows an approach similar to the one described
in Section 5.1. Using expert review we calibrate the results of the PLM-based
compliance assessment system within each interval as described below.

• Interval 1 (ranks 1-100) – The interval where a majority of positive cases
cluster, it consists mostly of queries that are assessed by architects to be good
implementations of the CH design pattern. Some are even judged to be text-
book cases with the right interface and responsibility split between controller
and handler programs. The best ranking instances in this interval are also those
which exhibit bidirectional exchange of information between the two programs.
The exchange follows standard practice of using the AUTOSAR RTE (refer
Section 2.1), seen in their use of RTE read and RTE write methods (refer to
roof hatch example in Listings 4.1 and 4.2). Cases that perform relatively worse
within this interval (rank close to 100) are observed to implement unidirectional
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Figure 5.4: Calibrating the results of assessment into interpretable intervals
using expert review

interaction, where the controller only reads from the handler, which is perfectly
legitimate. Therefore, expert review generally considers test inputs that rank in
this interval to be compliant with the CH pattern, with no need for refactoring.
This is further strengthened by the fact that not a single negative test case is
ranked by the system as being in this interval.

• Interval 2 (ranks 100-1000) – Expert review indicates that positive queries
in this interval show subtle deviations from the standard implementation of the
CH pattern. One deviation is that, while the responsibility split is correct, the
controller and handler programs do not interact directly with each other. The
actual interaction, in this case, usually happens through some other program
in the controller SWC, which is excluded due to the constraint that the system
operates only on pairs of programs. This is, therefore, not a genuine violation
and results simply due to a limitation in the system. More significantly, the
other observed deviation is where there is direct interaction, but it does not
take place through the AUTOSAR RTE. This is a subtle deviation which could
benefit from refactoring. The fact that the assessment system consistently
places such cases in the second interval is an encouraging observation. How-
ever, the deviations observed by expert review in this interval also seem to
be characteristics observable in pairs of programs that are not controllers or
handlers. For instance, it is plausible that random sampling from the relatively
small TAS corpus results in a pair of non-interacting programs, one of which
contains some application-like code and the other containing some code related
to hardware. This could explain why some negative cases end up being ranked
in this interval. In general, when the system ranks a query in this interval,
it could be a candidate for refactoring. However, it is best if the automated
assessment is manually verified to ensure that it is a genuine case.
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• Interval 3 (ranks 1000-5000) – Very few positive cases rank in this interval.
In some cases, the query programs ranked in this interval implement diagnostic
routines and not application logic. In others, the controller program is very
small, containing only a few lines of code. Generally, therefore positive cases
seem to rank in this interval because they are marked outliers compared to the
average CH implementation. A cause for concern is the handful of cases which
are genuine false negatives and are, in fact, assessed to be good implementa-
tions of the CH pattern. Moreover, a query ranked in this interval seems to
deviate from the average implementation to such an extent that it is barely
distinguishable from random queries drawn from TAS. A result in this interval
therefore requires manual review by an expert.

Thus, the greatest advantage of the system is its ability to identify genuine
compliance with the CH pattern. Such cases, as verified by experts, rank in
the first interval. Also, its tendency to rank subtle variations – possible can-
didates for refactoring – in the second interval shows its ability make nuanced
judgments. Finding such deviations is a strong indicator of its practical utility.
The inconclusive nature of results in the third interval, and the presence of
some negative cases in the second, indicate the boundaries of this process.

Overall observations – First, queries that fall within the first two intervals
are remarkably similar in character, meaning that observations apply quite
consistently to cases within a given interval. This reflects the consistency of
automated assessment using the average jointness benchmark. Second, this
consistency eases practical use because when a query ranks within an interval, we
have a reasonably good idea why this happens. This means that any subsequent
design intervention can be precisely targeted to rectify suspected deviations.
Third, the calibration process makes it possible to decide the conditions under
which an architect must intervene. Ranks in the first interval do not require
human verification, while those in the second and (especially) third intervals
need active intervention. These observations thus point to the ingredients of
a protocol for interpreting the results and, thus, practically using the system.

However, we also observe a few caveats in the process which we now list. First,
under the current process, the benchmark r needs to be recalculated whenever
there is a new instance of the CH pattern. Since this is not a computationally
heavy process, we do not rate this as a major concern. An alternative would be
to fix ‘golden’ instances of the pattern so that the benchmark r is itself fixed.
While choosing such instances, it is important to ensure that legitimate vari-
ations are included. It would also be necessary to periodically audit the golden
instances to ensure that they are up-to-date with the latest understanding of the
pattern. Second, the DECO ranking process depends upon all programs in the
TAS corpus, meaning that the addition of new programs needs a recalibration
of the results. In the worst case, the inclusion of a new set of highly specialized
programs could severely disrupt the calibration. However, it is important to
note that such risks are inherent to any benchmark that is derived from an
evolving corpus. Third, there is a need to better understand the relationship
between pattern compliance and rank. Consider the test input with a rank close
to 100 (and thus in interval 1), but deviates from the textbook implementation
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because here the controller only reads from, and does not write to, the handler.
Such a deviation seems sufficient for ∼100 programs in the TAS corpus to come
in between the predicted and actual handler embeddings. While the empirical
calibration process allows us to circumvent this, it is essential to understand
the nature of intervening program embeddings. This is an investigation that
we prioritize for future work. Overall, results from this study demonstrate
a promising method to construct an automated system for measuring design
pattern compliance using neural language models trained on source code.
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Chapter 6

Discussions

6.1 On research questions

Let us now discuss how the design compliance assessment system built using
tasnet and DECO measure up to the research questions posed in Section 4.2

RQ1: assessing design compliance using neural PLMs – The discrim-
inative performance of DECO, measured in Section 5.2, strongly indicates that
a system for assessing design compliance can indeed be constructed using a
neural language model trained on nothing but source code. After all, (variants
of) tasnet, which is a BERT-like encoder trained progressively on GitHub and
TAS code, lies at the heart of the assessment process. The ability of tasnet
in being able to represent programs in a fairly large domain is the very start-
ing point of the compliance assessment process. Using program embeddings,
produced by tasnet, the design review activity shifts from the space of code
tokens to that of semantic vector representations. Though the translated space
of representations is abstract, the DECO algorithm ensures that compliance
assessment conducted in this unintelligible space is simple and principled. The
application of principled vector arithmetic begins with choosing the difference
vector as the joint representation of the pair of query programs. This, as
described in Section 5.1 is inspired by the principle of embedding regularity
that a set of embeddings related by the same concept tend to have a predictable
geometric arrangement. Then, as a benchmark for comparison, DECO uses the
average difference vector of a set of program embedding pairs that are known
to comply with the design pattern in question. With numerous difficulties in
constructing a viable benchmark, the concept of average jointness employed
in DECO is simple and durable. As a vector representation of the average or
typical implementation of a design pattern, the concept of average jointness
also has sound semantics. Practically, this means that DECO simply measures
the alignment between the query implementation and an abstract ‘mainstream’
implementation. Such semantics is straightforward for developers and reviewers
to comprehend. Put together, this examination amounts to an assessment that
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tasnet and DECO constitute a method that is able to viably assess design
compliance using neural PLMs and simple vector arithmetic.

RQ2: assessment using PLMs with increased knowledge – Results in
Section 5.2 show an incontrovertible trend – as we step through the three
tasnet variants, with sequentially increased exposure to the TAS domain, the
discriminative performance of DECO improves. This amounts to a firm answer
that the performance of design compliance assessment does improve with do-
main familiarity. This sequential approach to increasing domain awareness is,
as noted in Section 5.2, based upon the intuition that human engineers them-
selves go through a similar learning process. Automotive (embedded) software
engineers typically go through the cycle of gaining familiarity with general C
programming, followed by learning the specificities of automotive or AUTOSAR
programming. Increased exposure to AUTOSAR programming inevitably leads
to comprehension of the finer elements of AUTOSAR software design. Basing
the three-step training of tasnet variants on this intuition seems to have yielded
desired results. This also shows that when combining tasnet with DECO, the
relevance of the semantics captured by the program embedding matters greatly.
Put otherwise, when stepping through different tasnet variants, the DECO
procedure remains unchanged. In being able to better capture relevant seman-
tics, the variant FC is able to produce better performance. This, of course,
does not mean that DECO is a silent participant in the process. Acts like
averaging the jointness vectors of the benchmark set, using discrete ranks, and
calibration by expert review, can be reasoned as operations that compensate
for shortcomings in proper semantic representation. Clearly, it is the combined
effect of representational quality and principled vector arithmetic that leads
to an assessment of design compliance. In this combination, improving domain
awareness in the tasnet model has a measurable effect on performance.

RQ3: easing interpretation of assessment – While the embeddings of
query programs are clearly abstract, every step that DECO takes in processing
them is transparent and explainable. Using the difference vector, as we have
already noted, is derived from the observation of embedding regularities. Av-
erage jointness, the benchmark for comparison, is also based on an intuitive
reasoning that averaging tends to strengthen the signal of the design pattern,
simply because this is the main concept that relates program pairs in the bench-
mark set. Even the comparison between the query and benchmark jointness,
essentially a real-valued similarity measure, is converted into a discrete rank
for interpretability. Given a pair of query programs (X,Y ) a rank of k = 1,
indicates that no other program comes close to the predicted handler than the
actual handler Y . Even a rank of, say, k = 3 is useful because it conveys that
the predicted handler looks more like the program Z that is third closest to the
expected handler. Engineers are free to analyze Z to see if this prediction is of
any significance. For instance, Z may share some, but not all, characteristics
with Y , and an insight into the shared characteristics could be valuable. This
adds another layer of interpretability – the possibility of understanding the rank
of a prediction by examining programs that correspond to this rank. Finally, the
act of calibrating ranks with expert review further simplifies the interpretability
of the overall assessment. Using the intervals drawn by calibration, engineers
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are able to gain deeper insights into the prediction, including the possible
reason for (non-)compliance. We can, therefore see that interpretability per-
meates through the entire predictive chain beyond tasnet. The use of simple,
transparent, and principled predictive steps, as pointed out in Section 1.3, is
what sets this approach apart from routine fine-tuning using annotated data.

6.2 On techniques employed

Observing versus utilizing embedding regularities – That a large part of
the reasoning behind DECO is drawn from the property of embedding regularity
is quite clear. In fact, the entire reasoning behind DECO can be reinterpreted
from the perspective of embedding regularity alone. If tasnet learns to cor-
rectly encode the jointness that underlies the CH design pattern, embeddings
of pairs of programs (C1, H1) and (C2, H2) that implement this pattern should
approximate a parallelogram. In which case, eC2

+(eH1
−eC1

) ≈ eH2
must hold,

which is a special case of the average jointness benchmark with one known
pattern instance. If this parallelogram geometry consistently holds across
several instances of the pattern, the average jointness vector r naturally serves
as an effective offset between the program embeddings of any given instance
(X,Y ). Further, since regularity is essential for compliance using r as the offset,
we reason that clustering objectives (5.9 and 5.10) strengthens it, improving the
quality of the assessment process. Additionally, [87] formalized the idea of test-
ing the regularity of one pair of related words using the average offset of other
pairs of similarly related words – a technique that they refer to as 3CosAvg.
Their use of the average offset closely reflects our construction of the average
jointness r as the benchmark for assessment. While the connection with regular-
ity bolsters the credibility of DECO, there is an interesting question to ponder –
is the controlled experiment in Section 5.2 an act of confirming embedding regu-
larity, or is it an act of using regularity to make predictions? Clearly, both these
aspects are entangled. Meaning, only if regularity in program embeddings is ob-
servable, can this regularity be used for assessing compliance. It is fair to reason,
therefore, that the controlled experiments that we conduct jointly studies both
aspects. As an act of evaluating regularity, these experiments are similar to the
seminal study in [84] which investigates regularity of word embeddings. How-
ever, unlike typical studies on regularity reported in literature, we repurpose
the property for predictive purposes. It is however, important to note our study
evaluates regularity only from the perspective of the CH relationship. In order
to comprehensively evaluate regularity in program embeddings, other relation-
ships also need to be studied, and this is an interesting avenue for future work.

The quality of program embeddings – The system we construct for as-
sessing compliance with a design pattern is built upon program embeddings,
which are vector representations of programs extracted from tasnet variants F .
The quality of the assessment process is therefore highly dependent upon the
quality of the representation. For instance, when discussing RQ3, we noted that
exposure to data (code) in the TAS domain plays a pivotal role in improving
the quality of representation and, eventually, the performance of assessment.
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Apart from data, another important factor that influences this quality, is surely
the objective that is used to train the model itself. PLMs used in our study are
primarily trained using the masked reconstruction, or cloze, task shown in (5.2).
The simplicity of the MR task is undoubtedly its key advantage. However, a
major shortcoming of the BERT masking recipe is that, by uniformly choosing
15% of the tokens to be masked, only tokens that are numerically abundant
– but semantically less significant (like ;) – are more likely to be masked. In
order to successfully reconstruct a token like ; it is often sufficient to simply
learn concepts in a local scope, like the likelihood of the end of a statement.
Thus, with the model rarely being tasked with reconstructing tokens that are
semantically significant, it is relatively less equipped to learn global concepts
like design. This could explain why the base model FA, which is pre-trained
only using MR, performs worst. This weakness of MR is well-documented in lit-
erature and several interesting alternatives have been proposed that encourage
the model to learn more global concepts. One option is to modify the masking
recipe like [88], which masks selected phrases and [89], which masks larger
spans of tokens. Another option is to use [90] and [91], which task a model to
detect replaced, permuted, inserted, or deleted tokens. As tasks that are more
complex than reconstructing simple tokens, they encourage the model to gain
a deeper understanding of program contexts. Another interesting alternative
class of training objectives are those that selectively obfuscate tokens. For
instance, a de-obfuscation objective proposed by [92] obfuscates class, method,
and variable names before tasking the model to recover them. Since the suc-
cessful completion of this task requires a deeper and broader understanding of
the program, they may lead to embeddings that are better suited for a design
assessment. While we reason the fine-tuning objectives that improve domain
and design-related awareness (5.9 and 5.10) are likely to remain important,
setting a task that is more complex than MR may result in a much more
powerful base model FA. We leave this investigation for future work.

Training beyond code – Our results clearly show that it is possible to con-
struct a system for assessing design compliance using PLMs trained on source
code. However, we do not necessarily advocate a code-only training approach
for imparting design knowledge. In addition to source code, automotive soft-
ware engineering, which follows the AUTOSAR standard, captures additional
engineering information using the standard ARXML modeling language. From
the perspective of design awareness, would it therefore be helpful to explicitly
train tasnet with ARXML models? The answer depends, of course, upon
whether such models provide additional design awareness. If most of the in-
formation in ARXML models is likely to be replicated in code, then using
them for training is unlikely to enhance design understanding. On the other
hand, if design models do contain some information not discernible in code,
it may indeed be helpful to additionally train with such information. Assessing
the usefulness of engineering information in ARXML for design compliance
assessment is an investigation that we leave for future work.
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6.3 Related work

To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first attempt to apply neural
language models for measuring design compliance. In software engineering, our
work closely relates to the task of design pattern detection. A recent survey
of this area [93] reveals that around 20% of reported methods take a machine
learning approach, mostly using classical algorithms. Examples include [94]
which compares pattern instances by modeling them as graphs, and [95] and [96]
which use artificial neural network and random forest models respectively to
classify pattern instances. We reason that the key advantage of our use of neural
language models is the level of nuance that it can apply to judging design. A
BERT-like PLM, which has been shown to learn nuanced contextual information,
could be vital for assessing design, where firm judgments are rare. Also, unlike
the majority focus on pattern detection, we develop a technique for measuring
compliance with a given pattern, including steps to identify the source of
deviation. Moreover, our study focusing upon embedded control systems would
also be a useful addition to an area that mostly focuses on object-oriented design.

As discussed in detail in Section 6.2, our approach to compliance assessment
closely relates to the property of linguistic regularity observed in neural natural
language models [84]. Most experiments, as surveyed in [97], study this prop-
erty as a way to evaluate the quality of word embedding models. Few of them
apply this property in a predictive setting by framing an analogy completion
task where, given a triplet (A,B,C), they predict D such that (A,B) and
(C,D) are analogical pairs. Studies [98] and [99] approach this task respectively
using popular word2vec and GloVe embedding models, while [100] uses sense
embeddings derived from word2vec. An example of the property being studied
in a specialist domain is [101] which fine-tunes GloVe on a corpus related to
radiology and uses its embeddings for the analogy completion task. Similar
to our departure from word embedding models, [102] studies this property
in pre-trained contextual neural language models. The work we survey can
therefore be seen to relate to parts of our assessment system, but we build
a pipeline that not only analyzes embedding regularity but also interprets it
within the context of software and its design. In doing so, we also tie the
property of embedding regularities to a concrete application.

6.4 Congruence with research objectives

In developing a system that automatically assesses design compliance, innova-
tions introduced in this chapter take significant strides in addressing the first
research objective (see Section 1.2) of easing the process of software design
compliance. First, the design pattern that we choose to work with – Controller-
Handler – is the linchpin of the TAS corpus in terms of design. This means that
tasnet combined with DECO, which assess compliance with the CH pattern,
addresss the most important software design practice used in engineering the
flagship product of a major commercial vehicle manufacturer. Second, the
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compliance assessment system is defined in such a manner that the pattern
D itself is configurable. In fact, the choice of the design pattern for compliance
assessment is only made when assembling the benchmark set V . Meaning,
the system S becomes a mechanism to assess compliance with the CH design
pattern simply because we populate V with CH pairs. If the assessment process
needs to address some other design pattern, one may just need to revise the
benchmark set with examples from the new pattern. This means that as long
as we are dealing with AUTOSAR software components, which is a significant
proportion of vehicle application software, our system should be extendable
to similar design compliance tasks. Finally, we also reason that the mechanism
is extendable beyond TAS into other automotive, or even non-automotive, do-
mains. As long as a representative code corpus exists, the two-step adaptation
process which we describe in (5.9) and (5.10), with some modifications perhaps,
can be applied to the new domain. After which, an appropriate benchmark set
of programs can be chosen to automate a design review task in the new domain.

6.5 Congruence with the solution approach

On the big data, deep learning approach – Analyzing how innovations in-
troduced in design compliance assessment measure up to the solution approach
that we charted in Section 1.3, let us begin with Part A. There, we state that we
take a big data – in this case big code – approach to solve practical tasks in au-
tomotive software design. If we look at the TAS corpus in isolation, it is easy to
see that the ∼5k files of source code that it contains certainly do not amount to
big code. At first glance, this is of genuine concern because in order to teach the
nuances of vehicle application software to a model, there needs to be a sufficient
mass of examples. However, the lack of mass in one domain can be compensated
by genuinely big code in a closely allied domain. Noting that vehicle application
software is, after all, C code, we turn to the GitHub public dataset where there
are millions of examples in C programming. Put together, as our results show,
GitHub and TAS corpora constitute enough mass to induce sufficient knowledge
in tasnet to solve design compliance assessment. It is important to emphasize
this point because, while automotive big data is a reality, the phenomenon is
not uniformly observable in all its disciplines. In areas that lack big data, it may
be a viable option to borrow from neighboring domains where data is abundant.
Further, the crux of a task like design review lies in interpreting expressions in
code – its naturalness – and weighing its suitability against required practice.
Considering the richness with which ideas are expressed in code, one can only
automate design review if a machine model of code awareness which is compa-
rably rich to that seen in human engineers is constructed. Here, in agreement
with many other examples reported in literature, deep learning proves its worth
by inducing such awareness in a fairly complex domain using big code.

On the use of foundation models – Once the big code corpus is assembled,
we take the fairly well-trodden path of using the cloze or masked reconstruction
task to pre-train tasnet variants. In that sense, the base variant FA that
we pre-train with the GitHub corpus bears the conventional image of the
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foundation model that we refer to in Part B of the solution approach. Training
steps (5.9) and (5.10) that progressively induce domain specific knowledge,
however, represent a subtle shift in training strategy. Encouraging the model to
cluster programs in its embedding space, by considering their design properties,
is an innovation that turns out to be effective. As we reasoned in Section
6.2, such an arrangement of embeddings is likely to have assisted the design
review task considerably. Even if we shift the training strategy with the use
of clustering objectives, the key factor to note is that the training still remains
self-supervised. This way, the domain-adapted tasnet variants FB and FC
still satisfy the definition for foundation models specified in [28].

On pre-train and calculate – One of the core tenets of the approach that
we adopt here is that foundation models can be used for solving tasks in
automotive software engineering without the use of a supervised training step.
If anything, discussions in this chapter show that the stance of avoiding explicit
task supervision is no mere pretext and reflects the necessities in solving
software engineering tasks. A task like assessing the compliance of vehicle
application software with the CH design pattern is not well served by a binary
answer. There are far too many ways in which implementation can deviate from
ideal design, and not all of them are unjustified. In fact, as we discuss with
the calibration exercise in Section 5.2, the ability of the assessment to reveal a
variety of deviations is precisely what is needed. Rank intervals that correlate
with possible deviations, is a far more nuanced analytical tool than binary labels.
The act of calibration, as discussed earlier, does incur costs, but it is arguably
less expensive than forcing architects into a labeling exercise that classifies
compliance into a limited set of categories. Even more importantly, the DECO
compliance assessment procedure that we propose in Algorithm 1 is based
on simple, principled, rule-based vector arithmetic. Not only does this literal
alignment with the ‘pre-train and calculate’ approach make the compliance
assessment transparently interpretable, but it is also the result of a chain of
reasoning (Section 5.1) that is sound and can be subjected to scrutiny. None
of these properties are readily applicable to a task-specific head that is trained
using explicit supervision. Thus, in avoiding supervised task specialization
we simultaneously avoid steep costs of annotation and enrich the nuance of
prediction, both of which work to the advantage of engineering necessities.

On evaluating the quality of design compliance assessment – Evaluat-
ing the quality of automatic design compliance assessment using the tasnet

language model and the DECO algorithm is critical for successful application
with trust and confidence. Before briefly re-examining the evaluation strategy
that we undertake, we first establish some useful context. Under the current
state of practice in the automotive industry, as traced in Chapter 3, the as-
sessment of design compliance is largely manual. Design review of embedded
application software is usually reserved for experts, and it may take several
years for engineers to develop such expertise. Besides, under current practice,
software development teams are distributed, making it difficult to coordinate
the review process, demanding even more time from experts. There is, therefore
a clear need for capable, standardized methods for conducting automatic design
compliance assessment, and the tasnet – DECO combination caters to this
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need. As described in Chapter 5, we take a two-level approach to evaluate the
quality of automatic assessment, a recap of which is presented below.

1. As a first level, the TAS corpus and its labeled instances of CH pairs provides
a ready benchmark for testing the accuracy of DECO.

2. Using true instances of compliance as positive cases and randomly paired in-
stances as negative cases, we evaluate the binary discriminative performance
of DECO using a standard confusion matrix.

3. Compliance with the CH pattern is, however, not a strictly binary affair,
which is why the second level of evaluation examines nuance in assessment.

4. Using expert review, we examine the rank – a raw measurement of geomet-
rical alignment – and identify clusters where rank values denote specific
nuances in (non-)compliance recognized by experts.

5. Such an expert review process simultaneously verifies the capabilities of
automatic assessment and calibrates it for better interpretability.

Evaluating the quality of assessment both at the levels of accuracy and nuance
increases the confidence with which this method can be applied to automate
design compliance. However, as previously noted, there remain limitations
which need to be addressed. Though the DECO algorithm is designed to
be extendable to other design patterns, this capability needs to be studied
further. Particularly challenging could be cases where design patterns apply
to more than two source modules, which may require an extension beyond
the parallelogram geometry. Another aspect to address would be the evolving
interpretations of design patterns. It is quite common for automotive software
to be developed, or at least maintained, across several years. This increases
the likelihood that definitions of design patterns evolve. The calibration of
benchmarks across different versions of interpretations is another limitation
which needs to be addressed. Despite such limitations, the neural language
model coupled with the rule based mechanism that we develop introduces a
useful and much-needed alternative to manual design review.

In summary, chapters in Part I demonstrates how neural language models
trained on source code can be used to measure whether a set of programs
comply with desired design properties. Compliance is measured by inspecting
the geometrical properties – specifically the regularity – of query program
embeddings. Our work also includes techniques that significantly improve the
accuracy of the assessment by explicitly providing the model with domain and
design-related information. We also present how the model predictions can be
incorporated into a design review methodology in order to provide valuable
feedback to automotive software architects. Overall, methods introduced in
this chapter have the potential to significantly reduce the time taken for design
review and therefore help achieve the overall objective of increasing the cadence
of automotive software engineering without compromising quality.
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Chapter 7

Virtual automotive
software testing

Having discussed the process, challenges, and the neural language model-based
tool that we develop to ease the design of automotive application software,
let us turn our attention to the second area of focus in this work – testing
this software. In helping decide the content, structure, and composition of
SWCs, the design process reasons about the application mainly from an internal
perspective. Testing, on the other hand, has the responsibility of ensuring
that the application indeed realizes all the required functionality, no matter
the specific form of its design or implementation. Thus, testing can be seen
as taking more of an external perspective, reasoning about the properties of
an application by looking at it from the outside. Therefore, in order to trace
the journey of the testing activity, a helpful starting point would be to begin
with the external interface of an AUTOSAR application. After all, it is only
through this interface that one can interact with, and also test, the application.

A good first glimpse of the external interface emerges upon examining Defini-
tion 3 of the AUTOSAR application. Since AUTOSAR views the application
ȳ = W(x̄) as a function, the vector of inputs x̄ and outputs ȳ form its interface.
The interface is denoted as vectors simply because practical AUTOSAR appli-
cations have several inputs and outputs. The AUTOSAR term for each element
in the input or output of a SWC is signal. Since the application is inherently
a composition of one or more SWCs, the interface of input and output signals
applies recursively to every SWC in the composition. The importance of signals
in the application software system can be highlighted using the example in
Figure 7.1, which illustrates parts of a braking application.

In this example, a BrakePedalHandler SWC samples the brake pedal and sends
its state as a signal brake pedal position to the BrakeBlendingController

SWC. In order to distribute the driver’s brake request among different brake
actuators, the blending SWC computes the brake pressure to be applied at
various retarders in the pneumatic circuit. Assuming that the brake system is
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Figure 7.1: Example AUTOSAR application with signals being exchanged
between software components

designed with one actuator SWC per axle, then the right front pressure and
left front pressure signals are routed to a FrontAxleBrakeHandler SWC.
Having been so commanded, using signals, to apply specific amounts of pressure,
FrontAxleBrakeHandler operates the necessary actuators to fulfill the com-
mand. This example helps illustrate that signals constitute the connective tissue
in helping SWCs collaborate to realize a larger function. As a clear element
of significance in the E/E system, it is helpful to define the signal as follows.

Definition 4 A signal (s, x),x ∈ R is the instantaneous snapshot of one as-
pect of vehicle state s ∈ S, with a set of possible states S. Signal values are
usually observable at the input or output of an AUTOSAR SWC.

A signal is a key-value pair of a state label and value, observed at a given time.
For example, brake pedal position : 20% at 07 : 42 : 17 UTC is a signal. It
captures the instantaneous state of the brake pedal, presumably by observing
the output port of the BrakePedalHandler SWC. Often, especially if the name
of a signal is understood, a signal is simply represented by its value x. With
signals at its input and output, the SWC can be essentially seen as a unit that
transforms one set of signals into another. Thus, while signals embody vehicle
state in the E/E system, SWCs embody behavior by actively manipulating state.

Signals as the gateway for simulation – The delineation of an external
interface of signals underpins a fundamental precept of virtually testing a SWC.
No matter their physical or statistical complexity, signals are the primary means
through which a SWC experiences the behavior of its dependencies. From the
perspective of a SWC, therefore, plausibly replicating signals in its interface
is largely synonymous with simulating its dependencies. Now, upon identifying
the external interface of a SWC, the act of testing can be boiled down to simply
simulating or crafting input signals that probe a particular aspect of behavior,
and verifying it by asserting expectations on the output signals. After all,
exploiting the AUTOSAR application layer abstraction to treat the SWC in
relative isolation does serve well in simplifying the design and implementation
of vehicle application software. Can we not extend such isolationism to testing
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too? Not always, because, if we widen the focus beyond a single SWC and its
signal interface, as shown in Figure 7.2, a complex network of dependencies
emerges. Given any SWC, it is likely that one part of its input consists of signals
routed from a set of upstream SWCs, while another part consists of sensors
used to monitor some local phenomenon. Correspondingly, some of its output
signals are intended to inform or command downstream SWCs, while others
may control an actuator. If the SWC orchestrates closed loop automatic control,
there is the added element of feedback, where additional sensors are used to
measure the consequences of a control action and is routed into the set of input
signals. Thus, if a tester were to craft realistic input signals to test the SWC, the
crafted signals need to plausibly imitate the behavior of upstream dependencies.

Figure 7.2: A SWC and its dependencies. SWCs v−n and vn refer to upstream
and downstream dependencies respectively

7.1 Simulation for testing vehicle application
software

The distinct realities of testing vehicle application software, in contrast to design-
ing it, can be examined by returning to the V model and its entangled process
and decomposition sequences. Beginning with the perspective of decomposition,
in the well-abstracted space for application software defined by AUTOSAR, let
us consider the merits of testing one SWC in isolation. If we turn to the example
in Figure 7.1, it is straightforward to note that there are indeed advantages in
testing the behavior of the BrakeBlendingController SWC as a standalone
unit. Any algorithm for distributing a brake request to several retarders is bound
to be complex, and unit testing at the SWC level surely aids its development.
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The downside, however, is that testing BrakeBlendingController alone, with-
out including closely dependent SWCs like the upstream BrakePedalHandler

and the downstream FrontAxleBrakeHandler may fail to reveal errors in the
larger braking application. In the larger vehicle system, moreover, we know
that software alone is not sufficient to realize the complete braking application.
In order to test the complete application, we need to proceed further upward
the V to also integrate non-software elements like the pneumatic circuit, the
brake actuator, and eventually all associated dependencies in the vehicle. Only
by testing the braking application with all its dependencies, software or not,
can one be truly confident about its quality. This introduces a dilemma because
having specified and implemented a vehicle application, if we can only verify it
by integrating all the way up, we end up in a true waterfall V process. This may
deliver functionality with quality, but the time and cost involved is prohibitive.

Since the low cadence of a waterfall V is clearly unaffordable, the automotive
industry has been steadily trending towards incremental software development,
enabled by continuous integration and verification [16]. It is important to ensure
that the testing activity is not confined purely to software, but it is equally
important to include just the right mix of dependencies to ensure that testing
is reasonably independent, quick, controllable, and repeatable. If we take the
braking example, one way to set up a test rig would be to integrate all its SWCs
and ECUs, restricting dependencies to mainly the electrical and electronic
realms. This enables rapid updates to be made in, say, the brake blending
algorithm with reasonable confidence. Whether to include the pneumatic circuit
and the air pumps into the rig is, however, not straightforward to answer.
Integrating them may improve the credibility and confidence of testing with
this rig, but the electromechanical and hydraulic hardware reduce the speed of
executing and debugging tests. In order to set up a viable test rig, it is therefore
important to carefully select the integration levels of its constituent components.

Options for integrating test rigs – An AUTOSAR software application can
be considered to be highly integrated if it is in a form that is closest to its final
deployment. Put simply, an application is at the highest level of integration if its
SWCs are deployed on their intended ECUs, which are in turn installed in a real
vehicle with all dependencies, and is being operated on a live mission. While the
vehicle may be the ultimate ‘rig’ for software testing, its time and cost-intensive
nature means that development is only possible at a very low cadence. Faster
loops through the engineering process require rig options where every driven mile
is not a real mile and every millisecond of software execution is far less than a real
millisecond. It also needs capabilities for systematically applying test scenarios,
including rare or dangerous conditions. Excluding avoidable dependencies, as
we have seen before, may be one way to achieve it, but this could lower the scope
and confidence in the testing process. An exciting alternative that the industry
is increasingly turning to is simulating necessary dependencies [16]. This allows
preserving the scope of testing while making it faster and flexible by replacing
real dependencies with virtual counterparts. Simulation is, therefore, a crucial
element in lowering the integration level in a test rig, because any reduction
in the level of integration can potentially be compensated by simulation.
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Let us now examine how simulation plays an important role in choosing the inte-
gration level of a test rig. Generally, it is useful to reason about integration levels,
as seen in Figure 7.3, along two dimensions - (i) vertical and (ii) horizontal.

Figure 7.3: Test rigs for vehicle functions and their levels of integration

Vertical integration deals with the form of the application and its execution
environment. When it comes to setting up a test rig for a vehicle function,
there are three recognized levels of vertical integration [103], arranged lowest to
highest (i) Model-in-the-loop (MIL), where a behavioral model of the function
is used, (ii) Software-in-the-loop (SIL), where the programmed version (i.e.
AUTOSAR SWCs) of the function is used, and (iii) Hardware-in-the-loop,
which uses the compiled version of the program deployed on the target ECU.
During incremental development, feature content or maturity can be arbitrary
at all these levels, and it is the form alone that decides the integration level.
Integrating at lower levels, i.e. MIL and SIL, is also referred to as virtual inte-
gration [104], since in these cases the behavior and the execution environment
are respectively simulated. A SIL rig, for instance, can provide an environment
for running SWCs directly on a developer machine. It can do this by replacing
the embedded microcontroller with a server-grade processor, and by executing
the SWCs on an AUTOSAR RTE that is ported to, say, Windows. By thus
simulating embedded OS and hardware, dependent SWCs can be integrated
purely at a software level. An immediate benefit of such virtual integration is
that software development is relatively independent of hardware development,
which usually proceeds at a slower cadence. A bigger advantage is that SWCs
in the simulated environment can be executed at a faster rate than the real
execution, enabling quicker verification of a wide range of scenarios.

Horizontal integration refers to the extent of input and output dependencies
of the application included in the rig. In elucidating horizontal integration, it
helps to briefly map the range of physical phenomena with which application
software interacts. A software application resides and executes in an embedded
environment composed of AUTOSAR and an ECU. Its electronic realm can
be thought of extending up to silicon or circuit-board levels. Residing in this
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electronic bubble, the function reaches out through the electrical realm of wire
harnesses to connect, in one part, with other SWCs residing in their bubbles. In
another part, they reach out to sensors and actuators, in which case the electrical
realm extends up to the sensing or actuating element. Beyond this boundary
lies the physical realm, comprising phenomena that the function interacts with.
Parts of this physical realm, like the pistons of the engine or the air bellows of
the suspension, lies within the purview of the vehicle system. Other parts, like
the road surface and maybe even the driver, lie outside. While boundaries are
fluid in practice, there are four broad levels of horizontal integration, (1) devices,
where the scope extends only to the electrical realm, (2) plant, where the scope
extends to include in-vehicle physics, and (3) environment where scope extends
to include physical dependencies external to the vehicle system, and (4) driver
where the scope also includes human interactions with the vehicle system.

For software development and testing at high cadence, there is a clear necessity
for simulating dependencies even in the horizontal dimension. Horizontally, the
direst need for virtual integration comes from the need to simulate environments
in the physical realm. As we saw earlier, the development of brake blending de-
pends (among others) upon that of the pneumatic circuit, and including it in a
simulated form can help increase the credibility of the rig. Unlike simulating the
embedded execution environment, the multi-physics character of dependencies
like brake pneumatics or the road surface presents unique challenges for simula-
tion. The traditional approach to simulating such multi-physics dependencies is
to model their behavior using a suitably capable formalism or framework, with
Simulink [105] or Modelica [106] being common examples. When the extent
of included horizontal dependencies is wide, manually specifying simulation
models for a wide range of phenomena becomes a formidable challenge.

7.2 Limits of traditional simulation methods

Here, we note that this work focuses exclusively on easing the testing process
by simulating horizontal dependencies from the plant all the way to the envi-
ronment. Let us therefore set aside vertical integration, which deals more with
simulating the embedded environment, and place all attention on the horizontal
dimension. The extent of horizontal integration, especially the level to which
it extends beyond the electrical realm, is only one factor that decides the
complexity of simulation. An equally important factor would be fidelity, which
is the level of detail with which the model faithfully represents the simulated
phenomena. Consider a rig for the brake blending function, where the mass
of a truck is simulated. If the simulation models ego vehicle mass and that of
the goods that it hauls, which can range from liquid nitrogen to timber, it is of
wide scope. However, if it models all inertia as a point mass, it is of low fidelity
and is only a naive representation of reality. Such a model may allow the brake
blending function to be developed at high cadence, but may not be able to cred-
ibly evaluate properties like braking distance. On the other hand, if the model
accurately captures the spatial mass distribution of important constituent parts,
it is of higher fidelity and much more realistic. Such realistic simulation in-
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creases the credibility of evaluating properties, meaning that the brake blending
function can be matured to relatively high levels at high cadence using this
setup. Highly credible virtual rigs in turn help vehicle manufacturers increase
the amount of rig-based development and reduce the amount of field-testing,
helping them meet evolving market demands without compromising quality.

The price to pay in setting up a credible virtual rig is, however, the engineering
effort spent in developing credible simulation models. Manual high-fidelity mod-
eling requires expertise in multiple domains of physics and requires significant
time and effort to develop and verify. More importantly, no matter how high the
fidelity, manual modeling will inevitably make assumptions. Factors like wear
in the suspension, lubrication in the engine, and braking patterns of drivers on
country roads, are challenging to realistically model as equations. Put otherwise
(Figure 7.4), as one seeks to increase scope and fidelity to lend more credibility
to simulation, there is a limit beyond which it becomes practically difficult to
manually specify a simulation model. Beyond this limit, it may be cheaper and
more effective to use a data-driven approach and train a simulation model.

Figure 7.4: When high scope and fidelity are required, training a simulation
model may be easier than manually specifying it
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7.3 A deep learning approach to stimulus gen-
eration

An AUTOSAR application ȳ = W(x̄) may have many input and output depen-
dencies, but most interactions between the application and its dependencies are
observable in the input and output signals x̄ and ȳ. Simply tapping into the
signal traffic and recording these observations raises interesting possibilities for
simulation. After all, given an application, if all traffic on its external interface
is recorded under a variety of scenarios, we arrive at a detailed representation of
its interaction with all dependencies. Also, as we noted early on, the automotive
industry is firmly in a big data existence, meaning that recording such informa-
tion is fairly routine. Surely, all this big data can be repurposed for simulation.

The time and effort involved is only one aspect of the challenges involved in hand-
crafting simulation models for test rigs. Another crucial aspect is that manual
multi-physics simulation modeling – in a manner similar to manual design
compliance assessment – builds upon tremendous engineering experience, which
is a valuable commodity. Signal traffic, which records how different systems
in the vehicle interact with each other, and with the environment, constitutes
a repository of knowledge that can powerfully complement years of engineering
experience. For instance, take x̄, the vector of input signals supplied to the
application W. This particular instance of the input can be seen as one sample
from the distribution of all possible inputs x̄ ∼ G(x̄). The underlying process
G, may it be based on physics, statistics, or any other science, is what engineers
spend years of effort developing and, in order to help virtual testing, also
modeling. Given a sufficiently large variety of signal vectors recorded from field
operations, can we not use big data to learn the original behavioral process G?
Having learned such a model, can we not use it to generate signal traffic that can
emulate the dependency G? The field of deep generative modeling [107] focuses
precisely on this kind of problem. And, since techniques from this field are
important to the innovations introduced in this work, let us briefly examine it.

Deep generative models for simulation – A deep generative model is a
DNN that is trained on big data so that it can generate new data with the same
statistics as the dataset that it has been trained on [108]. When trained well, this
DNN can credibly simulate the underlying process which created this big data.
One way to understand the potential of generative models would be to take the
example of the Generative Adversarial Network (GAN) framework [109], an
early pioneer in this field. In its simplest form, the GAN framework pits two neu-
ral networks against each other in a zero-sum game (Figure 7.5). Given, a train-
ing dataset X = {X1, X2, ...}, Xi ∼ G(X), the objective of the game is to gener-
ate fake samples X̂i ∼ G(x) which could have been plausibly drawn from the dis-
tribution G of real data. The game begins with one network – the generator (G)
– mapping a multidimensional random code zi ∼ N (0, I) into a fake sample X̂i.
The other network, called the discriminator (D) assesses the generator’s output,
evaluating the ‘realness’ of the generated samples by comparing its statistics
with that of real samples in the training dataset. The classic adversarial train-
ing process tries to achieve an equilibrium between these competing objectives
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by minimizing the minimax loss (7.1). This minimization seeks an equilibrium
where an optimal G produces fake samples that are realistic enough to fool D,
and an optimal D that clearly distinguishes between real and generated samples.

Lgan = min
G

max
D

EXi
log(D(Xi)) + Ezi log(1−D(G(zi))),

Xi ∈ X , zi ∼ N (0, I)
(7.1)

Figure 7.5: The Generative Adversarial Network (GAN)

GANs have been famously applied to the problem of generating images, partic-
ularly on generating images of human faces. That is, if a dataset like Faces [58]
is used to train a GAN according to (7.1), then the generator network will
eventually produce fake face images. Not only are these fake images unlikely
to be found in the training dataset but also, when trained well, should be real
enough to fool human observers. More importantly, the fact that the generator
G produces realistic face images means that it has implicitly learned to estimate
the true distribution of face structure as represented in the dataset X . The
basic GAN setup is ideal for unconditionally generating a mass of fake samples
by randomly sampling latent codes zi and mapping them into fake samples X̂i.
Refined architectures influence the space of latent codes so that images with
specific properties can be conditionally generated. A good example would be
the StyleGAN [110] series of face image generation models, where properties
like hair color, skin tone, facial expressions, etc., can be finely manipulated.

If we substitute faces with signals in the scenario discussed above, it is clear
that there are tremendous opportunities for simulation. Techniques developed
in this work, described in detail in following chapters, leverage precisely these
abilities and demonstrate how generative models trained on recorded signals can
credibly simulate the dependencies of vehicle application software. Specifically,
we train GANs on signal data so that they produce fake, yet plausibly realistic,
signal traffic. By imitating dependencies of SWCs using GANs, techniques we
introduce significantly increase the credibility of virtual testing, bringing much
needed speed and confidence to the process of developing vehicle application soft-
ware. The increase in cadence, without compromising quality, directly addresses
the essential requirements for delivering the next wave of automotive software.
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Chapter 8

Defining a system for test
stimulus generation

‘If software is being tested in a running vehicle, it may already be too late’. A
quip like this is equally apt either as a quote on a coffee mug or as the headline of
a handbook, on engineers’ desks. Of course, some form of vehicle testing is nec-
essary when developing vehicle application software, but the essence of the state-
ment is hard to dispute. Perhaps no software is extensively testable in its fully
integrated form, but the costs of doing so is especially high in the automotive
industry. In introducing this work in Chapter 1, we specifically noted the variety
of applications, scenarios, and geographies in which commercial vehicles operate.
Under such circumstances, relying extensively on vehicle testing is not practical
because the material, financial, human, and maybe even environmental costs
of test-driving hundreds of thousands of kilometers can be astronomical [111].

In the preceding chapter, we traced how the industry does recognize the fu-
tility of extensive reliance on drive testing and has been actively promoting
simulation-based testing. Simulation with software-in-the-loop may allow mil-
lions of kilometers of test-driving in a largely virtual rig, but the credibility
of such a testing process relies heavily on the quality of simulation. For all
the costs that vehicle testing presents, it does retain considerable allure. Even
if vehicle application software has been extensively tested under simulated
conditions, automotive software engineers, not to mention product owners and
managers, may not be fully confident in their delivery until they witness its op-
eration during drive tests [15]. It is therefore necessary for any testing strategy
to find a balance between vehicle-centric and simulation-centric approaches that
combines each of their strengths [15,112,113]. The emergence of big data, as we
reasoned in the previous chapter, opens up exciting possibilities for elevating
the role of simulation. In this chapter, we begin exploring the use of deep
generative models, trained on recorded signals, as a simulation tool for testing.
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8.1 A wealth of operational scenarios in signals

In Section 7.3, we noted that the external signal interface of an AUTOSAR SWC
ȳ = V(x̄) is useful for testing in at least two ways. First, the external interface is
the most natural mechanism for probing and examining SWC behavior. Second,
observing signal traffic on this interface, under real operating conditions, recipro-
cally provides useful insights into SWC behavior. In order to better understand
the latter perspective, it is useful to define a new data structure, the signal trace.

Definition 5 A signal trace XN
T ∈ RN×T represents the transition of N signals

over a duration of T time steps, where N,T ∈ Z+. Implicit in this definition
is that all N signals are sampled at some fixed rate which, in our case, is 1 Hz.

A signal trace that includes the input and output signals of a SWC represents
one instance of its observable behavior, including elements of feedback, during a
certain time window. For instance, the trace in Figure 8.1 captures one observa-
tion of brake blending behavior. It shows how, upon pressing the brake pedal, a
brake blending algorithm distributes the braking torque between the engine re-
tarder and pneumatic service brakes. Thus, for credible simulation-based testing,
especially for low-level control software like brake blending, test setups need to
generate signal transitions like the example in the figure at a deep level of detail.

Figure 8.1: A trace of 3 signals capturing brake blending behavior

Today’s SIL test rigs simulate these transitions by manually specifying explicit,
domain specific, mathematical rules in the form of plant models. Worse, there
are cases where signal traces are not really produced by models and are hand-
crafted. Either as simulation models or signals themselves, hand-crafting may
work well when testing individual SWCs, where plant models need to simulate
transitions of only a handful of signals. As the scope expands to testing larger
sub-systems of SWCs, under the influence of realistic driving, manual modeling
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takes significant effort. This is because, during a driving maneuver that lasts
several minutes, the continuous, multidimensional vehicle state-space undergoes
complex transitions, many of which are difficult to model.

Owing primarily to the time-critical nature of several vehicle functions, most of
them are executed periodically at a fixed rate of, say, 10Hz. This, in turn, means
that the flow of signals between various parts of the system is also periodic.
Under such conditions, it is possible to tap into the signal traffic to capture N
signals in this system as a trace over a duration of T steps. Such a trace provides
remarkably detailed information about the operational behavior of this system
and has become the de facto structure for recording vehicle operation data. If
many such signal traces are recorded from vehicles operating under a variety of
scenarios, a new big signal data regime emerges. Earlier, we saw that deep gen-
erative models like GANs, when trained on a sufficiently large dataset, implicitly
learn to model the underlying process that produced the training data and can
be used for finely controlled generation of realistic fakes. This observation, as
we soon show, is extendable to the domain of vehicle signals. GANs trained on
large datasets of signal traces learn to model the behavior of vehicle systems.
Trained GANs can then be sampled for the controlled generation of fake, yet
plausibly realistic, instances of vehicle behavior in the form of signal traces,
which can serve as valuable stimuli for testing vehicle application software.

8.2 Stating the problem of stimulus generation

In order to begin the process of envisioning a system S for stimulus generation,
let us revisit a SWC V and its dependencies, which we saw earlier in Figure
7.2, and rearrange it into a slightly different form (Figure 8.2). As a scoping
measure, we set aside output dependencies of the SWC, and focus solely on
its input. In addition, we also set aside elements of feedback, routed from the
output to the input. While the new scope does exclude a notable proportion of
SWCs, the level of exclusion is not drastic. Simply because not all SWCs, even
those involved in control functions, implement closed-loop feedback. If we refer
back to the braking system example in Figure 7.1, we see that the separation of
concerns is hierarchical. From the perspective of BrakeBlendingController,
which issues the command, it is the job of the brake handler to accomplish
required actuation. This means that only the FrontAxleBrakeHandler SWC,
which adjusts pneumatic pressure, is likely to implement closed-loop control.
Moreover, as we have seen in Part I, a hierarchical or layered approach to
control is essential from a software design perspective. Thus, even with refine-
ment, BrakeBlendingController falls within the scope, and testing it with
generated traces of brake pedaling at its input, is of enormous value. However,
elements of feedback are an important aspect of vehicle behavior, and must
eventually be incorporated into the stimulus generation process. Addressing
this gap is therefore a crucial avenue for future work. As a final act of refine-
ment, we subsume all input dependencies into the super-dependency g, which
now channels all input signals into a trace XN

T that is applied to the SWC
V . Since the number N and duration T of traces are usually well-understood
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in the context, we simplify the notation of a trace to X. An individual trace
can be considered as one instance X ∼ G(X) drawn from the distribution of
possible traces that is output by the super dependency g. The primary aim
of the stimulus generation system S, as shown in Figure 8.2, is to plausibly
substitute the input dependency g and generate traces X̂ ∼ G(X) that imitate
the characteristics of the original dependency, as seen in recorded data. Fol-
lowing the reasoning that deep generative models estimate the underlying data
distribution to generate realistic fake data, we envision the primary tool in the
stimulus generation system to be a GAN G. A prerequisite for training the
GAN is to assemble a dataset X = {X1, X2, ...}, Xi ∼ G(X) of signal traces
recorded from the external interface of the real dependency g.

Having discussed the outputs and process of stimulus generation, we then con-
sider what is perhaps its least apparent aspect – its input. Once it is trained on
a dataset of recorded traces X , the easiest way to use the GAN would be to sam-
ple it randomly to generate a mass of simulated traces. The problem, of course,
is that such unconditional sampling may not at all help the overall test objective.
After all, in the real world, testers tap into extensive domain knowledge to
condition the test stimuli in accordance with the objective. A comparable con-
ditioning mechanism is therefore an essential element in the stimulus generation
system that we envision. For the moment, let us simply state that stimulus
generation will be based on a condition c ∼ C, where C is the distribution of pos-
sible conditions. This study suggests a few alternatives to condition the stimulus
generation process, and we will examine them in forthcoming chapters. With
the requirement of conditional sampling, there is a need to slightly revise the
GAN. In order to encode the condition c into the stimulus generation process, we
include an encoder network and denote the GAN as a pair of networks E and G.

Figure 8.2: We envision a stimulus generation S that can plausibly replicate
the input dependencies of a SWC V

Putting all of this together, the data-driven, deep learning system that we
envision for generating plausibly realistic test stimuli can be concisely denoted
as follows.
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X̂ := S(c, V ; E , G), c ∼ C, X̂ ∼ G(X), X ∈ X (8.1)

Helping us guide the construction and evaluation of this system, we pose the
following research questions.

RQ1 – Can the system S for plausibly realistic stimulus generation be con-
structed using a deep generative model trained on signal traces?

RQ2 – How can testers gain confidence that the stimuli generated by the
system are plausibly realistic?

RQ3 – How can testers control the generation process so that generated stimuli
help achieve their test objective?

RQ4 – Can the stimulus generation process be further refined given explicit
knowledge about the code under test?

As the following chapters reveal, results from this study show that such a system
for realistic test stimulus generation can indeed be constructed. By helping
avoid laborious effort in manually specifying physical dependencies with high
scope and fidelity, generative models trained on big signal data present a viable
data-driven alternative. Trained stimulus generation models have the potential
to significantly improve the credibility of simulation-based testing, allowing us to
reduce the reliance on vehicle testing. Faster testing loops in credible virtual test
rigs clearly help increase the cadence of software engineering, without compro-
mising the quality, easing the delivery of the next wave of automotive software.

8.3 The system of signals and software studied

The traces X considered – The primary role of the system for stimulus
generation, that we envision, is to realistically substitute the vehicle subsystem
g which is an input dependency for SWCs under test. In this study, the vehicle
system that we choose to broadly focus upon is the powertrain of the vehicle.
Also known as the driveline or the drivetrain, the powertrain bears overall
responsibility of propelling the vehicle forward. Since it is a core vehicle subsys-
tem that strongly influences a major proportion of vehicle application software,
several test rigs are incomplete without including a model of the powertrain as a
dependency. The powertrain, which is itself composed of a variety of subsystems
spanning multiple sciences, is clearly complex, but if we refer back to the brake
system example that we sketched in Figure 8.1, its behavior can be represented
by a carefully selected trace of signals. Consider the trace X := XN

T in Figure
8.3 which depicts transitions of N = 2 signals – engine speed, and vehicle speed
for a duration of T = 512s. Of course, many more properties are required to
describe the behavior of the powertrain with high fidelity, but the interplay
between these two signals captures the mechanics of the powertrain with a fairly
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wide scope. Capturing the state of the most important component of the pow-
ertrain – the engine – and the resultant speed with which it propels the vehicle,
these two signals provide a reasonable snapshot of the dynamic state of the
vehicle. As a starting point, we limit the system of signals to engine and vehicle
speed alone, meaning that the stimulus generation system S generates traces
that capture the interplay between these signals in a plausibly realistic manner.

Figure 8.3: A trace of 2 signals capturing powertrain behavior

With the number of signals chosen for this study seeming small, we first clarify
that most characteristics of the test stimulus generation system that we develop
can be readily examined using a minimal set of signals. More importantly, while
it is natural to think that simulation at high fidelity requires many more signals,
it must be noted that there is always cost involved in choosing to include signals.
In a trace XN

T , such cost can be analyzed in terms of two important aspects,
the number of signals N and the duration T , because recording each second of
each signal incurs cost. Since signals are recorded by tapping into the external
interface of SWCs, the first element of cost would be to expose signals externally.
The true purpose of signals is to provide a channel for SWCs to collectively
realize functionality. Recording it as data is an incidental act of repurposing. If
an interesting signal is not available in the SWC interface, code needs to be up-
dated to expose the signal, which is a significant cost. Even if a signal is exposed,
another element of cost would be to include it in a recording campaign. Given
the finite amount of resources like network bandwidth and storage, not every
exposed signal can be recorded. Thus, while a rich system of signals improves
the fidelity of modeling, the richness of information needs to be traded off with
the costs involved in recording them. One important reason that this study
focuses upon vehicle and engine speed is that they are key pieces of information,
globally used in large parts of vehicle application software. This means that they
are freely exchanged between SWCs and can be recorded at reasonable cost.

In addition to the cost of recording, including more signals introduces other con-
cerns, especially in the process of generating test stimuli. In fact, to illustrate
one such concern, and how we mitigate it, we introduce an additional signal
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– selected gear – later on. Preliminarily limiting the system of signals to vehicle
and engine speed, as a prerequisite for constructing the GAN that underpins
this system, we assemble the dataset X as ∼100k 512s-long traces consisting
of these two signals, recorded from 19 buses, of similar configuration, over a
3-5 year period. Samples from the training dataset are shown in Figure 8.4.

vehicle_speed engine_speed

Figure 8.4: Samples from the dataset of signal traces

The nature of the SWC V considered – Having listed the two signals which
will be generated and applied as test stimuli, let us shift the focus downstream
to the subject of application – the SWC V . As we noted earlier, the system of
signals that we choose in this study – vehicle speed and engine speed – are useful
for many applications. Apart from propulsion, the engine is the source of all elec-
trical and mechanical power used internally in the vehicle. For instance, SWCs
that control pumps and motors in applications like cab climate control and power
steering, which uses power originating from the engine, need to be informed
about the engine speed. This also applies to SWCs managing external machines
(like a concrete mixer) that take-off mechanical power1 from the engine. Another
example would be the brake system, where slip control SWCs use the engine
speed to assess whether the vehicle is trying to accelerate. The other signal, ve-
hicle speed, is such a critical piece of information that this signal is routed to nu-
merous SWCs on the vehicle. If we take the TAS corpus of truck software that we
studied in Chapter 4, the vehicle speed is routed to a staggering number of con-
stituent SWCs. It is equally important to note that many of these SWCs listen
to these signals in an open-loop manner, directly influencing neither. Put simply,
generating traces consisting of just two signals – engine and vehicle speed, the en-
visioned stimulus generation system S helps test any open-loop SWC that takes
one or both of these two signals as inputs, and there several SWCs that qualify.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Power take-off
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Chapter 9

Building a system for
sampling test stimuli

Upon defining the stimulus generation system S, we proceed to build it in
two different configurations, the first of which is described in this chapter.
We refer to the first configuration as logan, – a portmanteau of ‘logs’, the
popular term automotive engineers use for recorded signal traces, and GAN, the
technique that we use for generating test stimuli. The logan system is designed
for the context of black box stimulus generation, meaning that it generates
traces without using any information about the actual software V under test.
Forthcoming sections describe how the system is constructed, trained, and
subsequently sampled to enable controlled generation of realistic test stimuli.

9.1 Constructing a system for sampling stimuli

Defining conditions c for stimulus generation – How do automotive soft-
ware engineers specify test cases? Of course, this question does not have one
answer. Unit tests for SWCs, attempting to achieve code coverage of individual
functions, closely resemble unit tests written for any other embedded C code.
Many of its dependencies would be mocked, inputs would be targeted to cover
a particular branch of code, and expectations on outputs would be asserted.
When the level of integration goes up and entire SWCs, or systems of SWCs, are
tested, an interesting pattern begins to emerge. Since the external interface of
SWCs consists of signals, the act of testing pretty much boils down to specifying
signal traces to stimulate the input and asserting expectations on the SWC’s
output signal traces. This observation should come as no surprise because the
stimulus generation system that we envision (Figure 8.2) itself attempts to gen-
erate a signal trace. Interestingly, the prevalence of using signal traces as test
specifications extends even up to the vehicle level. Perhaps the most striking ex-
ample of this mechanism would be standardized drive cycles which are literally
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specified as a trace of vehicle, sometimes including engine, speed(s). Take the
Worldwide Harmonized Light Vehicles Test Procedure (WLTP) [114], specified
for benchmarking emissions and fuel consumption in cars. Attempting to simu-
late typical car driving, one version of the test specifies a drive cycle in the form
of a 30-minute vehicle speed trace shown in Figure 9.1. Standards aside, spec-
ifying drive cycles for testing is common in day-to-day automotive engineering.
For instance, engineers at Volvo use typical trips between selected cities in Swe-
den as a drive cycle to benchmark fuel consumption of long-haul trucks. When
such drive cycles are tested under simulation, necessary conditions are simply
specified as signal traces. With trace-based specification of test conditions being
highly prevalent, we make the natural choice of considering the condition c, used
as input for the stimulus generation system S, as being just another signal trace.

Figure 9.1: An example of a standardized drive cycle expressed as a vehicle
speed trace

There is yet another factor that justifies the choice of framing test conditions
as signal traces. If we examine Figure 8.2, the super-dependency g that we
aim to simulate is an agglomeration of SWCs. This means that the input
interface of g would be signals and its traffic can itself be represented as signal
traces. Conditions can therefore be imagined to be outputs c ∼ H(c) of a
process h that is upstream to g. While this strengthens the notion of specifying
conditions as signal traces, it is not always helpful to literally replicate the
original inputs of g as the condition. Especially, if we note in our case g broadly
refers to the powertrain, requiring conditions to replicate powertrain inputs
actually increases the burden of test specification. Instead, we use a simpler
approach where, in order to generate a trace X̂j ∼ G(X), the condition is
simply a real trace drawn from the same distribution c := Xi ∼ G(X).

At first glance, it may seem counterintuitive that both the condition c and
the output X̂ of the logan system are traces containing the same signals.
However, basing one test condition upon another is a fairly standard practice in
automotive software engineering. Before examining this using an example, we
introduce some useful terminology. Vehicles often execute recognizable driving
patterns, and we refer to a family of similar patterns as a driving scenario.
One example of a driving scenario would be takeoff, where the vehicle starts
rolling and subsequently begins to cruise. Depending upon a variety of factors
like vehicle mass, road inclination, surface and traffic conditions, there are
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several ways of executing takeoff. We refer to one specific execution of a driving
scenario as a driving maneuver. Each trace X, by now a familiar construct
to us, therefore depicts one maneuver. Figure 9.2 captures ∼10-minute long
maneuvers of takeoff and stop scenarios using the vehicle speed and engine speed
signals. Takeoff, for instance, is interesting because during its execution, apart
from several core control actions, additional ones like automatic engine start,
cabin heat circulation, and parking brake release are activated. Testing the
behavior of such functions under many possible instances of takeoff can therefore
be of great value. This is where the approach of specifying conditions c as traces
brings benefits. One can set the condition c := Xi as one instance of takeoff,
perhaps the same takeoff instance shown in Figure 9.2, and task the stimulus
generator to improvise new traces that possess the essential characteristics of
takeoff. Putting together the prevalence of the signal trace as a mechanism for
test specification, the fact that improvising one trace from another is valuable for
testing and that a time series trace is a fairly routine data structure that DNNs
can process, our choice of specifying conditions as trace seems quite sound.

Figure 9.2: Examples of traces depicting maneuvers of a vehicle taking off and
stopping

A strategy for conditionally sampling stimuli – In choosing to apply
the condition c as yet another trace, the generative model that we envision
in logan can be framed as a trace → trace mapping. If we refer back to the
discussion in Section 7.3, we see that the vanilla GAN is much more suitable for
an unconditional latent code → trace mapping, converting an abstract random
code zi into a trace X̂i. In order to explicitly model the condition, the vanilla
GAN architecture (Figure 7.5) needs slight modification. As shown in Figure
9.3, with the inclusion of an additional encoder network E , stimulus generation
becomes a two-step process where (1) the encoder E takes a condition ci as input
and maps it into a latent code zi, and (2) the generator network G maps the code
zi into a trace X̂i. Now, if the condition ci := Xi is defined as a signal trace, we
seem to be proposing what is essentially an auto-encoding structure, mapping
a trace Xi into a reconstructed version of itself X̂i. This is clearly of little use
for test stimulus generation because, once testers have an interesting takeoff
or stop trace Xi as a seed condition, why would they want to reconstruct the
same trace? What is more useful, as we pointed out shortly before, would be to
generate a trace X̂j , which is a variation of the condition Xi, but still preserving
some of its essential characteristics. To achieve this efficiently, we undertake
a two-step process depicted in Figure 9.3. First, we indeed train logan as an
auto-encoder, mapping a condition ci := Xi to a reconstructed version of itself
X̂i. Since we do not always know a priori the nature of the variation X̂j that
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testers want to generate, training a direct mapping from Xi to X̂j is far from
straightforward. On the other hand, from a training perspective, auto-encoding
is a cheap self-supervised process to achieve mapping within the same domain of
traces. Second, after training an auto-encoding GAN, we frame the conditional
generation of related traces as a sampling problem. Specifically, we use the
property of representational similarity which we first saw in Section 2.2. In
the auto-encoder configuration G(E(Xi)), the latent code zi = E(Xi) is the
intermediate output of a composition of neural networks. This way, it is no more
than a vector in a multidimensional embedding space, where representational
similarity holds. This means that closely located latent codes zi and zj map to
tracesXi andXj that are likely to be semantically similar. Applying this insight,
upon using the encoder to map the condition into a latent code zi = E(Xi), we
use some rule-based vector arithmetic r to map a new latent code zj = r(zi).
The newly mapped code zj is then fed into the generator network to produce a

trace X̂j = G(zj). This way, due to the rule-based mapping r in vector space,

we are able to efficiently arrive at a trace X̂j which is a well-defined variation
of the condition Xi, making it more useful as test stimulus.

Figure 9.3: The logan test stimulus generation framework

Training logan – Even if the heart of the stimulus generation system is the
E ◦G auto-encoding process, it is not viable to train it simply as a reconstructing
pair of networks. In a classic auto-encoder, the training process increases the
likelihood that the mapping Xi → zi → X̂i is achievable. Here, we have the
additional requirement that a latent code zj , that is closely related to the
encoded latent code zi = E(Xi), can also be plausibly mapped into a realistic
sample. To achieve smooth generation in a larger distribution of latent codes,
the network G needs to be a true generator that can generally map latent
codes sampled from a given distribution into traces. Put otherwise, logan
must simultaneously achieve both auto-encoding and generation.

Actually, the importance in organizing a useful latent space is evident even in
the vanilla GAN training objective that we saw in (9.2). Each training step
samples codes zi ∼ N (0, I) and maps these codes into generated samples. In
doing this repeatedly, the generator G(zi) should ideally generalize to map
any code sampled from the distribution N into realistic samples. One way to
combine auto-encoding with generation would be to ensure that the latent codes
zi = E(Xi) also follow the same distribution N . This way, the generator G can
map latent codes no matter if they have been sampled from N , or encoded by
E . In fact, the Variational Auto-encoder (VAE) [115], a generative modeling
framework that was proposed contemporaneously with the GAN, introduces a
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technique to achieve this. Unlike the GAN which sets up an adversarial game
between the (G,D) pair of networks in Figure 9.3, the VAE relies purely on the
(E ,G) pair. This way, it bears closer resemblance to the classic auto-encoder,
but with important modifications. Instead of mapping a sample into a latent
code, the encoder is trained to output the parameters of a distribution µi, σi =
E(Xi). Then, the latent code is sampled from a distribution with the encoded
parameters zi ∼ N (µi, σi). One crucial advantage of this modification is that
an additional training objective can be posed so that the distribution N (µi, σi)
can be matched to, say, the standard normal distribution N (0, I). This, in
effect, achieves the organization of the latent space that we seek. The overall
training objective of the VAE, as shown in (9.1), combines two sub-objectives.

zi ∼N (µi, σi), µi, σi = E(Xi)

Lrec = ||Xi − G(zi)||2
Lkl = KL[N (µi, σi ∗ I), N (0, I)]

Lvae = min
E,G

EXi
(Lrec + Lkl),

(9.1)

In the absence of a discriminator, the reconstruction loss Lrec echoes the classic
auto-encoder and simply minimizes the difference between input and generated
samples. The distribution matching Lkl minimizes the Kullback-Leibler (KL)
divergence1 between the distribution of encoded parameters and the standard
normal distribution. Put together, it does seem like the VAE offers both the
essential elements that we seek – auto-encoding and smooth generation in an
organized latent space. One drawback, however, is that the element-wise recon-
struction error Lrec, that the VAE uses, has been observed to produce samples
of poorer quality. The GAN, which uses a dedicated discriminator network D
to assess the quality of generation has been seen to produce better samples.
Making precisely the same chain of reasoning, the VAE/GAN framework [116]
combines both, and we mainly base logan on this combined framework.

Considering the new auto-encoding structure, which is a departure from the
vanilla GAN, the original adversarial objective (7.1) needs to be slightly mod-
ified. Instead of sampling latent codes from the standard normal distribution,
it is drawn from the distribution whose parameters are output by the encoder.

Lgan = min
G

max
D

log(D(Xi)) + Ezi log(1−D(G(zi))), zi ∼ N (µi, σi) (9.2)

Next, noting the shortcomings of element-wise reconstruction, VAE/GAN pro-
poses an alternative where reconstruction is conducted on features extracted
from the discriminator. That is, instead of minimizing the differences between
the real and generated samples, VAE/GAN suggests that the differences between
their features, drawn from the lth layer of the discriminator, be minimized.

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kullback-Leibler divergence
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Lrec = ||Dl(Xi)−Dl(X̂i)||2, X̂i = G(zi) zi ∼ N (µi, σi) (9.3)

Finally, preserving the KL loss for distribution matching, the VAE/GAN
framework proposes that the encoder, generator, and discriminator networks
be trained end-to-end as follows.

Llogan = min
E,G

max
D

EXi
(Lgan + Lrec + Lkl) (9.4)

Upon trial-and-error in architecture selection, the encoder, decoder/generator,
and discriminator are designed as 4–layer 1D convolutional neural networks
with a kernel size of 8. Then, using the ∼100k traces of vehicle and engine speed
signals that we collect in the dataset X , we train the VAE/GAN end-to-end
using the objective (9.4). Among suggestions in [58] to improve stability of
GAN training, using the Adam optimizer with a learning rate of 2 · 10−4 and
a momentum of 0.5 greatly helped in achieving training convergence, while the
recommendation of using LeakyReLU and tanh activations did not. Based on
visual inspection, ReLU and sigmoid activations are found to produce samples
of better quality, perhaps because of a significant amount of baseline-zero values
in recorded signals, when the buses were turned off.

Evaluating logan – Naturally, one important aspect to consider during the
construction of logan is the evaluation of generated samples. Since its eventual
purpose is to serve as a virtual alternative to real SWC dependencies, signal
traces that it generates should be plausibly realistic. In fact, evaluating the
quality of generation becomes important even during training because the
training process itself can be stopped only if the model is observed to be
producing plausibly realistic traces. After training, when the GAN is sampled
for test stimuli, techniques for evaluation continue to be important for measuring
the quality of generated traces that are to be applied as test stimuli. Evaluating
the quality of samples generated by GANs is an active area of research, with
several new measures being routinely proposed. However, as pointed out in [117],
most of the proposed techniques for evaluating GAN samples focus on the
image domain, rendering them largely unsuitable for our purposes. In addition,
with the growing use of neural language models for text generation, there are
also a raft of techniques (examples in [118]) being reported for evaluating the
quality of generated text, but these too are not directly reusable in our context.
With a relative lack of readily available techniques that evaluate the quality
of generated time series, and specifically signal traces, we resort to the basics.

Similarity as plausibility – the principle for evaluation – The mecha-
nism that we adopt for evaluation is a two-sample test, where the quality of
generation is evaluated by taking samples of real and generated traces and com-
paring their statistics. The fact that our primary strategy is one of conditional
sampling, however, allows us to make useful adaptations. As sketched in Figure
9.3, the process that we adopt for conditional sampling involves encoding2 a

2The actual encoding process is zi ∼ N (µi, σi), µi, σi = E(Xi), but we use zi = E(Xi)
for notational simplicity
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trace zi = E(Xi), choosing another code in its latent neighborhood zj = r(zi),

and decoding it into a new trace X̂j = G(zi). The evaluation that we seek may

be whether X̂j is plausibly realistic but, since this process is seeded by the
condition Xi, let us instead consider the question – given the input Xi, is the
model’s reconstruction X̂i = G(E(Xi)) of sufficiently good quality? Using a
measure M(Xi, X̂i) that compares the similarity between the condition and its
reconstruction, this question is reasonably simple to answer. If the answer is
yes, meaning the reconstruction is indeed similar to the original, it means that
the latent code zi, derived by encoding Xi maps to a plausibly realistic sample.
Such an observation also makes it likely that the latent code zj , as long as it

does not stray too far away from zi, also maps to a plausibly realistic trace X̂j .
We refer to this line of reasoning ‘Similarity as Plausibility’ (SAP), and this
principle underpins our approach to both evaluating the quality of generation
and the approach we develop for selective sampling. For now, we focus on
using SAP to monitor the quality of generation during the training process.

During training, using the SAP reasoning, we monitor the quality of generation
by conducting the two-sample test between a ∼10k-strong test set, randomly
held out from the dataset X , and their auto-encoded reconstructions produced
by the model. Since the task at hand is to measure the similarity between a
withheld test trace Xi and its reconstruction X̂i, a simple distance measure like
L1 may suffice as the metric M . Plain distance measures, however, compare val-
ues element-wise, and do not specifically focus upon larger spatial and temporal
trends in the signal trace. Therefore, instead of distance measures we turn to
measures of similarity that look beyond element-wise comparison. Traces X are
multi-variate time series, which means that we can turn to any one of the nu-
merous metrics and measures proposed [119] for comparing two time series. One
interesting example is Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) [120], which measures
the distances between two time series as a function of their (mis-)alignment in
time. Further, considering that traces are of fixed duration (of 512 s), they can
be treated in an image-like fashion, and a metric like Structural Similarity Index
(SSIM) [121] can be used to compare traces. Originally designed for measuring
similarity between two images, SSIM uses a wide range of statistics like the
mean, variance, and covariance between the two inputs to compute a measure
of perceptual similarity. When using DTW and SSIM to evaluate the quality
of reconstruction, the latter is preferable to a certain extent because unlike
DTW, which is a distance measure, SSIM between two traces evaluates to a
real number m ∈ [0, 1]. The semantics of SSIM is therefore quite clear where
m = 0 indicates no similarity while m = 1 indicates high structural similarity.
Nevertheless, we use both metrics to monitor training because, as we soon see,
the combined picture of reconstruction quality that they present is quite useful.

Having chosen metric measures, we evaluate the quality of test set reconstruc-
tion continuously during the training process. Figure 9.4 shows the progression
of three metrics during training. From the figure we see that after a while,
reconstruction SSIM begins to settle slightly above 0.9, indicating good struc-
tural similarity in reconstruction. Not merely taking this number at face value,
we also visually inspect randomly selected test set samples to see that the
reconstruction is indeed good. An extra element of confidence is that when
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SSIM settles around 0.9, we also see that the DTW begins to settle at 2. In
addition to these objective metrics of comparison, we also find it useful to mon-
itor the quality of reconstruction using the subjective measure of Lrec defined
in (9.3). This measure, which compares the difference between the abstract
features of real and reconstructed test samples extracted from the lth layer of
the discriminator, is a statistical measure of similarity that the training process
is tasked to minimize. When all three similarity measures stabilize, which hap-
pens around 15000 training steps (or batches), we have triple confirmation that
the model is able to plausibly reconstruct test samples, and we stop training.
This, according to the SAP principle enhances the likelihood that conditional
sampling using this trained GAN should also lead to plausibly realistic traces.
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Figure 9.4: Monitoring the quality of generation during training by measuring
the similarity between a test set and its reconstruction

We have thus seen how the SAP principle helps judge the quality of generation
and the overall convergence of the process of training logan. In following
sections, we show how this principle continues to crucially guide the sampling
process, helping build confidence in the plausibility of generated stimuli.

9.2 Experiments in sampling stimuli

Selective sampling to address the problem of plenty – A blunt statement
of the power of a GAN is that it can generate realistic samples, but an infinite
number of them. Even a cursory glance at the original GAN (Figure 7.5), which
maps a continuous space of latent codes to samples, makes this clear. The prac-
tical issue in sampling, therefore, is one of choice. The provision of a condition
trace Xi to seed the generation process is a good start, but improvising further
to produce related traces X̂j presents challenges. Considering representational
similarity in the latent space, a simple formula for improvisation may be, as
shown below, to sample in the ε-neighborhood of an encoded condition trace.
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zεi = {z ∈ Z : ‖zi − z‖2 ≤ ε}, zi = E(Xi)

X̂j = G(z), z ∼ U [zεi ]
(9.5)

Sampling in the latent neighborhood of a condition trace is a simple mechanism
for ensuring that generated traces are closely related to the condition, bringing
much needed selectivity. While sampling in zεi does not really eliminate the
issue of infinite options, a more important issue is the choice of ε. Choosing
a small value might mean that generated traces are far too similar to the
condition and are not valuable as improvised stimuli. Conversely, choosing a
large value may render the condition irrelevant because generated traces are far
too dissimilar. Moreover, sampling in a large ε space is, to some extent, exactly
the opposite of what the SAP principle calls for. In regions too far away from
the condition trace, it may not be viable to base the plausibility of generation
on the fitness of reconstructing the condition trace. We reason, therefore, that
using a single condition trace may not be adequate to sufficiently bound an
infinitely large latent space. Instead, we contend that it is more useful to
elevate the geometry from a single point in the latent space to, say, a line.

Metric-based linear interpolation in the latent space – Let us now
consider the case of using not one, but two traces X1 and X2 as conditions, and
the two variants of stop scenarios, shown in Figure 9.5, serve as appropriate
candidates. The first trace depicts a maneuver where the vehicle smoothly
comes to a stop, while in the second trace, the vehicle is much more jerky
in stopping. One interesting approach for testing would be to apply traces
inbetween these two maneuvers as test stimuli. Unlike the case of using a single
condition, by setting two traces as firm boundaries for the stimulus generation
process, the intent of the tester is much more clear. Then, as notably shown
by [58] in the context of images, we use the property of interpolation in the latent
space to achieve semantic combination. That is, by interpolating a latent code,
say, z12 = 0.5 ∗ (z1 + z2), the midpoint on the straight line between z1 = E(X1)
and z2 = E(X2), we can generate a sample X̂12 = G(z12) (see Figure 9.5) that
mixes the characteristics of X1 and X2. Clearly, this is of valuable assistance for
stimulus generation. The tester may have set two recorded traces as boundaries
for stimuli, but logan is able to improvise a novel intermediate maneuver that
is not recorded. This is an efficient and valuable process for augmenting test
maneuvers in a controlled fashion, and vector arithmetic in the GAN latent
space achieves this trivially. If we can interpolate new maneuvers, an obvious
extension would be to ask – can we sample many more traces in between
the two conditions to effectively ‘sweep’ this bounded test space? A straight
line between codes z1 and z2 is a much more bounded space, but it is also a
continuous one, where infinite points can be sampled. For further selectivity
in sampling, we introduce a technique for Metric-based Linear Interpolation
(MLERP), whose core innovation is to achieve selective sampling by jointly
considering two spaces – the latent space z and the trace space X. Prior to
presenting the algorithm itself, we first introduce its underlying reasoning.

Interpolation in the latent space z may achieve interesting semantic combination,
but it takes place in an abstract space that is unintelligible to testers. Testers are
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Figure 9.5: Recorded maneuvers of smooth (X1) and jerky (X2) stopping, and
a generated trace combining both characteristics

more familiar with the space of traces X, and their ultimate objective remains
choosing traces that can serve as valuable test stimuli. In order to allow testers
operate in the much more familiar trace space, while still using the power of
latent representations in the background, a joint reckoning of both spaces is nec-
essary. To help bridge these two spaces, the essential operation in the MLERP
algorithm remains linear interpolation in the latent space, combining latent
codes of conditions X1 and X2 according to the proportion p, as shown in (9.6).
With this, as shown below, conditionally sampling logan effectively reduces
to choosing values in the space p ∈ [0, 1], which we will refer to as the p-space.

z = p · E(X2)+(1− p) · E(X1), 0 ≤ p ≤ 1

X̂ = G(z)
(9.6)

As this sampling, with infinite possibilities, takes place in p-space, the question
that testers face is, which among these are interesting, and plausible, to select as
test stimuli? Since it is clearly difficult to visually inspect generated traces for
suitability and plausibility, we propose the use of a metric M to quantitatively
compare the properties of generated traces with those of a condition trace.
While the introduction of a metric to guide the sampling process marks the
beginning of the construction of MLERP, using metrics for comparing real and
generated traces should be recognizable to us. It is, in fact, the core tenet of
the SAP principle that we defined in the previous section for evaluating the
quality of generated stimuli. While SAP calls for the use of a metric like SSIM
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to evaluate the similarity between a test set and its reconstruction, MLERP ex-
pands its use to conditional sampling. Even in the straight line between points
z1 and z2, a much more bounded latent space, MLERP imposes an additional
measure of selectivity and plausibility by ensuring that generated traces follow
a verifiable metric relation with one of the condition traces. Continuing to use
SSIM as the metric M for comparison, and one of the condition traces X2 as
the reference for comparison, the metric evaluation shown below evaluates the
structural similarity between the reference trace a generated trace X̂.

m = M(X2, X̂), X̂ = G(z) (9.7)

With the latent code z having been sampled according to (9.6), we have made a
clear link between the GAN latent space, which is not interpretable, and a metric
space which is very much interpretable. A value of m = 0.5 in the metric space
means that the generated trace is halfway similar in structure when compared
with the reference trace X2. On the other hand, p = 0.5 simply indicates that
the resulting latent code z is halfway in between reference latent codes. It
does mean that z combines semantics equally in the latent space, but it is not
always clear which characteristics end up being combined. Using the shorthand
m-space to refer to this interpretable metric space, we quickly realize that this
space is also bounded. A choice of p = 0 means that the generated trace is X̂1, a
reconstructed version of the first reference trace X1. Similarly, a choice of p = 1,
generates X̂2, a reconstruction of X2. Then, the boundaries of the m-space is
given, according to (9.7), by m1 = M(X2, X̂1) and m2 = M(X2, X̂2). Within
this bounded metric space, as shown in Figure 9.6, the strategy we choose in
designing MLERP is to direct sampling in the p-space in such a way that it
leads to any smooth change of metrics in the m-space that the tester desires.

Figure 9.6: The essence of MLERP is that (1) testers specify a sequence of
metrics that generated traces are expected to follow, (2) the algorithm finds
corresponding codes in latent space that leads to the required metric variation

Reflecting this intent, the MLERP algorithm (Algorithm 2), requires testers to
specify an increasing sequence of metric measures ms, which generated traces
are required to follow. A simple example, as shown in Figure 9.6, would be to
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Algorithm 2: MLERP

Input :Trajectory ms desired in the metric space, oversampling ratio s
Output :Traces X̂ with metrics that comply with the specified trajectory

1 z1 ← E(X1), z2 ← E(X2) # boundaries in latent space

2 X̂1 ← G(z1), X̂2 ← G(z2) # boundaries in generated trace space

3 m1 ←M(X2, X̂1), m2 ←M(X2, X̂2) # boundaries in metric space
4 N ← len(ms)
5 ps ← linspace(0, 1, N) # naive sampling
6 qs ← linspace(0, 1, s ·N) # oversampling
7 for q ∈ enumerate(qs) do
8 zq = q · z2 + (1− q) · z1
9 mq ←M(X2,G(zq))

10 ind← argmini∈[0,...,N ](|ms[i]−mq|)
11 p← ps[ind], zp = p · z2 + (1− p) · z1
12 mp ←M(X2,G(zp))
13 if mq < mp then
14 ps[ind]← q
15 end

16 end

set ms = linspace(m1,m2, N), dividing the m-space into N equal partitions.
With this, the tester is stating the intent that N traces need to be generated,
and they are all required to linearly increase in SSIM from m1 to m2. Noting
that the condition traces are two instances of the stop scenario, the linear
m-space partitioning expresses the tester’s requirement that generated traces
change smoothly in SSIM from the first to the second stop maneuver. Of
course, one can use linear interpolation in the latent space, according to (9.6),
to generate N intermediate traces, but there is no guarantee that generated
traces follow the metric trajectory ms specified by the tester.

Now, we highlight a few observations. First, as shown in (9.6) and (9.7), the
operations that map the latent p-space to the interpretable m-space are linear
interpolation, the generator network G and the comparison metric M . Second,
all these operations, including the DNN G and the SSIM metric M , are contin-
uous functions. Third, knowing that the boundaries 0 and 1 in the p-space map
to boundaries m1 and m2 in m-space, the intermediate value theorem3 holds
that any desired intermediate metric value ms between the limits of m-space
is reachable from the p-space. Put together, these three observations direct
the design of the MLERP algorithm. Now, linear interpolation by naively
partitioning the p-space into N points (Line 5) may not achieve the desired
metric trajectory ms, but it nevertheless sets a baseline. Knowing that there
are points in the p-space that are guaranteed to map to required metrics in
m-space, we increase the partitioning in the p-space by a factor of s (Line 6)
to create a denser sequence of points qs for linear interpolation in the latent
space. Then, by iterating through the denser sequence qs, MLERP selects
traces generated from the oversampled latent space that follow the metric
trajectory better than the naively sampled sequence ps. Note that, due to the

3https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intermediate value theorem
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intermediate value theorem, given a high enough oversampling factor, we are
bound to discover points in the p-space that map to generated traces which,
in turn, match any metric trajectory ms specified by the tester.

For our specific case of generating intermediate traces between the two stop
maneuvers X1 and X2 shown in Figure 9.5, the result of using MLERP is
shown in Figure 9.7(a). In this figure, we show three columns, the first of
which marked lerp shows traces generated using naive linear partitioning in
p-space. As also shown in Figure 9.7(b) such naive linear interpolation neither
leads to a smooth nor a predictable change in the metric space. If we now
turn our attention to the mlerp linear column of generated traces, at first
glance, we may not be able to spot major differences from naive interpolation.
However, if we look at its metric trajectory, we can see that the generated
traces closely approximate the linear increase in SSIM that the tester requires.
Using metric-guided sampling, we therefore show that generated traces are
verifiably plausible and finely selectable, providing a much-needed tool that
allows testers to improvise realistic unrecorded stimuli with fine-grained control.
The sequence of traces in the mlerp linear column indicates that MLERP
can be used to generate a properly reasoned and controlled series of traces,
which can in turn be applied as stimuli for testing vehicle application software.

If we examine, once again, generated traces in Figure 9.7(b), there is a third
mlerp sigmoid column. This, as shown in the corresponding metric variation
in Figure 9.7(b), shows that MLERP can adapt to trajectories more complex
than linear partitioning in metric space. Here, samples are specified to follow
the trajectory of a sigmoid function, producing more samples around m = 0.5
than the linear case. This is yet another demonstration of the fine-grained
control that MLERP offers testers. It also goes without saying that the metric
M for evaluating properties in the trace space can also be changed, as long as it
remains a continuous function. Finally, it is important to note that MLERP is
computationally heavier when compared to naive interpolation. One indication
of the increased computational load is the oversampling ratio, where MLERP
iterates through s times as many latent codes as the naive case. The choice
of s, which is essentially the level by which the sampling space is enlarged,
also needs to be tuned according to the desired trajectory. In the examples we
show, the linear trajectory in metric space was achieved using oversampling by
a factor of 15, while the sigmoid trajectory required a factor of 30. In any case,
the computational cost of oversampling can be minimized by generating traces
once and reusing it for many test runs, a common practice in regression testing.

Thus, the logan system with the MLERP technique for selective stimulus
generation is the culmination of three major developments. First is the GAN
itself, that is trained on signal traces, which provides a platform for generating
fake, yet plausibly realistic, signal traces that can be applied as test stimuli.
Second, the concept of choosing one or more reference traces, in combination
with conditional sampling in the latent space, allows testers to efficiently impose
granular levels of control in the stimulus generation process. Third, MLERP
provides another level of control, allowing testers to use a metric and automat-
ically select traces that are both plausibly realistic and useful for a particular
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Figure 9.7: Generating intermediate samples between two stop maneuvers X1

and X2 using naive linear interpolation (lerp), MLERP with linear increase in
SSIM s=15 (mlerp linear), and MLERP with sigmoid increase in SSIM and
s=30 (mlerp sigmoid)

test. Together, these developments present a viable platform for controlled
generation of realistic stimulus that improves the credibility of virtual testing.



Chapter 10

Building a system for
searching test stimuli

Having described the first configuration of the envisioned stimulus generation
system, we now proceed to describe the second. We refer to the new config-
uration as silgan, or ‘software-in-the-loop’ GAN, which introduces two main
innovations. First, it simplifies the specification of condition traces c, easing
stimulus generation even with an expanded number of signals in traces. Next,
unlike logan which is a black box stimulus generator, silgan uses information
about software under test V to actively guide the stimulus generation process.
We now proceed to describe how silgan is constructed, trained, and applied.

10.1 Expanding the set of signals

Implications in expanding the system of signals – So far, we have seen
experiments where traces of two signals – engine and vehicle speed – have
been generated as potential test stimuli. Attempting to simulate elements of
powertrain behavior, as acknowledged in Section 8.3, these two signals offer a rel-
atively limited picture. For credible testing in a virtual rig, there may be a need
to expand the scope of simulated behavior beyond just these two signals. One
straightforward way to expand scope is to expand the trace itself and include
more signals that capture additional aspects of powertrain behavior. In fact, we
had previously stated our intention to conduct such an exercise in Chapter 8,
expanding the trace to add one more signal, selected gear. We now undertake
this expansion. Returning to the dataset X of recorded traces that was used
to train logan, we include the selected gear signal in each trace. Traces remain
T = 512s long but now contain N = 3 signals, and one example of the newly
expanded trace is shown in Figure 10.1. The added selected gear signal, depict-
ing the state of the transmission, does provide extra insights into powertrain
behavior. Unrelated to the expansion in signals, we also take the opportunity to
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increase the size of the training set to ∼200k samples. While we had pointed out
earlier that expanding the list of signals always incurs cost, we had mostly dis-
cussed costs associated with recording them. We now additionally consider the
impact of an expanded system of signals in the process of training and sampling
generative models. In some ways, including more signals has minimal impact on
training the GAN. An expanded set of signals does mean that logan needs to
be retrained, but if we revisit the network architecture and training objectives
discussed in Section 9.1, we can see that neither is particularly vulnerable to the
number of signals in traces X. Then, since the DNNs in the GAN need to deal
with more signals, it is advisable to increase the number of learnable parameters
(like the number of layers). This, in turn, increases compute and memory costs
of training, but only marginally. While a relatively meager expansion in the
system of signals may not significantly affect GAN training, we reason that
the effect on GAN sampling, especially conditional sampling, can be acute.

Figure 10.1: A trace of 3 signals capturing powertrain behavior

In the MLERP algorithm, the primary mechanism used for conditional sampling
are condition tracesX1 andX2, which we use to bound the latent sampling space
to a straight line. Clearly, increasing the number of signals in each trace bears
no additional burden on such a conditioning technique. The larger problem,
however, centers around the selection of traces that can be used as conditions.
All experiments in test stimulus generation that we have seen so far assume
that testers have curated interesting traces – like start and stop maneuvers –
that can be applied as conditions. Unfortunately, such curation is not unlike
annotation and can take significant effort. If conditional sampling of test stimuli
were to depend upon curated traces alone, then the effort involved in curation
becomes a major impediment in the overall process of stimulus generation.
There is one alternative to curating traces, a technique that we have briefly
come across in earlier discussions, and that is handcrafting signal traces. When
it comes to testing, there is some contention between using handcrafted and
curated traces as stimuli. It is useful to spend a moment examining it because
at the heart of this contention lies the issue of an expanding set of signals.

Even if it is a technique that scales poorly, testers routinely handcraft signal
traces as test specifications. There is, in fact, a simple reason for this preference
– handcrafting has the ability to capture the tester’s intent clearly, especially
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when real-life recorded counterparts of intended test conditions are rare. Take
the WLTP drive cycle, an example of which we saw in Figure 9.1, which is
essentially a handcrafted trace of the vehicle speed signal. A standardized test
cycle like this is unlikely to occur in real-life driving and, unless it comes from
vehicles in a test track, it is near-impossible find such a maneuver in recorded
traces. In order to construct such benchmark cycles, especially if it is expressed
as a single signal (vehicle speed in the WLTP example), handcrafting may
actually be most suitable. Now, if the number of signals expands by two or
more, the explosion of possible multidimensional temporal transitions makes
handcrafting far more difficult. Taking our newly expanded list of signals as
an example, it may be quite impractical to jointly handcraft transitions of
vehicle speed, engine speed, and selected gear, keeping all their correlations
intact, beyond a fairly limited duration. Even if one tried to handcraft such
a multi-variate trace, it may end up being a fairly poor imitation of the actual
trace. Thus, for traces with two or more signals lasting hundreds of seconds,
even if it bears extra cost, testers are better off avoiding handcrafting in favor
of using curated traces. Even if it depends upon curation, the logan system in
fact offers a way to at least keep the curation effort manageable. A GAN that
does trace→trace mapping can augment a limited set of curated traces. If such
a complex mapping is achievable, can we not use the capabilities of generative
models to directly map handcrafted imitations into realistic traces? And, in
doing so, can we not bridge the two contending schools of test specification?

Specifying conditions as template traces – The difficulty in handcrafting
a realistic trace arises from two problems - (i) the need to specify detailed short
and long term transitions of each constituent signal, and (ii) capturing possible
inter-signal dependencies. What would help, therefore, is a specification mecha-
nism that ignores details and focuses only on the basic profile of the trace. Here,
we propose piece-wise linear approximation as a simple way to avoid specifying
transient details of a signal. The resulting template, as shown in Figure 10.2
serves as a rough, intuitive sketch of the long-term signal profile. Linear approx-
imation may have simplified handcrafting one signal, but how do we scale to
a multi-variate case? Sketching one template for each constituent signal is one
option but, even with templates, the challenge of keeping their correlations plau-
sible still remains. Having witnessed the capabilities of conditional generation
in a GAN, we propose a much simpler approach of specifying a driving scenario
by sketching a template for any one constituent signal. Then, we train a GAN
to directly map a univariate template into a realistic multi-variate trace. This
completely eliminates the need to address inter-signal dependencies in specifying
conditions, something that scales well to an expanding set of signals. As seen in
Figure 10.2, this also means that a tester can choose to define a takeoff scenario
by specifying only a vehicle speed template. The same tester can choose to
define a cruise scenario by only specifying a template for the engine speed. This
flexibility allows test case design to focus on a single chosen control signal, fur-
ther reducing the specification effort. Then, as we soon show, we simply train a
generative model to restore the details of the sketched signal, and also generate
realistically inter-related accompanying signals. A method, which takes a hand-
crafted univariate template as input and generates a realistic multivariate trace
as output surely bridges the two contending techniques of test specification.
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Figure 10.2: Recorded driving maneuvers (a) and corresponding templates (b).
Signal values normalized

More broadly, we reason that handcrafted templates may very well constitute a
generally reusable mechanism for defining scenarios of vehicle operation. As sur-
veyed in [122], recent years have seen many proposals that help specify scenarios
for testing automotive software systems. However, a major limitation that they
share is a focus on specifying scenarios only in terms of high-level driving char-
acteristics. For example, popular ontologies like [123] describe driving scenarios
mostly in terms of tactical aspects like avoiding obstacles or changing lanes.
Such proposals may have been used to analyze and test driver assistance or
autonomous driving controllers (for example, [124]), but their focus on tactical
scenarios comes at the cost of operational granularity. Vehicle control software
at the operational level, i.e. those for functions like fuel injection or automatic
gear shifting, react to transitions of a multitude of internal vehicle systems
that are often of little concern at the tactical level. Testing these controllers
under different driving scenarios would therefore require that testers are able to
specify operational scenarios at a granular level of detail. Templates can serve
as a powerful tool to specify such operational scenarios. The template of engine
speed, something that often falls outside the scope of existing scenario specifica-
tion frameworks, can capture the operational perspective that is greatly needed
for testing the majority of vehicle application software. Also, by specifying long-
range driving scenarios at a level of detail suitable for testing entire sub-systems
of SWCs, templates are also different from alternative proposals like [125], which
focus on specifying test scenarios for individual software routines. While tem-
plates clearly have the potential to ease the specification of vehicle operation sce-
narios, it is equally important to note that the idea of a template is deeply entan-
gled with the idea of a generative model. Restoring the details that the template
eschews is quite complex and is difficult to achieve using rule-based algorithms.
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10.2 Expanding the system for generating stim-
uli

Using templates, instead of traces, for conditional sampling significantly changes
the process of stimulus generation. It is, therefore, time to upgrade the pre-
viously discussed logan, to the new configuration silgan. The ‘sil’ in the new
system primarily refers to the software-in-the-loop paradigm where simulation
models, including the trained variant we develop, are predominantly used. The
‘sil’ prefix is poised to take much more significance since, as shown shortly, we
actually connect vehicle application software in a feedback loop with a GAN.

Translating templates to traces – Let us define the domain of univariate
template conditions as C and, reusing the notation of the training dataset,
that of N -dimensional traces as X . Let Pn(cn) denote the distribution of
templates for the nth signal of the N -dimensional system, and P (X) denote
the distribution of traces. Denoting the duration of templates and traces by T ,
a template cn ∼ Pn(cn), is a time series in R1×T , while a trace X ∼ P (X) is
a time series in RN×T . The objective is to learn the template→trace mapping
that can translate a template cn into a realistic trace X̂ ∼ Pn(X|cn), that is
faithful to the specified profile in the nth signal and generates plausible related
variations for all (N − 1) other signals. Translating a template into a trace
may be complex but, given a recorded trace X, piecewise linear templates
c(N) = (c1, ...cN ) for all N signals can be automatically extracted using rel-
atively simple procedures. Upon smoothing a signal using windowed mean
and 1-D Sobel1 filtering, we simply extract the template as flat regions around
major points inflection, with straight-line edges connecting these regions (refer
Figure 10.2). Using extracted templates, we restructure the training data
into a set of pairs (c(N), X) of templates cn ∼ Pn(cn) and recorded traces
X ∼ P (X) they were extracted from. Technically, pairing templates with
traces makes this labeled data, where templates count as annotations. It is,
however, easy to see that the template extraction process is trivial and poses
costs so minimal that the labeling process can still be reasoned to fall under the
self-supervised regime. In using this paired training set, it is important to note
our assumption that templates specified by a tester can be plausibly sampled
from the distribution of extracted templates Pn(cn). Finally, since a template
cn is always associated with n, the signal which it approximates, for ease of
notation, we cease associating it, or any of its mappings, explicitly with n.

Designing and training silgan – With the task of trace→trace mapping,
originally defined for logan, changing into a more complex template→trace
mapping, the silgan network layout needs redesign. As shown in Figure 10.3,
the updated network design is more elaborate, involving a forward and reverse
process, amounting to five networks and almost as many intermediate steps.

Perhaps the easiest way to deconstruct this network is to first examine the
forward process which closely reflects the network design of logan. Given a
template c as input, a translated maneuver X̂ is expected to realistically render

1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobel operator
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Figure 10.3: The silgan network for template-based stimulus generation

the template c as its nth signal. Since c and X̂ clearly share some characteristics,
let us define Z as a latent intermediate domain that encodes this shared infor-
mation. Let E : C → Z be a learnable encoder that maps a template into this
domain. However, the translated maneuver X̂ is also required to render realistic
transitions of all other signals. Let us therefore define another latent domainW
as the source of all this additional information. Allowing the learning process
to optimally structure its information, codes from this domain are sampled as
w ∼ N (0, I). The translation process can then be completed by defining a learn-
able generator G : Z ×W → X , that produces a translated trace by combining
information from both latent domains. This completes the generation (or trans-
lation) part of the forward process, which can be formally denoted as follows.

X̂ = G(z, w), z = E(c), w ∼ N (0, I) (10.1)

Technically, the encoder also needs to know n, the signal for which c serves
as a template, but we ignore this for notational simplicity. Then, in order to
ensure that the translated maneuver X̂ is realistic, just like the logan setup,
we use a discriminator D to assesses the realism of translated traces. Though
we could have adapted the adversarial objective defined for logan for the new
setup, we make an important adjustment. The logan objective (9.4), reflecting
the original GAN adversarial objective, trains the discriminator as a classifier.
That is, the discriminator takes a set of traces at its input and labels them
as either real or fake. As pointed out in [126], training the discriminator as a
classifier has a few drawbacks, the most important of which is that of vanishing
gradients. Due to the very nature of the binary-cross entropy loss used to train
the classifier, as soon as the discriminator successfully classifies an image as real
or fake, it begins to provide weaker feedback (gradients) to the training process.
This eventually ends up affecting the quality of generation. In order to alleviate
this problem, we use an alternate least-squares discriminator [127] objective
which trains the discriminator as a regressor. Using a mean squared error to
calculate the loss between the discriminator’s assessment and the ground truth
0(fake) and 1(real) labels, the discriminator is able to provide useful feedback
(stronger gradients) even if a generated sample has been assessed to be on the
correct side of the decision boundary. This approach has been observed to
make GAN training far more stable, resulting in generated samples of better
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quality. The modified adversarial objective the forward process is shown below.

LGen = Ec,w (D(X̂)− 1)2

LDis = EX (D(X)− 1)2 + Ec,w D(X̂)2
(10.2)

The description of the forward process that we have seen so far may seem to
largely conform with the logan approach, differing only in fine details. How-
ever, as shown in Figure 10.3, the biggest difference is the multi-modality in
translation. That is, upon encoding a template into z, the generator network
G can combine it with different codes w to produce different traces, all of
which satisfy the profile requirements set by z. Such a technique of defining
disentangled, partially shared, information domains for multi-modal domain
translation, first proposed in [128], has profound implications for stimulus
generation. Not only does silgan allow minimally defined templates to be
translated into realistic traces, but it also provides an additional degree of
variety in improvising signals whose profile is not bound by the template.

Noting the rich promise of multimodal translation, we now highlight a potential
pitfall which can limit this capability. Normally, the adversarial loss alone is
sufficient to ensure both translation into a realistic maneuver and adherence to
the profile in the template. However, we find that this adherence is sensitive to
random seeding and therefore not always achievable. A stronger imposition of
adherence while translating template c, can come in the form of a pairing loss,
shown below. This loss encourages the translated trace X̂ to closely resemble
the corresponding real trace X that the template is extracted from. Now, it
is important to note that strict reconstruction, forcing the template to map to
one particular translation, clearly restricts the diversity inherent in multimodal
transition. Use of this loss term, should therefore follow careful consideration.

LPair = Ec,w,X || X̂ −X ||1 (10.3)

Having traced the forward process, let us now examine the reverse process in
silgan, starting with why it is useful. When using a GAN to translate from one
domain into another, prior work has shown that the quality of translation can
be improved by encouraging cycle consistency [129]. That is, having translated
template c into a maneuver X̂, it is beneficial to reverse the translation and
recover the template. We therefore define inversion networks Ē : X → Z ×W
and Ḡ : Z → C that reverse the translation. Unlike template extraction pro-
cedures used in preparing the training set which achieve the same end, this
reverse translation is differentiable. This allows the following cycle consistency
objective, the L1 loss between input and recovered templates, to back propagate
gradients from the reverse to the forward process during training.

ĉ = Ḡ(ẑ), ẑ, ŵ = Ē(X̂)

LCyc = Ec,w,X || ĉ− c ||1
(10.4)
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Further, upon close examination of the network layout in Figure 10.3, one
can notice several auto-encoding maps. The composition E ◦ Ḡ achieves a
template→template mapping, while Ē ◦ G achieves trace→trace mapping. More
interestingly, perhaps, the G ◦ Ē composition auto-encodes latent codes z and w.
As shown in [128], exploiting this latent auto-encoder, sampling these codes from
priors N (0, I) and reconstructing them is a far more simple method to organize
the distribution of the latent space when compared to the VAE approach seen in
(9.1). Thus, we additionally use the code reconstruction objective shown below.

LCrec = Ez,w ||Ē(G(z, w))− (z, w) ||1, z, w ∼ N (0, I) (10.5)

Bringing the objectives of translation, cycle reconstruction, and code reconstruc-
tion together, silgan is trained end-to-end using the following composite objec-
tive. Just like logan, each network is composed using 4 1-D convolutional layers.

Lsilgan = min
E,G,Ē,Ḡ

(LGen + LPair + LCyc + LCrec) + min
D
LDis (10.6)

Upon training, we are able to translate univariate templates into multimodal,
multi-variate traces, examples of which are shown in Figure 10.4. This, we
reason, is quite a powerful demonstration of silgan’s expanded properties of
stimulus generation. As seen in the figure, all we need to generate a rich variety
of realistic stimuli is a rudimentary sketch of one of its signals.

Figure 10.4: Examples of template to trace translation using silgan

Despite its many affinities with the logan setup, the new silgan layout differs
in significant ways, the most important of which is the nature of the E ◦ G com-
position of networks. In logan, these networks constitute an auto-encoder while
in silgan, they undertake multimodal translation. By definition, multimodal
translation means that one template can translate into multiple traces and this
means that there is no firm ground truth against which translated traces can
be assessed. This raises an important implication – in the absence of a ground
truth to assess the translation, the SAP principle for GAN evaluation is not
directly applicable. When it was originally defined for logan, SAP was based
on the presence of an auto-encoder where the ground truth for reconstruction
is readily available. This allowed us to evaluate the quality of reconstruction
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and extrapolate the judgment to near neighborhoods in latent space. In order
to better fit the realities of silgan, SAP needs to be reinterpreted. If we
take a step back and observe the complete layout, we see that there is a tem-
plate→template cycle-reconstruction process E ◦ G ◦ Ē ◦ Ḡ. Though this is not
an auto-encoder in the traditional sense, it takes a template c as input, traces
through the forward and backward processes and recovers the template as ĉ.
As an end-to-end indication of the quality of silgan, we therefore monitor the
quality of template cycle-reconstruction during training. In this reinterpretation
of SAP for silgan, the two-sample test is conducted by holding-out a test set
of ∼20k traces and corresponding extracted templates. Then during training,
the quality of cycle reconstruction is periodically measured as the average SSIM
between a test set template c and 4 cycle translations ĉ, each using a different
random code w. After training for ∼15 epochs, cycle reconstruction SSIM,
averaged over the entire test set, settles around 0.95. While such high similarity
of cycle reconstruction indicates healthy training, the quality of translation is
additionally verified by visually inspecting around hundred randomly selected
test template translations. Visual inspection of time series maneuvers con-
firms adherence to the template and plausibility of characteristic features like
correlations between vehicle and engine speed under the influence of gear shifts.

Measuring the quality of template cycle-reconstruction may be a convenient
reinterpretation of SAP, but it is, nonetheless, a weaker form of evaluation.
Cycle-reconstruction is, after all, only an auxiliary objective introduced to
improve training convergence. Upon training, the network is still meant to
be mainly used for translation, which the reinterpreted SAP does not directly
address. We noted earlier that the primary obstacle in applying SAP is the
multimodal nature of translation and the diversity of traces it generates. One
way to work around this issue is to increase the importance – essentially scale
it by a large factor – of the LPair loss defined in (10.3). The express purpose
of this loss is to encourage that the template c translates much more faithfully
into the trace X from which it was extracted. This way, there is a ground truth
X against which the translated trace X̂ can be compared and SAP becomes
eminently applicable. What we lose, in taking this approach, is the rich diversity
of multimodal translation. What we gain, is that SAP becomes applicable in a
largely intact fashion. That is, if templates are verified to translate into ground
truth traces, then it is likely that codes in the near latent neighborhood of
encoded templates are also likely to translate into plausibly realistic traces.

10.3 Experiments in searching stimuli

The potential and eventual limits of sampling – Translating templates
into traces may be a straightforward way to produce test stimuli but a much
more potent act, following the tradition of logan, would be to conditionally
sample in the latent space. With the expanded capabilities of silgan, instead
of resorting to curated traces, the boundaries for conditional sampling can be set
much more easily by sketching templates. Right from our first discussions on con-
ditionally sampling stimuli (see Section 9.2), the number of conditions, and the
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geometry of the latent subspace that they map out, loom large. When only one
condition c is specified, it maps to a single latent point z, providing little clarity
on the latent subspace within which conditional sampling should take place. Put
otherwise, a single condition is not very effective in communicating the bound-
aries of sampling. On the other hand, specifying two conditions is a far more
clear way to demarcate the boundaries of sampling. Not only is the tester clearly
communicating that only traces in-between the given conditions are of interest,
but the latent space is also bounded to a straight line. Within this bounded
space, the MLERP technique allows much more selectivity and control in sam-
pling stimuli. Now, what if the tester feels that two traces, or a straight line in
latent space, is far too narrow and would like to impose, say, three conditions?

Let us, in fact, consider the vehicle speed templates in Figure 10.5 as the triplet
of conditions that the tester would like to impose. The first (c1) is a helpful null
template where the vehicle is completely still, and the second (c2) is a takeoff
template where the vehicle stays still for half the time before beginning to
roll. The third (c3) is a variation of takeoff where the vehicle stops once before
taking off. Allowing all intermediate combinations of these three conditions,
the tester is demarcating a larger space for sampling stimuli.

Figure 10.5: Three vehicle speed templates used as conditions for sampling
stimuli

This triplet of conditions c(3) = (c1, c2, c3) maps to a triplet of codes z(3) =
(z1, z2, z3) in the latent domain Z, meaning that the latent subspace bounded
by these conditions can be imagined as a triangle. When using two conditions
with logan, we saw that linear interpolation, or sampling on the straight
line connecting the latent codes of the two conditions, results in a trace that
combines characteristics of both conditions. Surely, this property should be
extendable beyond just two codes. That is, given the triplet z(3) of latent codes,

a convex linear combination of these codes z =
∑3
i=1 pizi,

∑3
i=1 pi = 1, pi ≥ 0,

should achieve semantic combination of the three input conditions. Sampling
such codes z and companion codes w from the other latent domain W, and
decoding them using the generator X̂ = G(z, w), as seen in Figure 10.6, shows
that the property does indeed hold. Generated traces can be seen to consis-
tently combine characteristics of the null, takeoff, and stop-takeoff conditions.
Stated otherwise, this means that traces produced by sampling a code in the
latent hyper-triangle traced by the three conditions is guaranteed to generate
a trace that only combines characteristics of the three specified conditions.

Having progressively elevated the latent subspace for conditional sampling
from a single point to a line, and then a triangle, it is time to generalize this
progression. The act of specifying a set of K conditions c(K) = (c1, c2, ..., cK)
for conditional sampling results in a latent hyperplane with K vertices z(K) =
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Figure 10.6: Traces generated by simplex sampling in the latent subspace
bounded by the three vehicle speed templates

(z1, z2, ..., zK). Sampling codes on this hyperplane, each of which is essentially
a convex combination of its vertices, and decoding them produces plausibly
realistic traces that proportionally combine semantics of the K specified condi-
tions. Thus, as a tool for systematically sampling on this hyperplane, we have
generalized the p-space that we originally defined when discussing MLERP.
Sampling points on a latent hyperplane of K vertices is achieved, as shown
below, by drawing a simplex p(K) = (p1, p2, ..., pK),

∑K
i=1 pi = 1, from a

Dirichlet distribution of order K and linearly combining it with codes z(k).

p(K) ∼ Dir(K,1K), z(K) =
(
E(c1), E(c2), ..., E(cK)

)T
X̂ = G(p(K) · z(K), w), w ∼ N (0, I)

(10.7)

Specifying multiple conditions is, without doubt, a powerful technique for demar-
cating a latent subspace for conditional sampling. Testers can specify as many
conditions as necessary to precisely target a subspace that is most interesting
for the test objective in question. Further, using the simplex sampling technique
in (10.7) it is also possible to systematically explore this subspace, generating a
rich, yet targeted, variety of traces that can be applied as test stimuli. But, no
matter how smartly conditions have been chosen or how perfectly these spaces
are demarcated, if we continue to rely upon sampling as the primary technique
for exploring these spaces, we will always need to contend with the issue of infi-
nite possibilities. Even if we use techniques like MLERP to select better samples
from this space, sampling will remain a slow an inefficient technique for covering
an infinite space. If we use information about the actual test objective, can
we not search this space to hone in on interesting stimuli much more directly?

Promoting code to the foreground – When we originally defined the system
S for stimulus generation in (8.1), we made it a point to include the SWC V
that is the object of testing. Until now, however, the actual code that is under
test has been mostly in the background, and we have been solely discussing
stimulus generation from a black box perspective. We now begin to revise this
setup, albeit gently, by promoting code under test to the foreground. As we
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have previously seen in some detail, vehicle application software is often written
in C. We make a temporary exemption to present a toy example of vehicle
application software as Python code. The example that we show in Figure 10.7
is a toy version of a monitoring function. This particular function, as its name
indicates, monitors if the driver is performing an aggressive takeoff maneuver.
It does so by observing vehicle and engine speed signals to check whether the
engine largely idles before the vehicle quickly takes off and cruises at increasing
speeds. Now, a quick glance at the function is sufficient to know that it is an
example that has been contrived to work with traces generated by the GANs
that we train. Nevertheless, if we go beyond the form and look at its intent, we
will actually find that monitoring functions of this kind are quite common in
vehicle application software. Many SWCs include logic that monitors signals, for
instance, to identify and log driving maneuvers that are of interest or concern.

1 def detect_aggressive_takeoff(v, e):

2 m1 = mean(v[256:350])

3 m2 = mean(v[350:512])

4 m3 = mean(e[0:256])

5 if(0.49 < m1 < 0.51) &

6 (0.59 < m2 < 0.61) &

7 (m3 < 0.08):

8 ret1 = 1

9 else:

10 ret1 = 0

11 return ret1

Figure 10.7: A toy example of software under test. This function illustrates a
monitoring function for detecting aggressive takeoff events

Using this function to emulate code under test, let us formulate the test ob-
jective as code coverage. In this particular case, this would mean identifying
appropriate stimuli of vehicle and engine speed traces that satisfy the single
branching condition specified in this function. Turning to silgan as the source
of generated stimuli, let us also reuse the triplet of takeoff scenarios c(3) (Figure
10.5) that we discussed shortly before as the boundaries for generation. Even in
the clearly bounded latent hyper-triangle, finding stimuli that satisfy the branch-
ing condition by random sampling turns out to be impractical. In experiments
trying to achieve code coverage, we were unable to find even one matching trace
after sampling around 100k latent codes in this bounded space. Random sam-
pling to generate traces may be suitable for exploratory testing, subjecting ap-
plication software to a targeted, yet wide, range of realistic stimuli. For a much
more focused objective like code coverage, sampling is unlikely to be efficient.

Searching for stimuli with software in the loop – Inefficiency in sam-
pling stems from two main factors, (1) a latent subspace, no matter how small,
presents infinite options for sampling, and (2) in a black-box approach, where
stimuli are sampled with no awareness of code under test, there is simply no
feedback that informs whether sampled traces indeed serve as interesting stimuli.
If such feedback were available, then aimless sampling can be substituted by a
targeted procedure for searching interesting stimuli. We now describe one viable
feedback mechanism for the code coverage objective, built using fairly simple
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arithmetic. Code coverage entails satisfying branching conditions, each of which
is typically defined using a composition of boolean operations. Since these oper-
ations evaluate to only true or false, there is no real-valued indication of how
distant a test input is from making an if condition evaluate to, say, true. One
advantage that we have in the monitoring function in Figure 10.7 is that the
boolean operations in the branch condition evaluate real values. This, of course,
does not encompass the entirety of possible branching conditions, but boolean
evaluations on real valued operands are quite common in decision-making logic
found in vehicle application software. In such cases, inspired by a method
proposed in [130], we smooth discrete boolean evaluations into real-valued
measures. Setting aside boolean operators = and 6= which are not directly ap-
plicable to checking real values, atomic operations boolean operations < and >
on real operands can be readily converted into difference functions shown below.

lt(a, b) = a− b
gt(a, b) = b− a

(10.8)

When difference operations on real valued operands, defined above, evaluate to a
positive value, it is equivalent to their discrete counterparts evaluating to false.
More usefully, a large positive value indicates that the operands are quite far
away from meeting the boolean condition. Such an indication is clearly unavail-
able in the discrete case. Thus, if a branching condition evaluates lt(x, 0.49)
with x being the input stimulus, then x−0.49 >> 0 indicates that x is nowhere
near meeting this condition, which is exactly the kind of feedback that can
guide the stimulus generation process. Conversely, a negative value guarantees
that the condition has been met and is the equivalent of the discrete boolean
operation evaluating to true. Using this reasoning, a real-valued version of
the atomic boolean ¬ operator is simply achieved using arithmetic negation.

not(c) = −c (10.9)

Note that defining not as arithmetic negation restricts it to a subset of possible
solutions. That is, ¬(a < b) = a ≥ b, but not, as defined above, only finds
solutions a > b, which is still valid because = does not apply for real operands.
Finally, we round off this line of reasoning by addressing operations ∧ and ∨,
which operate both on real-valued operands and on atomic operations involving
them. Here, functions max and min serve as real-valued counterparts because
they respectively check whether all, or any, of the constituent operations to a
negative value which, as we noted earlier, is our real-valued equivalent of true.

and(c, d) = max(c, d)

or(c, d) = min(c, d)
(10.10)

Having defined such real-valued counterparts for discrete boolean operations
involving real-valued operands, one simple check of consistency is if the newly
defined operations satisfy DeMorgan’s laws. As shown below, they indeed do.
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not(and(a, b)) = −max(a, b) = min(−a,−b) = or(not(a), not(b)) (10.11)

In transforming boolean operations on real values into another real value, these
functions give continuous feedback on how distant a test input is from covering
a branching condition on real values. We therefore refer to them as coverage
indicators. Then, by traversing the abstract syntax tree of the code under test
(Figure 10.7), we replace each boolean operation in a branching condition by
a coverage indicator. In the case of compound branching conditions involving
several boolean operations, we simply and individual coverage indicators to form
a composite indicator for the branch. All these code-level modifications can be
done automatically to transform the function under test into a search function
S : X → R that, given an input trace X, provides a real-valued indication of how
distant the trace is from covering the branching condition in the function under
test (Figure 10.8). This also means that if a generated trace X̂ is applied as
input to the search function, and it evaluates to S(X̂) < 0, it is guaranteed that
the trace X̂ satisfies the branching condition defined in the test function. Thus,
to find stimuli that achieve the test objective of code coverage, we do not use the
code under test directly. Instead, we use its transformed counterpart – the search
function – that provides useful feedback to the stimulus generation process.

1 def S(v, e):

2 m1 = mean(v[256:350])

3 m2 = mean(v[350:512])

4 m3 = mean(e[0:256])

5 c0 = and(lt(0.49 , m1),

6 lt(m1, 0.51))

7 c1 = and(lt(0.59 , m2),

8 lt(m2, 0.61))

9 c2 = lt(m3, 0.08)

10 c = and(and(c0 , c1), c2)

11 return c

Figure 10.8: An automatic transformation of the monitoring function in Figure
10.7 that returns one coverage indicator per branching condition

With the search function S, the stimulus generation process has a concrete target
– identifying the trace(s) that makes S evaluate to a negative value. We refer to
a trace that satisfies the branching condition as a hit Ĥ. Having set the triplet
of templates c(3) (Figure 10.5) as the test condition, let us now trace the revised
stimulus generation approach, depicted in Figure 10.9. First, a code z is sampled
from the latent hyper-triangle demarcated by the three conditions. Second, the
generator network G maps this code (and a sampled w) into a trace X̂. Finally,
this trace is applied as input to the search function to see if the coverage indicator
S evaluates to a negative value. Now, we highlight a crucial property – upon
sampling the latent codes, both operations that follow, namely the generation
and the coverage indication, are differentiable2. This means that the search for
a hit Ĥ := X̂ | S(X̂) < 0, can be done using gradient descent in the latent space.

2max(c, d) and min(c, d) are not differentiable at c = d, but this can be disregarded for
real-valued c and d
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Figure 10.9: Traces generated by gradient descent in the latent subspace
bounded by the three vehicle speed templates

While the revised sampling operation, including the search function, may be
differentiable, the end-to-end mapping between the latent code and the coverage
indicator is likely to feature many local minima. In fact, a brief exploration
of this landscape using simplex sampling, seen in Figure 10.10 which visualizes
the value of S by location in the latent triangle, confirms this. The figure
shows the presence of large flat regions, where S hardly changes. In these
areas, where the gradient of S with respect to the position of the latent code
is virtually zero, search by gradient descent cannot take place. To address this
issue, we propose a method that combines sampling and gradient-descent to
search for test stimuli that match the test objective specified by S.
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Figure 10.10: With test conditions c(3), automatic code coverage using Algo-
rithm 3 begins with simplex sampling in the triangle with vertices z(3) in the
latent space Z. Once a promising area is found, gradient-descent takes over to
find H that satisfies the condition. For visualization in 2-d, we plot the triangle
by taking steps β1, β2 along two randomly chosen basis vectors that span its
plane. A similar search is jointly conducted in C2, but it is not visualized here.
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Algorithm 3: GRADES: Gradient descent-based search for test stim-
uli
Input :Template conditions c(K), search function S that encodes the

test objective
Output :Generated trace Ĥ satisfying the test objective
Parameters :nsim - max sampling steps, ssim - exit threshold for sampling,

ngd - max gradient descent steps, η - gradient step size

1 z(K) =
(
E(c1), ..., E(cK)

)T
2 # the sampling stage
3 for n ∈ [nsim] do
4 p(K) ∼ Dir(K,1K), w ∼ N (0, I)

5 X̂ = G(p(K) · z(K), w)

6 if S(X̂) < 0 then

7 Ĥ = X̂

8 return Ĥ

9 else if S(X̂) < ssim then
10 break

11 end

12 end
13 # the search stage
14 q(K) = logit(p(K))
15 for n ∈ [ngd] do
16 p(K) = sigmoid(q(K))

17 p(K) = p(K)/
∑K

i=1(pi)

18 X̂ = G(p(K) · z(K), w)

19 if S(X̂) < 0 then

20 Ĥ = X̂

21 return Ĥ

22 q(K) = q(K) − η∇q(K)
(S)(H)

23 w = w − η∇w(S)(H)

24 end

GRADES (Algorithm 3), the method we develop for stimulus search, takes
two inputs – the tuple of conditions c(K) and the search function S, which is
the transformed formed of the code under test V that calculates the coverage
indicator. The output of the process would be a hit Ĥ, which is a trace that is
guaranteed to cover the branch condition in code under test. Practically, this
means that the real objective of the algorithm is to find the simplex p(K) – the

location in the latent hyperplane – where the latent code decodes to Ĥ. Of
course, the procedure should also search for the companion code w in the second
latent domainW , which is necessary to complete the decoding step. The search
begins with simplex sampling for a maximum of n sim iterations in order to
survey the coverage landscape in the latent hyperplane. If the sampling process
chances upon Ĥ, the objective is achieved, ending the search. Otherwise, the
algorithm identifies a promising area, i.e. values of p(K) and w that generates

a maneuver resulting in S ≈ 0, around which finding Ĥ is likely. This is where
the threshold ssim helps where, if S(X̂) < ssim, the sampling stage exits.
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The search is then taken over by gradient descent, which attempts to iteratively
minimize S by jointly varying p(K) and w along directions of the fastest decrease
in S. Now, while doing gradient descent in latent space, special care needs to be
taken to ensure that the search does not stray beyond the bounds of the latent
hyperplane. During the sampling stage, drawing from the Dirichlet distribution
guarantees that the simplex p(K) sums up to 1, which means that p(K) · z(K) is
guaranteed to fall within the bounded hyperplane. If gradient descent is able to
modify p(K) unchecked, then there is every chance that the boundaries of the
hyperplane are violated. This is why we reparameterize p(K) using the logit

and sigmoid pair of operations. The former preserves the most promising
latent code identified by the sampling stage, and the latter ensures that the
subsequent gradient descent stays within boundaries, even when the code is
iteratively updated. This search persists for a maximum of n gd steps during
which, if S becomes negative, Ĥ has been found and the search is complete.
Otherwise, the search times out without finding Ĥ under the given test scenario.

Figure 10.10 shows the case of simplex sampling being unable to find Ĥ even
after setting nsim ≈ 100k. Combining the respective strengths of sampling and
gradient-descent, both of which use feedback from coverage indicators, it is
often sufficient to sample for 10–50 iterations, with the subsequent gradient
search taking no more than a few 10s of iterations to find Ĥ. Further, the
example monitoring function in Figure 10.7 may contain a single branching
condition, but the method can be extended to multiple independent if-else
conditions, even when they are nested. A search function, in this case, re-
turns a vector containing one minimizable coverage indicator per independent
branching condition. Due to their independence, this vector can be collectively
minimized by executing one search per coverage indicator in parallel.

Even if it is in a transformed state, connecting code under test in a feedback loop
with a GAN is where silgan truly shows its potential. With the availability
of the search function that provides differentiable feedback, the use of gradient
descent makes finding the right stimuli orders of magnitude quicker. The search
paradigm also opens up possibilities where, for instance, testers are much more
free in demarcating the limits of testing. No matter the size if the test space, a
search technique that combines sampling and gradient descent is clearly more
efficient than sampling alone. In demonstrating a search-based approach for
stimulus generation, we however discuss only a case of code coverage with
boolean operations made differentiable using coverage indicators. While the
principle of targeted, combined sampling and gradient based search of the latent
space is vital, additional measures may be necessary to scale the technique for
automatically testing code with non-differentiable intermediate operations.

Overall, building upon logan which we saw in the previous chapter, silgan
introduces three main enhancements. First, in defining templates as a mech-
anism for specifying conditions, the process of stimulus generation scales with
an expansion in the number of signals. Second, the definition of a framework to
define and operate with multiple conditions gives testers the freedom to define
the test space with arbitrary complexity. Third, by developing a mechanism
for providing a differentiable assessment of generated test stimuli, we are able
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to connect software in the loop with a GAN. Put together, the silgan toolkit
significantly improves the potential of simulation-based testing in virtual rigs.



Chapter 11

Discussions

11.1 On research questions

We now discuss how the test stimulus generation systems described in previous
chapters measure up to the research questions originally posed in Section 8.2.

RQ1: on stimulus generation using GANs – Experiments in sampling
and searching stimuli, described in previous chapters, provide compelling ev-
idence that deep generative models trained on signal traces can indeed be used
to generate test stimuli. Beginning with logan, a good first indication of the
ability to conditionally generate useful stimuli comes from the use of naive linear
interpolation in the latent space between two curated stop traces to generate a
novel intermediate trace. In trivially generating a realistic trace with a desired
profile, latent space interpolation presents itself as a tool for stimulus generation
that can be powerfully employed for testing. Then comes the MLERP tech-
nique which introduces useful refinements in latent space interpolation, helping
exercise controllability and selectivity in generating stimuli. Allowing testers to
quantitatively examine traces using an interpretable metric measure, MLERP
guarantees that generation produces stimuli that follow a sequence of metric
measures that testers specify. The silgan system further expands the toolkit for
stimulus generation by first introducing the notion of templates that vastly ease
the specification of test conditions. Largely avoiding the use of curated traces,
templates allow testers to handcraft an arbitrary number of test conditions in the
form of simple sketches of signal profiles. Mapping all the conditions to the latent
space, simplex sampling on the hyperplane bounded by conditions guarantees
that generated stimuli stay within the boundaries of test specification. Finally,
the mechanism we introduce for extracting differentiable feedback from code
under test means that test stimuli can be efficiently searched, and not only sam-
pled, within bounded latent spaces using the GRADES technique. At the core of
this steady progression of techniques lies a GAN trained on a few hundred thou-
sand recorded signal traces. The training itself uses variations of the adversarial
objective (9.2) that pits a pair of generator and discriminator networks against
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each other in a zero-sum game. Thanks to our strategy of conditional sam-
pling using vector arithmetic in latent space, adversarial training alone seems
sufficient for generating test stimuli. The roster of models, tools, and methods
that we demonstrate surely amounts to a definitive answer that GANs trained
on signal traces do serve as a useful framework for test stimulus generation.

RQ2: on plausible realism of generated stimuli – Perhaps the most
pressing issue encountered whenever generative models are used is whether
generated samples are plausibly realistic. The utmost importance that logan
and silgan systems pay to this issue is first revealed, perhaps innocuously, by
the fact that they mainly promote the idea of conditional sampling. In this
sampling regime, the act of generating any test stimulus X̂ actually begins with
the specification of a condition c. Of course, a practical reason why conditional
generation is essential is that testers need to be able to clearly specify expecta-
tions on the eventual nature of generated stimuli. After all, a random mass of
traces, generated without clear expectations, may not really serve as valuable
test stimuli. Since conditions are anyway necessary to usher the generation
process to satisfy the overall test objective, we repurpose them for checking
the quality of generation itself. This is the very essence of the SAP principle
that we use for measuring the quality of generation. If the condition verifiably
maps into a plausible trace, the SAP reasoning goes, then traces in the near
latent neighborhood of the condition should also map to plausible traces. This
approach, which is arguably conservative, takes no position on the quality of
an unconditionally generated trace. Rather, it ties the quality of generation
firmly with the condition itself. In the case of logan, the application of SAP
is quite straightforward since the condition c is itself a trace X. This provides
a ready-made mechanism to measure the quality of generation – the similarity
M(X, X̂) between the condition X and its reconstruction X̂. If the reconstruc-
tion is verifiably similar to the condition, then it is plausible that codes in the
near latent neighborhood of the condition also map to good quality traces. This
naturally leads to the next challenge – successfully demarcating the ‘near’ neigh-
borhood. The approach we take for demarcation is to use multiple conditions to
bound latent subspaces within which sampling can take place. If each condition
reconstructs well, then the hyperplane that they trace in the latent space may
be considered as being safe for sampling. Should this reasoning not suffice,
there is always MLERP which provides an additional layer of scrutiny. Given
a suitable metric M , MLERP selects only those codes in the latent subspace
which map to traces with a specified metric similarity. Yet again, a mechanism
for selective sampling doubles up as a mechanism for verifying plausible realism.

When upgrading to silgan, as we pointed out previously, the SAP principle
does not necessarily extend smoothly. Multimodal translation may be a key
strength of silgan, but the lack of a clear ground truth that it entails means
that SAP is not directly applicable. An option would be to curb multimodality
and force the model to faithfully translate templates to the actual traces they
were extracted from. This restores the relevance of a ground truth for transla-
tion, and SAP becomes applicable, albeit with a loss of diversity in translation.
It is also important to note that we have discussed SAP only in the sampling
context. Since silgan additionally uses the GRADES procedure for gradient
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descent-based search in the latent space, we also need to consider the plausible
realism of traces generated by searching. One strong baseline is that the search
is being conducted within a bounded latent space. And, since this bounded
space is still the near neighborhood of conditions, SAP remains applicable. The
larger issue is that, unlike MLERP, the search process is less controlled and
can chance upon a latent code which decodes to a trace that satisfies the test
objective, but may not be plausibly realistic. In letter, the SAP principle can be
folded in as an additional objective during search, meaning that the search can
be tasked to find a trace that simultaneously satisfies the test objective while
also meeting some metric criteria. MLERP, after all, achieves this combination
in a sampling paradigm. There may, however, be practical issues in jointly
meeting both these conditions, increasing the likelihood that the search process
takes a longer amount of time to find a hit. Considering these concerns, identi-
fying an efficient and firm extension of SAP to silgan sampling and searching
regimes is an important avenue for future work. Overall, however, the strat-
egy of conditional sampling and searching, combined with SAP and MLERP,
ensures that stimulus generation is selective and that generated stimuli can be
quantitatively assessed for plausible realism by comparing them with references.

RQ3: controlling stimulus generation to meet test objectives – The
previous discussion on evaluating the quality of generated traces throws up an
interesting observation. Controlled (or selective) generation and evaluating the
quality of generation are, in fact, two sides of the same coin. The way we use
conditional sampling captures this duality best – generation is limited to a well-
demarcated space so that techniques of evaluation are easier to apply. In some
sense, the techniques that we introduce, starting from bounding the latent space
using conditions, to selective sampling, and searching, progressively make it
easier for testers to narrow down choices. Facing infinite possibilities in stimulus
generation, a strategy of narrowing down choices actually ends up improving
selectivity. Since we have already detailed mechanisms for selectivity when
discussing the previous research question, let us turn to the other important
aspect of the current research question, which is directing the selection of traces
to meet a particular test objective. When it comes to conditional sampling, it
is abundantly clear that the onus to direct stimulus generation is on the tester.
In the black box logan system, testers select conditions which bound the test
space, and, when using MLERP, also specify metric criteria which generated
traces should meet. This general recipe is quite extendable to specifying a wide
range of testing intentions. Testers may demarcate a space to broadly explore
whether the behavior of software under test is generally consistent within its
boundaries. Alternatively, if testers want to probe a specific aspect of software
behavior, the same set of tools can be reused to set a tighter test space. The use
of standard drive cycles (like WLTP) as conditions is an extreme example of the
latter category where testers are specifically interested in, say, fuel consumption
during one standard drive cycle. Either way, in the black box sampling approach,
it is the tester’s experience and expertise that guides the process of generating
stimuli. An interesting sidebar would be to deliberate whether such dependency
on the tester is advisable. In fact, when describing the research approach taken
in this work (see Section 1.3), we specifically addressed this aspect. Software
engineering activities involve humans in the loop, and needs sufficient margin
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for decision-making. Taken together, it becomes quite clear that depending
upon the tester’s agency is not only well-advised, but also essential. No matter
the suite of tools used, it is a human engineer who ultimately signs off on
a testing activity. If this engineer has not been sufficiently involved, it only
complicates the assessment of the overall testing process. Not only do the
logan and silgan systems require a tester’s active involvement, but they also
take active measures to ensure that the burden of involvement is minimized.
May it be conditions, templates, or MLERP, each instrument that we develop
for selective generation reduces the tester’s burden in some way and, in turn,
encourages their involvement. Nevertheless, if there is a need to reduce the
tester’s involvement in directing the sampling process, combining silgan, with
the gradient descent-based GRADES search technique, shows that there is scope
for further automation. The search process serves to showcase that given enough
information about the software and the test objective, the stimulus generation
process can be highly targeted. Putting all this together, we can reasonably
conclude that the spectrum of tools we introduce for stimulus generation can
be quite effective in selecting the right stimuli for the given objective.

RQ4: refining stimulus generation using code under test – Experi-
ments and discussions on stimulus generation may have been dominated by
tools for black box sampling, but Section 10.3 shows that code itself can be repur-
posed to search for the right stimuli. For an objective like code coverage, we have
seen how simple functions can be automatically converted into coverage indica-
tors in order to provide real-valued feedback to guide stimulus generation. The
linchpin in the process is the fact that the generator DNN is differentiable. The
differentiable nature of a DNN is, of course, fundamental to deep learning itself.
Descending in parameter space using the gradient of the loss function is the very
essence of neural network training, using which the backpropagation process
updates learnable parameters of the network. Unlike training, the GRADES gra-
dient descent-based search that we conduct is not in the parameter space, but in
the input space of the generator network. However, any optimizer designed for
gradient based optimization in parameter space is reusable for searching in the
input, which in this case, is the latent space. While the high dimensional param-
eter space, to a certain extent, is well-designed for gradient based optimization,
the search space for stimuli is not. This is why we additionally include a sam-
pling step to survey the search landscape to find areas where there are useful
gradients before initiating the search. Using coverage indicators and combining
the respective strengths of sampling and searching, we thus show that code
under test can be used to search for stimuli that target a specific test objective.

11.2 On techniques employed

Choice of convolutional networks – In both logan and silgan systems,
each constituent network has been designed as a Convolutional Neural Network
(CNN). Considering that the networks essentially process time series signal
traces, the choice of CNNs may seem odd. After all, CNNs are popularly consid-
ered to be much more appropriate for tasks in computer vision. For processing
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sequential input, recurrent models like the Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
or Gated Recurrent Units (GRUs) are meant to be more appropriate. Reality,
however, belies such popular belief and, as surveyed in [131], CNNs have been
applied for time-series problems in equal measure. While the memory of the
recurrent networks is often considered to be better suited for modeling long
term dependencies, given enough capacity, CNNs have often proven adept even
when working with sequences. Moreover, CNNs, unlike recurrent networks, are
parallelizable, which has actually made them quite efficient for sequence tasks.
The clinching reasoning for choosing CNNs, however, lies in our construction of
the stimulus generation problem. Traces that we generate as stimuli are of fixed
duration, meaning that they are much more like images. This means that there
is no real necessity to treat them as sequences of indefinite length, and logan or
silgan networks can be built up as CNNs. However, whether 1-D CNN is the
most optimal architecture for designing GANs for signal traces is, to a certain
extent, an open question. It is also a question that is difficult to definitively
answer because, simply put, there are far too many choices involved in modeling
the network architecture. Even within the CNN family, there are specializations
like dilated [132], causal [133], or temporal (which combines the two) convo-
lution which have been proposed for sequence processing. Searching for the
optimal network by sweeping all these architectural and subsequent hyperpa-
rameter choices takes an inordinate amount of time and resources. Facing such
challenges, there are but two main options. The first one is to turn to techniques
of neural architecture search [134], where the search of a DNN architecture can
be modeled as a systematic search or even as an optimization problem. This
could automate modeling steps that are currently manual, but the material
costs involved in such search is not trivial. Practical compromises in conducing
architecture search usually entail restricting the search space, which could lead
to suboptimal solutions. The other option, trends of which are beginning to
emerge in deep learning practice, is to rely upon a smaller set of widely used
network architectures. Taking this cue, an interesting future extension would
be to base stimulus generators on the Transformer architecture [80]. Originally
proposed as an efficient parallel processing paradigm for univariate sequence
data (text), Transformers have come to dominate DNN modeling across data
modalities including time series [135]. In similarly basing signal trace generators
on this well reused architecture, costs involved in making architectural choices
can possibly be minimized further. Training logan and silgan using a set of
Transformer networks would be an interesting avenue for future work.

Structuring the latent space – Previous chapters, describing experiments in
searching and sampling stimuli, make the pivotal role of latent space operations
abundantly clear. We may have used conditions to demarcate the subspace
within which sampling or searching is conducted, but little effort has been spent
in consciously structuring this space. To illustrate this point, let us temporarily
set aside the stimulus generation application and examine StyleGAN [110],
the face generating GAN model which we briefly saw earlier. One of the most
important properties of this network is the seamless manipulation of specific
facial characteristics. StyleGAN, stated simply, has such a structured latent
space that the facial semantics it encodes are highly disentangled. The resultant
effect is that changing the latent code along specific dimensions leads to changes
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in specific facial characteristics, while others stay largely intact. Coming back to
logan, while its auto-encoder may create a latent space of reduced dimension,
it is not clear whether latent codes are sufficiently disentangled to finely
manipulate specific characteristics of the trace. It would be beneficial if, say,
changing the third dimension of the latent code results in traces with rapidly
increasing vehicle speed. The silgan system, on the other hand, does actively
disentangle the latent space. As seen in Figure 10.3, the template or the profile
of one signal, maps into the latent domain Z. The source of all other information
in generating the trace is the latent domain W. While this disentanglement
does ease multimodal translation, it falls well short of the kind of disentangled
manipulation seen in StyleGAN. One advantage that StyleGAN has over our
approach is that it relies on a dataset that has been annotated with great detail.
Annotated variables largely map into the latent space and serve as control
knobs for fine manipulation. Attempts to similarly annotate traces may not
go down well with testers initially but, if benefits become apparent, dedicated
efforts for annotation may very well commence. An interesting track for future
investigation would be to develop methods for latent space engineering which
introduces disentanglement without excessively relying upon labels. If the
silgan approach is any indication, there seem to be ways to achieve this.

Going beyond raw code for stimulus search – A well-engineered latent
space, as we saw in the silgan system, is conducive for gradient descent-based
search for test stimuli, as long as the right kind of feedback is available. In
the code coverage example that we showcase in Section 10.3, we were able to
provide such feedback by automatically converting branching conditions in code
under test into coverage indicators. The differentiable real-valued feedback pro-
vided by these indicators is helpful in guiding the process for searching stimuli.
However, when code under test is more elaborate than the example that we
work with, or when the test objective goes beyond code coverage, alternative
mechanisms are needed to provide appropriate feedback. More generally, the
task of stimulus search can be seen as identifying the correspondence between
the code and stimulus spaces. In the case of logan and silgan, using tech-
niques of deep generative modeling, we have DNNs that learn a representation
space for stimuli. For the test coverage objective, specifically, by converting
branching conditions into coverage indicators we were able to assemble a par-
allel representation space for code. Then, using gradient descent-based search,
correspondence between stimulus and code spaces is identified, achieving the
task of stimulus search for code coverage. Alternatively, as we saw in Part I,
techniques of neural language modeling offer a far more general approach to
learn a representation space for code. The tasnet model, which converts raw
code into program embeddings, is a perfect example. Can we not, therefore,
learn or construct a mechanism that associate representation of stimuli (learned
by GANs) and those of code (learned by language models)? Such a multimodal
approach, which jointly considers code and stimuli, is surely closer to how
engineers approach software testing in practice. More importantly, relying com-
pletely upon learned representations of stimulus and code spaces eliminates the
need to construct specialized representations like coverage indicators, allowing
stimulus search to scale beyond specific test objectives like code coverage. Com-
bining language models of code and generative models of stimuli to aid software
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testing is yet another tantalizing prospect that we leave for future work.

Generative models beyond GANs – The core technique that underpins
stimulus generation using logan and silgan systems is the adversarial learning
objective (9.2) originally introduced in [109]. When it was first introduced,
GANs revolutionized generative AI and was quickly recognized as a break-
through technique [136]. Deep learning techniques, as we have repeatedly seen,
are rarely in stasis, and it should come as no surprise that vastly improved
techniques for generative modeling have risen. As surveyed in [137], the orig-
inal GAN has itself has seen dozens of variations in data modalities, training
objectives, and network composition. In fact, silgan itself adopts elements
of multimodal translation from an image-to-image translation GAN [128] in
addition to the least-squares discriminator introduced in [127]. Apart from
variations, there are many other generative modeling alternatives to GAN, an
example of which would be the VAE [138], elements of which we borrowed in
constructing logan. Apart from the GAN and VAE frameworks, as further
surveyed in [139], normalizing flows, energy-based, and autoregressive modeling
constitute further alternatives. A dramatic contemporary example for genera-
tive modeling would be the DALL-E [140] family of text-based image generation
models trained, among other objectives, using the energy-based technique of
denoising diffusion [141]. Displaying remarkable ability in translating natural
language text prompts into high quality images, DALL-E, along with Chat-
GPT, has fast become the byword for the capabilities of modern AI in popular
imagination. The point of this discussion may be to elucidate that there are
numerous alternatives to GANs, but the larger question, of course, is their
implication on generating signal traces as test stimuli. The logan and silgan

systems use a combination of GAN and VAE techniques but, considering the
phenomenal successes of the more recent diffusion models, an interesting experi-
ment would be to see if newer techniques can be applied to stimulus generation.
In undertaking such extension, one important aspect to consider would be the
strategy of conditional sampling in the latent space, which our approach of
stimulus generation crucially depends upon. This strategy imposes an encoder-
decoder architectural style which, in turn, exposes a latent space that can be
manipulated. Stated otherwise, our strategy fundamentally bases itself upon
so-called latent space models, and using alternative generative techniques need
to factor this. An encouraging observation is that most approaches, including
diffusion and autoregression, do offer mechanisms to model and manipulate
a latent space [142]. Another interesting possibility, thanks to the emerging
interest in dialog systems or chatbots, would be the use of text prompts in-
stead of traces or templates as conditions. Apart from opening up alternative
proposals of expression, text prompting moves conditioning logic from a latent
space to the input space. This could help avoid the dependency on latent space
models for stimulus generation. On the other hand, whether the signal trace
can be effectively substituted by a natural (or formal) language description is
an open question. We leave all these interesting considerations for future work.
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11.3 Related work

Analogous to the logan approach, GANs, following its introduction, have been
applied for synthetic data generation in a variety of domains. Reflecting our
scope, we focus on surveying reports of continuous-valued sequence generation
and highlighting the following aspects – (i) the model architecture and (ii)
measures to check plausibility of generated samples. Using a recurrent GAN,
generation of real-valued medical time-series was demonstrated by [143], where
two plausibility measures were shown. One is measuring Maximum Mean
Discrepancy (MMD) [144] between populations of real and synthetic samples,
and the other to train a separate model using synthetic/real data and evaluate
it using real/synthetic data. Using a recurrent architecture, [145] demonstrated
music generation, with generated samples evaluated using observable features
such as polyphony and repetitions. From an application perspective, [146] comes
close, where a recurrent GAN was applied to generate time series of automotive
perception sensors, for simulation-based verification. Plausibility is shown using
the Jensen-Shannon (JS) divergence, as a measure of symmetric relative entropy
between populations of real and generated samples. A combined Long-Short
Term Memory (LSTM) and Mixture Density Network (MDN) GAN for gener-
ating sensor data has been shown by [147], where GAN loss and discriminator
prediction are used as evaluation measures. Convolutional GANs have been ap-
plied for sequence generation in [148] and [149]. Both of them apply MMD and
Wasserstein-1 [150], while the latter additionally applies classical machine learn-
ing methods like k-means clustering to measure plausibility. Beyond deep gener-
ative models, purely statistical methods of generating and evaluating time series
(examples [151] and [152]) have been reported. However, such methods are, in
the existing literature, inherently dependent on features selected by a domain ex-
pert. In comparison, the GAN approach provides the capability to learn the nec-
essary features automatically, thus being able to optimally adapt to the dataset
on which it is applied. Then, analogous to the template→trace domain adapta-
tion/translation approach taken by silgan, previous work has employed domain
adaptation to extract physiologically invariant features in a clinical setting [153]
and the creation of a dataset invariant to specific characteristics of individual
blast furnaces [154]. While parallels to the silgan translation approach are rare
in the domain of time series, certain aspects have analogies in the image domain.
Examples include sketch to image [128,129,155], and image outpainting [156].

Previous work on deep learning for test case generation includes text generation
for testing mobile apps [157], and protocol frame generation for testing process
control equipment [158]. Parallel work on dynamic software testing, includes
identifying worst case branching for stress testing [159] and GUI testing for
apps [160]. Unlike these methods which target specific aspects of testing in
different domains, by introducing techniques for specification, generation, and
test automation, we demonstrate an end-to-end framework for virtually testing
vehicle application software. Finally, while we show a simple example of using
GANs for stimulus search, in extending our work to more general cases, previous
work on ways to smooth boolean conditions [130,161] may be helpful.
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11.4 Congruence with research objectives

The logan and silgan systems, with associated methods for sampling and
searching for test stimuli take significant strides towards addressing the second
research objective (see Section 1.2) of easing the process of virtually testing
vehicle application software. First, in choosing a system of signals that capture
the essential behavior of the powertrain of the vehicle, we train GAN systems
that simulate this behavior. Considering the importance of the powertrain in
the larger scheme of automatic control, the fact that these systems simulate the
behavior of such a critical dependency makes it useful for testing a significant
proportion of vehicle application software. Second, the stimulus generation
systems that we develop are largely agnostic to the set of chosen signals. This
means that training GANs that simulate other dependencies can be straight-
forwardly accomplished by choosing a new set of signals. Third, the methods
for conditional sampling and searching that we introduce allow fine-grained
control of the stimulus generation process. This means that human engineers
retain firm control of the testing process, while the GAN systems reduce their
burden in specifying or even handcrafting test stimuli in detail. Fourth, the
fairly strict adherence to the SAP principle means that testers are able to verify
the plausible realism of generated stimuli using metrics of their choice. Finally,
we reason that tools and methods for stimulus generation that we develop can
extend into testing software in non-automotive or even non-embedded domains.
As long as software can be tested using multivariate time series, the GAN
systems we develop remain applicable. With sufficient modification, extension
into data modalities other than time series also remains possible.

11.5 Congruence with the solution approach

On the big data, deep learning approach – Beginning with Part A of the
research approach charted in Section 1.3, let us analyze how the stimulus gen-
eration systems that we develop measure up against the big data, deep learning
approach that it declares. With the core objective being the generation of fake,
yet realistic, signal traces that can act as test stimuli, the choice of a deep learn-
ing technique like GANs is well justified. After all, deep generative modeling
has a good, if not unparalleled, track record in producing realistic fakes. As we
ourselves have noted in previous discussions, deep generative techniques have im-
proved to such an extent that the generation of synthetic data across modalities
is very much a reality. When it comes to the big data perspective, however, it is
fair to ask whether a training dataset of a few hundred thousand samples is truly
large. The relative paucity of data is only emphasized when compared to the
hundreds of millions of samples used for training tasnet. First, it is important
to state that the smaller training dataset used for training logan and silgan

does not necessarily reflect a general lack of vehicle signal data. With millions
of connected vehicles plying the streets of the world, there is ample potential to
assemble truly large signal datasets. Nevertheless, it is also important to recog-
nize that datasets of natural language, programming language, pictures, video,
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etc., remain significantly larger and will likely maintain an edge in abundance in
the near future. There is, quite simply, much more of these kinds of data being
exchanged on global communication networks than vehicle signal data. These
observations, combined with the fact that the tech industry far outstrips the
automotive industry in promoting the creation and curation of data, make the
relative smallness of signal data more conspicuous. This chain of reasoning only
reinforces the urgency with which the automotive industry needs to treat data
as a valuable asset. If the use of a training dataset with a few hundred thousand
samples is able to produce encouraging results, the use of hundreds of millions
of samples – as seen in parallel application domains – will only improve them.

On the use of foundation models – If we refer back to tasnet, it is clear that
this programming language model aligns perfectly with the generally accepted
idea of a foundation model. A transformer encoder with millions of parameters,
trained on a large corpus using the cloze objective checks all the boxes of the
archetype foundation model. Do logan and silgan, with their hundreds of thou-
sands of parameters and training samples, qualify as foundation models? We
reason that they actually do. If we refer back to the seminal discussion on foun-
dation models [28], the only firm definition it ventures is that these models are
trained self-supervised. The adversarial objectives (9.4 and 10.6) used to train
logan and silgan, are stellar examples of self-supervised training. Even if we go
beyond the letter of the definition, the larger purpose of foundation models is to
be generalists, capable of being adapted to multiple tasks in a domain. The fact
that we pretty much use the same model to sample and search for test stimuli am-
ply indicates its versatility, burnishing its credentials as a foundation model. In
fact, one of the earliest applications of GANs [58] showed that, after adversarial
training, the discriminator can be repurposed as a classifier. Last, but certainly
not least, [28] itself identifies GANs as a viable family of foundation models, espe-
cially in the vision domain. We, of course, repurpose the technique to train foun-
dation models of signal traces and use it downstream as a stimulus generator.

On pre-train and calculate – Not only do logan and silgan qualify as foun-
dation models for signal traces, but the MLERP and GRADES algorithms show
that they can be readily repurposed for stimulus generation using rule-based
vector operations. The pairing of logan and MLERP show that conditional
sampling, with selectivity and measurable plausibility, is achievable using trivial
interpolation in the latent space. The fact that MLERP is based upon the well-
observed property of latent interpolation for semantic combination makes its
construction principled. Parallelly, the combination of silgan with GRADES
show that stimuli for specific test objectives can be found by a simple procedure
for searching in bounded latent subspaces. Using the property that the genera-
tor in silgan is differentiable, and a specially designed differentiable technique
for coverage indication, GRADES shows that gradient descent-based search can
automatically find appropriate stimuli. Put simply, both these pairings serve as
excellent examples of ‘pre-train and calculate’, the paradigm for prediction that
we set forth in Section 1.3 for solving tasks in automotive software engineering.
Moreover, two crucial aspects of predictions in this paradigm – nuance and
relative transparency – are also clearly visible. In either GAN framework,
testers have the flexibility to finely adjust the test space, allowing them to
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use their experience and design nuanced test conditions based upon the code
under test. Here, silgan, with the introduction of templates significantly
eases specification of testing conditions. Other tools which testers can use to
tweak the process include the choice of the metric measure in MLERP and the
coverage indicator in GRADES. Finally, the rule-based MLERP and GRADES
algorithms, based upon principled operations, are patently transparent. An
interesting question to consider at this point is whether stimulus generation
can in fact be solved using the stereotypical paradigm of explicit supervision.
Whether test stimulus generation lends itself to a regime of supervised task
specialization hinges upon the nature of the test objective. Given some code,
if the objective is to explore its behavior under a wide range of scenarios,
testers are better served by a general stimulus generator that is untethered
to code. This way, testing is more directed by the tester’s own understanding
of expected behavior and the GAN systems that we train are perfectly suited
for this purpose. There are, however, cases where the test process is much
more code dependent. The case of code coverage, which we saw in the context
of stimulus search, is a good example. With code coverage, since there is a
much more direct mapping between the code and a set of stimuli that satisfies
branching conditions, one can contemplate a supervised regime. One could
possibly curate pairs of code and corresponding stimuli that is guaranteed to
cover branching conditions in this code. Using this paired dataset, a model can
be trained to take code as input and predict a set of stimuli that satisfy coverage.
However, it does not take much effort to note that the cost of such curation
is enormous. Attempting to pair code with stimuli, not only do we impose the
need for curation, but we are also asking engineers to match curated traces
with code. Short of code-stimuli pairing with enormous effort, it is nevertheless
interesting to explore the possibility of directly mapping code and stimulus
spaces. As we noted shortly before, the tasnet model does learn to represent
the space of code while the GAN models do this for the space of stimuli.
Rather than embarking upon a supervised mapping of code to stimuli, as we
previously noted, connecting latent spaces of code and stimulus representations
in a preferably unsupervised manner, is an interesting avenue for future work.

On evaluating the quality of test stimulus generation – Evaluating the
quality of generative models is always challenging and the evaluation of logan
and silgan models, and the associated MLERP and GRADES algorithms, is no
exception. Before a recap of how we address evaluation, however, it is important
to clarify some context. Under current state of practice in the automotive indus-
try, as traced in Chapter 7, techniques for generating test stimuli are severely
limited. At one level, there are cases where multi-physics simulation models
are themselves used for generating stimuli. While this is positive, physics-based
simulation models bring their own set of limitations. We have already noted
that developing such models requires tremendous amount of time and specialist
expertise. In many cases, once developed, they are also difficult to extend.
A typical example would be incorporating weather conditions in driveline or
vehicle dynamics models. The physics-centric approach in developing these
models often clashes with the statistical approach in modeling weather, slowing
down their integration. At another – far more serious level – is the problem that
a vast proportion of test stimuli is hand-crafted. While stimuli may be specified
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using programming or scripting languages, the fact remains that testers are
often hand-crafting signal transitions for testing software in virtual rigs. Being
a slow and laborious process, hand-crafting increases the likelihood of not cover-
ing scenarios, while the inevitable atrophy means that tests do not keep up with
changes in functionality. There is, therefore, a clear need for more proficient
methods of stimulus generation, and the capabilities of logan and silgan

cater to this clear demand. Having said that, it is equally important to ensure
that stimuli generated by these GANs are of good quality. As traced through
Chapters 9 and 10, our approach for measuring the quality of generation is
similarity as plausibility. We briefly re-examine the SAP approach here.

1. Under SAP, generation using GANs is always conditional, where conditions
are themselves recorded (or ground-truth) traces.

2. New traces are generated by sampling (or searching) in latent subspaces
demarcated by the conditions. This makes generated traces follow the
characteristics of conditions.

3. When sampling, we only choose generated traces that are verified to have
proportionally similar characteristics to ground truth conditions.

4. As long as generated traces are verified to follow these similarity constraints,
we reason that the generated traces are plausibly realistic.

Put simply, the conservative SAP strategy undertakes trace improvisation
rather than outright novel trace generation. Generated traces always share
characteristics of recorded traces, and they are verified to do so. Such a strategy
of only generating traces that do not stray too far away from the characteristics
of recorded traces is clearly limited. But, this is the trade-off that we make
to ensure that the generated traces are plausibly realistic. The SAP approach
therefore takes a relative approach for evaluating quality or realism, by always
comparing generated traces to semantically close recorded (or ground-truth)
traces. Ideally, however, there needs to be an absolute measure for evaluating
the quality of generation. Limits to the relative approach are apparent - it does
not provide a direct mechanism to check whether a generated trace generalizes
well-beyond the distribution of recorded traces it is trained upon. Any dataset
of recorded datasets will have gaps in coverage. Due to the considerable costs of
recording campaigns, it will be impossible to record every vehicle variant in all
possible operating conditions. It is only when a model is shown to reasonably
generalize beyond gaps in recording do we have true simulation capabilities.
One option for absolute evaluation would be to test the properties of gener-
ated traces using a physics-based simulator. Such an approach would need
to find ways to reconcile limitations like the physics simulator not modeling
all phenomena represented in the trace. Another interesting avenue would be
to make the GAN aware of the underlying physics. Recent years have seen
substantial progress in making neural networks physics aware [162]. Using
these techniques to make logan and silgan aware of the physics of in-vehicle
dependencies could be useful for improving absolute quality. We leave the
investigation of such absolute verification mechanisms for future work. Despite
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the limitations of our relative approach to evaluation, the GAN models and the
sampling approaches we develop cautiously elevates the state of practice and
introduces a necessary alternative to current methods of generating stimuli.

In conclusion, chapters in Part II demonstrate how deep generative models
trained on signal traces can be used to simulate software dependencies in a
virtual test rig. By constructing GANs with accessible latent spaces, we exploit
properties of DNN embeddings – notably latent space interpolation for semantic
combination – to develop methods for controllable stimulus generation. Further,
exploiting the differentiable nature of a DNN itself, we demonstrate a method
to place software-in-the-loop with the GAN to ease the search of test stimuli.
Thus, methods introduced in these chapters have the potential to significantly
ease the process, and improve the credibility, of virtual software testing. This
allows the software testing process to reduce its dependency on vehicle testing,
increasing the cadence of software engineering without compromising quality.
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Part III

Principled operations in
vector space
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Chapter 12

Vector operations - a joint
re-examination

In the epic journey that is the development of vehicle application software, this
work has focused upon the activities of design and testing. The former paves the
way for implementation by clarifying the broader principles which code should
follow when realizing functionality. Upon, or even during, implementation,
the latter verifies whether the code manages to fulfill intended functionality.
Practically, at least in the automotive context, disciplines of design and testing
do contrast strongly. Since automotive software design is mostly about defining
the nature of code, it is practiced in the industry predominantly as a software
discipline. Meaning that design practitioners are usually software engineers
who use tools and methods – like design patterns – that are recognizable in
the general practice of developing software. For example, a design pattern like
Controller-Handler (see Chapter 4) allows a common approach to designing
the structure and content of software, largely independent of whether the
system it operates is, say, air suspension or battery monitoring. Since we are
discussing vehicle control software, however, it is always important to remind
ourselves that the larger application includes mechatronic hardware elements in
addition to software. This is why testing, as we noted earlier, cannot always be
isolated to code and therefore bears a much more multidisciplinary character.
Depending upon the specific system that the software controls or monitors,
concerns from several disciplines begin to be included into the testing process.
For instance, testing battery monitoring software is as much about physics and
chemistry as it is about software engineering. The sizeable contrast between
the automotive software testing and design disciplines have sparked fields of
research, industry niches, and professional careers specializing in either one
of them. Yet, in our own tryst with these contrasting disciplines, previous
chapters show that we have been able to address both using a unified recipe of
principles, tools, and methods, which we subsume under the term ‘pre-train and
calculate’. The focus of this chapter is to recount and re-examine this recipe,
and elucidate the elements which unify them. In doing so, we demonstrate
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how a minimal set of principles utilize powerful representations learned by
foundation models to solve practical software engineering tasks in a largely
rule-based manner, without needing to resort to expensive supervision.

12.1 Learning representations of domains

The first step in our common recipe for addressing software design and testing
tasks is identifying the domains of information that we choose to work with. In
Part I, which deals with the design activity, we focus on source code, and in Part
II, dealing with testing, we work with signal traces. As modes of information,
code and signal traces are quite disparate. The former is a univariate sequence
of discrete tokens, which combine elements of formal and natural language.
The latter is a real-valued, multi-variate time series of fixed duration, depicting
some aspect of vehicle operation. However, as we noted in Section 2.2, dealing
with disparate domains is among the greatest strengths of deep learning. At
its most fundamental level, any DNN is a computational graph that transforms
one vector (or tensor) to another. So, as long as data from some domain is
representable as a vector, it can be processed by a DNN. Real-valued time series
signal traces are inherently vectors, but a sequence of code tokens is clearly not.
This is why, as explained in Section 5.1, raw code is subjected to a tokenization
process which converts discrete code tokens into vectors. From the perspective
of a DNN, upon vectorization, the mechanism for processing inputs from do-
mains as disparate as code and signal traces are practically indistinguishable.
Let us therefore denote either vectorized domain – source code or signal traces
– as X , where each element X ∈ X := Rn is an n-dimensional vector.

Then, the second step in our common recipe is to train a foundation model
E : X → Z, which maps the input domain X into one or more abstract domains
Z. In our case, foundation models are, of course tasnet for the domain of source
code, and logan or silgan for the domain of traces. For ease of expression
we will refer to logan and silgan jointly as xgan. In the abstract domain of
representations, each element z ∈ Z := Rm is an m-dimensional vector, which
captures necessary information from the input vector X that is useful for a down-
stream task. Now, it is interesting to ask ourselves – why is this transformation
necessary? As pointed out in [163], practical predictive tasks may actually need
to work on specific aspects, and not always on all the information, encoded in the
raw input vector X. Instead of hand-crafting algorithms that extract necessary
information from the input based upon the task at hand – an effort-intensive
approach – self-supervised training helps learn representations with minimal
human effort. Further, since foundation models, and the representations that
they learn, are expected to cater to innumerable tasks downstream, this self-
supervised training step is usually referred to as pre-training. With the network
E encoding the input domain into an abstract domain of representations, we refer
to it as an encoder. In learning to represent our two domains of interest – source
code and signal traces – we use two different pre-training objectives. For tasnet,
which learns representations of code, we use the cloze or Masked Language
Modeling (MLM) objective, which we detail in Chapter 4. In contrast, for xgan,
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which learns representations of signal traces, we use the adversarial objective
detailed in Chapter 9. In adversarial learning, it is important to note that the en-
coder network alone is not sufficient. Since the essence of adversarial training is
to pit a generator (which generates fake samples) against a discriminator (which
assesses generated samples), we chain the xgan encoder with two additional
networks. The generator G : Z → X , which is a decoder network that maps
representations back into the input domain, and a discriminator D : X → {0, 1},
which assesses whether generated samples belong to the input domain.

Straightaway, as visualized in Figure 12.1, similarities in representational ap-
proaches for compliance assessment and stimulus generation become obvious.
Both tasnet and xgan use encoder networks to map their respective input do-
mains into an abstract representation space. In the former case, representations
are referred to as (program) embeddings, while they are referred to as latent
codes in the latter case. The choice of names is simply a matter of tradition, re-
flecting preferred nomenclature of the language modeling and GAN communities.
The terms themselves can be used interchangeably. More importantly, in either
case, the character of the encoded representation vector z is the same. Based
upon the guidance provided by the pre-training objective, z distills semantically
important information from the input. The pivotal role that latent vectors plays
in design compliance assessment and in stimulus generation is clearly visible
in discussions in preceding chapters, and also in forthcoming sections which
recount them. Having noted the similarity between tasnet and silgan, let us
also briefly highlight their differences. The primary application of tasnet is to
take a pair of programs as input and predict a compliance score. Such a task,
like stereotypical image classification, is discriminative in nature, which is why
an encoder alone suffices. The xgan networks, with their objective of simulating
multi-physics vehicle dependencies, need to generate realistic traces as stimuli.
Since this use case requires explicit generative capabilities, an encoder alone
does not suffice. In order to endow generative capabilities using the adversarial
objective, xgan is extended to include a generator G and a discriminator D.

Figure 12.1: A joint visualization of the layout of tasnet and xgan networks

An interesting corollary to consider is whether these two approaches used for
representation learning can be interchanged. That is, does it make sense to
learn a program embedding model using the adversarial objective and a signal
trace encoder using the cloze task? Indeed, as seen in [164], GANs have been
used for source code generation and, as reported in [165], cloze has been used to
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learn time series representations. While it seems like interchanging pre-training
objectives is possible, we reason that it is inefficient to do so for the tasks
at hand. Since design compliance assessment is a clearly discriminative task,
training it as a conditional GAN with the xgan layout is wasteful. We only
need the encoder for compliance assessment, which means that the generator
and discriminator need to be discarded after training. Contrarily, using cloze
for training time series representations produces an encoder alone. Since we
need generative capabilities, we may as well add extra networks and train them
end-to-end using the adversarial objective. Of course, alternative objectives
and model architectures are possible for learning representations of either code
or traces, and we have already discussed them in detail in preceding chapters.
So far, we have seen the first two steps in our common recipe – identifying
the input domain and training a foundation model to construct a representa-
tion space for the chosen input domain. Then, depending upon the specific
task, the next step in the recipe is to choose appropriate vector operations in
representation space to calculate necessary predictions in a rule-based manner.

12.2 Regularity for design compliance

In Part I, where we assess design compliance of vehicle application software, X
is the domain of source code and E is the programming language encoder model
tasnet. Given a pair of programs (X1, X2), X1, X2 ∈ X , the objective is to
assess whether they jointly comply with the principles of the Controller-Handler
(CH) design pattern. With the task being conducted on a pair of inputs, one
immediate need is to define a representation that jointly captures necessary prop-
erties of both inputs. As discussed in Chapter 5, the representation we choose to
capture such jointness is the difference vector r = z2 − z1, zi = E(Xi) between
their embeddings. Using the difference vector between input embeddings spot-
lights a key component of our recipe, which is the use of simple vector operations
in representation space to solve predictive tasks. However, Figure 12.2, which vi-
sualizes the jointness vector, clearly shows that r is not the only way to capture
jointness. The vector q, the midpoint between input embeddings, is at least one
an alternative representation of jointness. In fact, as we will revisit shortly, the
midpoint q is one joint representation that we use for conditional sampling in the
stimulus generation use case. Why, then, do we choose the difference vector r as
a representation of program jointness? The answer to this question highlights an-
other key component of our recipe – the operations we use to extract predictions
are both simple, and based upon well-founded properties in representation space.

During discussions in Chapter 5, we noted that the key reasoning behind
choosing the difference vector as a representation of jointness is the principle of
embedding regularity. Following the introduction of some of the earliest neural
language models, one important study [84] observed that pairs of analogous
concepts are likely to form a parallelogram in the representation space of
language models. Briefly, given pairs of pairs (X1, X2) and (X3, X4), where
constituents of each pair are related by the same concept, their embeddings
approximate a parallelogram. In the case of [84], the subject of analysis was
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Figure 12.2: Two simple techniques that we use for joint representations. The
difference vector r, which we use for compliance assessment with tasnet and
the interpolation q, which we use for conditional generation using xgan

a quartet of words (King, Queen) and (Man, Woman), with each pair of words
having the same relation – words in a pair are the male/female form of each
the other. In our case of design compliance assessment, we analyzed a quar-
tet of programs like (MirrorHeating, PassMirrorHeater) and (CabTiltLock,
CabTiltLockMotor) related by the same concept – the rules of the CH design
pattern. This is why the bedrock principle of the DECO algorithm to mea-
sure design compliance (Algorithm 1) is to assess whether the parallelogram
geometry is observable in the program embedding space. Given a quartet of
embeddings, a straightforward way to verify the parallelogram geometry is to
check whether z3 + (z2 − z1) ≈ z4. Note that a key element in conducting this
check is the difference vector r = (z2 − z1), which is what we use as a represen-
tation for the jointness of the pair of programs (X1, X2). Using the difference
vector as a representation of jointness, based upon the property of regularity
in language embeddings, DECO simply uses the level of alignment with the
parallelogram as a measure of compliance. Adding to the fact that we construct
a predictive model using trivial vector arithmetic, the fact that we repurpose
a well-observed property like regularity makes our approach principled and
explainable. In contrast, a task specific model trained with explicit supervision
not only incurs significant cost, but is always likely to be more of a black-box.

Beyond [84], the property of regularity has been consistently observed in word
embedding models like [56,166,167], and also in contextual language models
that embed more than one token [85,168]. So common, in fact, is this empirical
observation, that assessing regularity has emerged as a method to evaluate lan-
guage model training [97]. Our work simply extends this empirical observation
beyond word and sentence embeddings and applies it to language models of
vehicle application software. Apart from empirical studies, numerous efforts
have also been undertaken to understand explain regularity from a theoretical
perspective. As noted in one relatively recent analysis [169], explanations of em-
bedding regularity have been attributed to several causal factors including the
intrinsic algebraic structure of embeddings, the notion of paraphrasing where
related terms can be interchangeably used, and the co-occurrence of related
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terms in training corpora. Like many other properties of trained DNNs, a firm
theoretical basis of embedding regularity remains to be found. The fact that
empirical observation of regularity is constantly supplemented by theoretical
examination bodes well for the application of this property to predictive tasks.

12.3 Interpolation for stimulus sampling

If we now come to Part II, where we simulate dependencies of vehicle application
software in a virtual rig by generating test stimuli, the domain X represents sig-
nal traces. Unlike the simpler network layout of tasnet, the encoder E is only
one of several networks in xgan. But, just like the method for measuring design
compliance, the latent space to which the GAN encoder E encodes is pivotal to
our approach of conditional generation. A basic form of conditional sampling
used in xgan involves setting two conditions X1 and X2, which are signal traces
themselves, and tasking xgan to generate a novel trace that combines the seman-
tic properties of condition traces. Echoes of vector operations used in the previ-
ous design compliance use case are hard to miss, with the immediate need being
the construction of a joint representation of the two condition traces. Where we
used the difference vector r as the joint representation for design compliance,
the midpoint vector q (Figure 12.2) serves as a better representation of jointness
for conditional sampling. While the choice of r is inspired by the property of
embedding regularity, the choice of q for conditional sampling is based upon the
property of latent interpolation for semantic combination. As noted in Chapter
9, among the first to observe this property was an experiment in [58], which
conducted a ‘walk’ in the latent space between two codes to produce semantic
intermediates. In the experiment they conducted, the input was two images and
intermediate codes, produced by linear interpolation between latent codes of
the inputs, were observed to proportionally combine the semantic properties of
the inputs. That is, when these intermediate codes are decoded, they produce
novel images that smoothly combine characteristics of the two input images.
Since producing a novel intermediate between two trace conditions is highly
beneficial for virtual software testing, we use the linear interpolation q between
latent codes of conditions as the primary mechanism for joint representation.

While the property of latent interpolation for semantic combination serves as our
main tool for conditional stimulus sampling, methods we present in Part II ex-
tend this property in several ways. The MLERP algorithm is a good example of
extension, where interpolation is jointly conducted in two spaces – the abstract
latent space of logan, and a user-specified metric space. Not only does this ease
the tester’s effort in selecting interesting samples, but the use of a metric to com-
pare generated traces with a reference trace directly measures the quality of gen-
eration. The silgan framework further extends interpolation in two ways. First,
it allows interpolation to take place in a representation space of handcrafted
templates, before translating them into realistic traces. The logan model, in
contrast, only employs interpolation in a (variational) auto-encoder setting. Sec-
ond, silgan generalizes interpolation from a straight line to a hyperplane of K
vertices in the latent space. Just like interpolation between two latent codes, any
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latent code z on this hyperplane is a convex combination of the latent vertices,
which means that it proportionally combines semantic properties of K (or an
arbitrary number) of conditions. Clearly, these extensions of the latent interpo-
lation property constitute a powerful toolkit for conditional stimulus sampling.

Mirroring the observational record of regularity in language models, the property
of interpolating latent codes in achieving semantic combination has been con-
sistently observed in generative models. While first observations like [58] were
reported on generative models in image domains like human faces, this property
has also been observed in generative models of text [170], video [171], protein
structures [172], etc. Our work applies and extends this principle in the domain
of time series signal traces. Unlike embedding regularity, which is rarely used in
predictive contexts, it is much more common to see latent space interpolation
used for predictive tasks. GAN inversion [173] is one example of an entire field of
research that focuses upon using latent space operations to achieve conditional
generation. In addition to empirical observations made on GANs trained in dif-
ferent domains, latent space interpolation has also been subjected to theoretical
analyses. As pointed out in two examples [174, 175], theoretical inquiries focus
mostly on understanding the geometrical nature of the latent space itself and
the semantic import of taking different trajectories in this space. While linear in-
terpolation may be the most commonly used method, spherical and normalized
interpolation [175] are viable alternatives. The study in [175] also observes that
there is no perfect option, with the effectiveness of the interpolation technique
depending upon the domain. Investigating whether alternative interpolation
techniques improve the quality of conditional generation is an interesting avenue
of future work. Thus, in addition to embedding regularity, latent space interpola-
tion constitutes the second major property of representation spaces that we use
for sharp predictive tasks in our work. Apart from being based on trivial vector
arithmetic, the well-attested ability of GAN latent space interpolation to achieve
semantic combination means that our approach for generating test stimuli is ex-
plainable, and based upon repeatedly observed properties of generative models.

12.4 Gradient descent for stimulus search

Besides sampling, one other technique which we introduced in Part II for condi-
tional stimulus generation is searching in the latent space. The act of defining
multiple conditions may bound the space for stimulus sampling, but any xgan

latent subspace offers infinite possibilities for stimuli. This makes any sampling
technique, even highly selective ones like MLERP, relatively inefficient. As an al-
ternative to sampling, we therefore defined the GRADES algorithm which, given
a test objective, conducts gradient descent-based search in a demarcated latent
subspace to automatically and efficiently find necessary stimuli. In previous sec-
tions, we recounted that the DECO and MLERP algorithms, used respectively
for design compliance assessment and test stimulus sampling, are based upon
well-observed properties of representation space. GRADES, on the other hand,
is derived from an elementary property of DNNs themselves. Most practical
DNNs, especially the generator network G in xgan which maps the latent space
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to the domain of signal traces, are differentiable. The differentiable nature of
a DNN is, in fact, a property that is fundamental to training using backpropa-
gation. Descending in the network’s parameter space, using the gradient of the
loss function, remains the primary technique for finding network parameters
that help achieve the training objective. While the differentiability of practical
DNNs is primarily applied for gradient descent in parameter space, we repurpose
this property to conduct gradient descent in latent space to search for stimuli.

As seen in Figure 12.1, the latent space Z is at the input of the generator
network G. The objective, in the case of GRADES, is to find latent codes which
produce a trace (or a hit) that satisfies a branching condition in the code under
test. This way, searching in the latent space using gradient descent is essentially
an act of optimizing the input of the generator network, in order to achieve
some objective at its output. Such a gradient descent-based approach for input
optimization is, in fact, a technique that has been previously used for numerous
applications. Arguably, the best known application of gradient-based input
optimization in deep learning is the search for adversarial examples. A seminal
experiment in [176] on image classification networks showed that, given an input
X, for which the network assigns the correct label, gradient descent can be used
to find a minimally perturbed version of the input X ′, that causes the network
to drastically misclassify. One remarkable aspect of this experiment is that the
search can be constrained so that perturbation in X ′ is barely perceptible and,
to the average human eye, X ′ looks exactly like X. Yet, this imperceptible
perturbation seems sufficient to cause the image classifier to emphatically
mislabel the perturbed input. Since they are deliberately optimized to induce
faulty behavior, such inputs have been called adversarial inputs, and gradient
descent based optimization in the input space has proven to be highly effective
in identifying them. The study in [176] has since sparked an entire research
discipline of identifying adversarial techniques to both attack and defend trained
DNNs, in an attempt to understand and improve the robustness of trained
networks [177]. The probing capabilities of input optimization has also been
used as a tool to explain the predictions of the network [178]. Put simply, the
gradient of the input with respect to the output is a rudimentary measure of
the sensitivity of network predictions. The gradient of the input with respect to
the output has therefore been used as a building block to construct techniques
of explanation which attribute network prediction to salient parts of the input.
Taking inspiration from adversarial inputs and gradient-based attribution, in
our approach to search for the right stimuli, we simply reappropriate gradient
descent-based input optimization and apply it to the latent space of xgan.

It is important to note, however, that our extension of gradient-based input opti-
mization to xgan for stimulus search required substantial innovation, the first of
which was the definition of coverage indicators. Any act of gradient-based input
optimization needs a differentiable objective to guide the search. In the basic
case of adversarial examples, the objective is to achieve erroneous prediction
– a relatively straightforward condition at the classifier’s output. In the case of
stimulus search, however, we do not set an objective directly on silgan output,
meaning the traces it generates. Instead, the objective for latent optimization
is based upon the code to which generated traces are applied as stimuli. Code,
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like the toy function we saw in Figure 10.7 is rarely differentiable. Therefore,
targeting code coverage, we defined real-valued equivalents of discrete boolean
operations and transformed raw code into a search function, which outputs a dif-
ferentiable coverage indicator. The availability of such a search function is a pre-
requisite to using GRADES. Even with a concrete target to achieve – searching
for a hit that makes the search function evaluate to a negative value – GRADES
undertakes additional adjustments. The search landscape, or the mapping
between latent codes and coverage indication, is far from optimal for gradient
descent. As shown in Figure 10.10, there are large regions in latent subspace
where the coverage indicator remains practically unchanged, providing either
weak or zero gradients with respect to the latent code. This is why GRADES
first samples the landscape to identify regions where strong gradients are avail-
able before deferring to gradient descent. Thus, while gradient based input
optimization may be a well-known technique, the notion of coverage indicators
and the technique of sampling before search introduced in GRADES are needed
to bridge the gap and produce a viable technique for stimulus search. Overall, in
basing GRADES upon gradient descent in the latent space, we use yet another
property that is well-understood and repeatedly used in deep learning, bolster-
ing the soundness and explainability of our approach for searching stimuli.

12.5 Representational similarity as substratum

In Parts I and II, techniques that we develop to ease the design and testing of ve-
hicle application software repeatedly refer to one more fundamental property of
embedding spaces – representational similarity. Stated simply, representational
similarity means that if X1 and X2 are semantically close in the input space,
then their representations z1 = E(X1) and z2 = E(X2) are likely to be geomet-
rically close in the space of vector embeddings. So far, in recounting DECO,
MLERP and GRADES, we have mainly portrayed these algorithms as being
respectively based upon properties of embedding regularity, latent interpolation,
and DNN differentiability. What we highlight now, is that the property of rep-
resentational similarity is an equally crucial component in all three approaches.

In DECO, we may have begun by using the average difference vector as the
benchmark for jointness. Immediately afterwards, the mechanism that we
use for checking the alignment between the query and benchmark jointness
is measuring the similarity between predicted and actual handler embeddings.
That is, to see if the query programs are compliant with the CH pattern, we
check if the predicted handler embedding, calculated using the benchmark, is
semantically similar to the actual handler embedding. Further, the succeeding
operation of converting this similarity measure into a discrete interpretable
rank is also based upon similarity. Instead of simply measuring the semantic
similarity of the predicted handler embedding with the ground truth handler
embedding alone, it is measured against all programs in the test corpus. The
index of the ground truth handler in the sorted list of similarity measures
serves as the rank. The rank, in turn, plays a crucial role in the calibration
exercise which demarcates the three intervals for judging compliance. In the
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sequence of steps used to assess design compliance, representational similarity
plays a central role in all but one step, which is a resounding measure of its
importance to DECO. Moving on to MLERP, though we do not directly mea-
sure semantic similarity of latent codes during conditional sampling, the notion
of representational similarity looms large. To some extent, semantic combina-
tion achieved by latent space interpolation is derivable from representational
similarity. Given this property, the spatial separation between two points in
latent space should reflect the semantic similarity of their counterparts in input
space. Then, a point midway on the straight line connecting two latent codes is
likely to represent a sample that is half as similar as either input. Generalizing
beyond two codes, points on a latent hyperplane, just like points on a line, are
convex combinations of their vertices, and are bound by semantic similarity to
proportionally combine their characteristics. Results in Section 10.3, where we
randomly sample a latent hyper-triangle, support this reasoning. Not only is
this reasoning relevant for conditional sampling, but it also extends to searching.
In GRADES, we take special care to restrict the search to the latent hyperplane
demarcated by conditions. A point outside the hyperplane is not a convex
combination of its vertices, and is no longer bound by semantic similarity
to combine the characteristics of specified conditions. With representational
similarity strongly underpinning latent interpolation, the extent to which we
rely upon interpolation for conditional sampling and search sufficiently high-
lights the indirect, yet important, role played by this property in our stimulus
generation enterprise. Simply put, all three algorithms that we develop to solve
tasks in software design and testing depend, at some level, upon this important
property. It is also useful to note that, just like the properties of regularity and
interpolation, representational similarity has also been subjected to empirical
and theoretical scrutiny. As described in one recent analysis [179], such studies
focus upon aspects like understanding the mechanics of learning representations,
and identifying appropriate methods for measuring representational similarity.

12.6 Put together, pre-train and calculate

As a final act of re-examination, let us review the three techniques that we
develop for solving tasks in automotive software design and testing.

1. To assess compliance of vehicle application software with the CH design
pattern, we use (a) tasnet, a foundation language model for automotive
software, and (b) DECO, a rule-based mechanism which assesses embedding
regularity in tasnet representation space to measure compliance.

2. To generate realistic stimuli for testing vehicle application software in vir-
tual rigs, we use (a) logan, a foundation GAN model of signal traces, and
(b) MLERP, a rule-based mechanism which primarily uses latent space
interpolation for conditionally sampling stimuli.

3. To search for realistic stimuli that satisfies a test objective like code coverage,
we use (b) silgan, a foundation GAN model that translates templates to
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signal traces, and (b) GRADES, a rule-based algorithm that mainly uses
gradient descent in latent space to search for appropriate stimuli.

As a distillation of the common recipe that we use for solving software engineer-
ing tasks, this three-point review speaks for itself. The predictive approach that
we employ has two essential steps (a) a foundation model pre-trained on the do-
main of operation, and (b) a rule-based algorithm that calculates a prediction us-
ing simple vector operations. Together, they constitute ‘pre-train and calculate’,
the paradigm that we originally set forth in Section 1.3 as the main approach
we use to solve automotive software engineering tasks. Studies in Parts I and II,
along with their re-examination in this chapter, clearly demonstrates that this
paradigm successfully automates complex tasks in automotive software design
and testing, the overall objective which we set in Section 1.2. Thus, pairing pre-
trained foundation models with rule-based ‘heads’ for calculating predictions
institute a viable model for unsupervised task specialization in software engi-
neering. Moreover, this approach is vastly more nuanced than stereotypical fully
supervised training, or fine-tuning, which use supervision to predict a relatively
rigid discrete set of labels. Predictions with ‘pre-train and calculate’, in contrast,
are much more nuanced, easing the application of these tools in real-world tasks
that require margins and trade-offs in decision-making. Further, the use of prop-
erties, which are empirically observed and theoretically studied, in calculating
predictions makes this approach principled, relatively transparent, and explain-
able. This increases the likelihood that engineers use these tools with confidence.

12.7 What about pre-train and prompt?

The exercise of re-examination, conducted in this chapter, helps culminate the
reasoning that ‘pre-train and calculate’ constitutes a paradigm for unsupervised,
nuanced, and explainable task specialization in automotive software engineering.
In the extended presentation of this reasoning, over several previous chapters,
we have repeatedly compared this paradigm with two dominant alternatives,
one being fully supervised training, the other being ‘pre-train and fine-tune’.
As pointed out in Section 2.2, both alternative approaches require annotation
or supervision, the former at large scale and the latter at relatively smaller scale.
Tasks in automotive software engineering, as we have repeatedly noted, do not
easily lend themselves to the rigid recipe for task specialization that either su-
pervised paradigm offers. Engineering tasks are fluid, involve several trade-offs,
and involve humans in the loop. Many tasks therefore, particularly the software
design and testing tasks that we have examined, cannot be easily depicted as
annotated datasets, precluding supervised task specialization. The alternative
‘pre-train and calculate’ approach, which we demonstrate, avoids explicit super-
vision and, using principled rule-based predictive approaches, introduces much
needed nuance and transparency. While ‘pre-train and calculate’ may have clear
advantages over supervised paradigms for solving certain types of tasks, there is
one other paradigm, something that been massively disruptive in recent years,
which is interesting to additionally consider, and that is ‘pre-train and prompt’.
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When discussing foundation models in Section 2.2, we stated that these models
are typically not used directly to solve tasks. We had also qualified this state-
ment, noting that this stance has been challenged, quite successfully, by the
‘pre-train and prompt’ paradigm. Let us therefore briefly examine the essence
of this new paradigm, and we can do this by reverting to sentiment and emotion
classification tasks, which we used as running examples in Section 2.2. These
tasks involve processing a natural language sentence like ‘I miss my dog’,
and classify the attitude or feeling it conveys. On a positive/negative scale, a
stereotypical sentiment classifier would classify this sentence as conveying a neg-
ative sentiment. Similarly, an emotion classifier, using a much more elaborate
discrete scale, would classify it as conveying, say, ‘sadness’. Let us then turn to
a foundation model of natural language like BERT which, being trained upon a
large corpus of natural language text, should be able to process the sentence in
question. In fact, it is precisely this capability that makes it useful for seeding
a task specialist using ‘pre-train and fine tune’ paradigm. While BERT can
certainly be fine-tuned, can we use it without any extra training for sentiment or
emotion prediction? BERT, if we recall, has been pre-trained using the cloze ob-
jective. The model is presented a sentence with some of its tokens masked, and
is tasked to predict tokens that should appear in masked positions. After pre-
training, therefore, let us consider presenting the input ‘I miss my dog. I

feel <mask>’. Leveraging its training, BERT is likely to complete the sentence
by predicting ‘sad’. This way, without using any additional training, BERT
can be subverted into predicting the emotion of a sentence. The key element of
subversion is, of course, the ‘prompt’ that we add to the original sentence. The
cleverly worded appendage ‘I feel <mask>’ sufficiently prompts BERT to pre-
dict its emotion. The benefit of this approach is that we get a task specialist with
no extra effort – the pre-trained foundation language model suffices. The cost,
of course, is that we need to identify an appropriate prompt for the task at hand.

While cleverly prompting BERT opens up an interesting paradigm for prediction,
generative language models like GPT-3 have proven to be far more amenable
to prompting. Generative language models are typically pre-trained on the
Causal Language Modeling (CLM) objective. Under this objective, the model is
presented with a sequence of tokens and is tasked to predict tokens that should
follow. This, as can be clearly seen, is very much the pattern in which the BERT
prompt ‘I feel <mask>’ is constructed. Except that in the CLM case, there is
no need for <mask> and the model directly predicts tokens that are likely to fol-
low ‘I miss my dog. I feel’. CLM pre-training, therefore, produces mod-
els which can be prompted much more freely. One example, from [45], illustrates
this capability, where the prompt ‘Translate English to French: cheese

=>’ makes GPT-3 correctly predict the most likely subsequent token fromage.
It may have begun with simple recipes of this nature but today, the act of con-
structing prompts has become a discipline in its own right – prompt engineering.
As we speak, this discipline is pushing boundaries, constructing prompts with
cleverness and sophistication [180], extracting predictions of increasing value.

Primarily, this discussion serves to show that we now have access to a powerful
alternate ‘pre-train and prompt’ paradigm, which extracts predictions from foun-
dation models with no extra training. What, therefore, are its implications on
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the ‘pre-train and calculate’ paradigm, which we have used for unsupervised task
specialization in automotive software engineering? Let us begin by first under-
standing their similarities. Clearly, both paradigms base themselves upon pre-
trained foundation models. In both cases, the use of domain generalists provides
the necessary breadth to solve more than one task. Another aspect of similarity,
perhaps less evident, is that both of them are based upon empirically observed
properties of foundation models. In ‘pre-train and calculate’, for instance, a well-
observed property like embedding regularity has been used for assessing design
compliance. Interestingly, there are parallel well-observed properties in prompt-
ing. For example, experiments in prompting revealed that generative language
models consistently underperform tasks involving complex reasoning. In [181],
for instance, the following multistep math word problem was posed as a prompt:

Q: A juggler can juggle 16 balls. Half of the balls are golf

balls, and half of the golf balls are blue. How many blue golf

balls are there? A:

Many models, including GPT-3, responded to this prompt with wrong answers.
Astoundingly, [181] observed that simply appending the string ‘Let’s think

step by step’ to the prompt, causes the model to not only predict the correct
answer, but also provide the following step-by-step reasoning.

There are 16 balls in total. Half of the balls are golf balls.

That means that there are 8 golf balls. Half of the golf balls

are blue. That means that there are 4 blue golf balls

Though it may seem bizarrely arbitrary, this prompt is nonetheless an empir-
ically observed ‘property’ of generative large language models that can be used
for extracting predictions. In fact, [181] performed this experiment on more than
a dozen models, using about half a dozen benchmark tests, to confirm the consis-
tency and versatility of this prompt. In that sense, this prompting observation
is not materially different from the consistent observation of embedding regu-
larity in language models, which we repurpose for predicting design compliance.
Further, the example above also makes it clear that predictions can be quite de-
scriptive and self-explanatory, and prompting can be nuanced. What, then, are
the differences between ‘pre-train and prompt’ and ‘pre-train and calculate’?

The first major difference is that prompting takes place in the interpretable input
space, while calculation takes place in abstract representation space. Therefore,
no matter how clever or descriptive it is, the effectiveness a prompt is bound
to the syntactic and semantic capabilities of the formalism used for prompting.
Take the example of semantic combination, which we used in MLERP for gen-
erating novel stimuli that are semantically intermediate between two conditions.
Achieving this semantic combination in the input space of signal traces is clearly
difficult but in latent space, it is trivially achievable using linear interpolation. In
this case, the xgan representation space has traded-off interpretability in favor of
simplicity in semantically arranging and manipulating information. As a result,
a semantic combination that is difficult to express (or prompt) in input space, is
trivially accomplished in representation space. The crucial insight that can be
drawn from this is that representation space projects additional capabilities that
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are not easily available in input or prompting space. The second major differ-
ence is that, currently at least, the prompting paradigm is heavily reliant upon
language. Even if a model predicts modalities other than text, the prompting
interface largely remains textual. As an example, the DALL-E image generation
model which we noted earlier, may take images at its inputs but still relies upon
text for a bulk of the prompting. How such a text-heavy prompting process
extends to a modality like signal traces, remains an open question. Exposing
a dedicated text input modality in xgan, simply for the purpose of prompting,
can incur significant cost. For instance, unlike images which co-occurs with text
quite often, cases where signals and text occur together are extremely rare. Thus,
while it is likely that prompting becomes increasingly multimodal, it remains to
be seen how prompting scales to incorporate niche modes of information, which
are specific to a discipline like automotive software engineering. Innovation of
new multimodal prompting paradigms for solving software engineering tasks
in the automotive context is a clearly interesting area for future investigation.

Also, the fact that prompting focuses on the input and calculation focuses upon
representations means that the techniques can complement each other. A com-
bination of the relative strengths of both paradigms has the potential to reveal
powerful techniques for extracting predictions. Practically, prompting has been
typically used on decoder-only generative models which do not expose a rep-
resentation space. There are, however, language models like BART [91], which
do expose a latent space. Such generative latent space models provide another
interesting future avenue for combining prompting and calculating paradigms.



Chapter 13

Explaining representation
spaces

The previous chapter recounted the ‘pre-train and calculate’ paradigm, which we
use for building tools that ease design compliance assessment and virtual testing
of vehicle application software. Key elements of the paradigm are foundation
models that learn abstract representations of input domains, and rule-based al-
gorithms that use simple vector operations in representation space. These vector
operations are themselves based upon well-observed properties of representation
spaces like semantic similarity, regularity, and interpolation. Relying upon
inherent properties of representation spaces may have allowed us to take a prin-
cipled approach to calculating predictions, but it is important to acknowledge
that representation spaces are both high dimensional and abstract. This usually
means that they do not lend themselves easily to scrutiny, making it difficult to
identify and evaluate properties upon which predictive techniques can be based.
As a result, there is a clear need to develop necessary techniques that probe
foundation models in order to better understand their properties. The previous
chapter itself points out many such techniques that attempt to explain how
properties like similarity or regularity manifest. Such explanation was crucial
to our construction of DECO, which repurposes these properties for assessing
design compliance. While such probing studies are valuable, it is important to
note that probing techniques for explaining foundation models need to address
the fact that these models have domain focus, and not task focus. In the context
of stereotypical task specialists like a cat/dog classifier, most probing techniques
( [182] reviews a collection) focus on the task to explain properties more ‘locally’.
That is, given an input and a prediction made by the classifier, one common
technique for explanation is to identify parts of the input that has most influence
in causing the model to predict this label. Such an explanation can, for instance,
show that the classifier chose a cat label mainly based on the ears, eyes and
whiskers of the given cat image in the input. While such explanations are useful,
they only apply to one particular input and its prediction, which makes the
explanation local and task-specific. With foundation models having a relatively
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global domain-level focus, explanations of properties, therefore, need to go well
beyond one input and one task, to somehow address a domain as a whole.

Recent years have produced studies that focus specifically on explaining domain
comprehension, examples of which are [183], which studies properties of image
representation, and [184] which does the same in the domain of clinical health
data. In parallel, with the rapid advance of patently generalist language models,
a number of benchmarks have been introduced that probe, test, and explain var-
ious aspects of language and knowledge comprehension [118]. Taking inspiration
from such probing techniques, we now describe two studies that we ourselves con-
duct in explaining specific high dimensional abstract spaces. The first, described
in this chapter, focuses on the tasnet model and seeks to explain its adaptation
to the domain of vehicle application software. The second, described in the
next chapter, focuses on training data itself, and seeks to explain the nature of
its sample representation. At the outset, we wish to clarify that the two studies
that we describe are preliminary and are not fully explored. We mainly present
them as initial findings that could potentially be expanded in future work.

13.1 Explaining domain adaptation in tasnet

In Part I, we presented the tasnet model and its application to the task of
design compliance assessment. While describing the use case, we noted that
under current practice, assessing whether a pair of programs comply with the
principles of the CH design pattern is a manual activity that is reserved for
experienced programmers and software architects. The need for using expert
knowledge arises simply because judging compliance with CH requires specialist
understanding of different aspects of engineering vehicle application software.
This rationale is, in fact, faithfully reflected in the manner in which we train
tasnet as an approximation of this expertise. As explained in Chapter 5,
the tasnet model undergoes a three-step training process. First, the tasnet

variant FA is trained on C code from the GitHub public dataset to impart
a fundamental knowledge of C-programming. Then, FA is adapted into the
variant FB by continuing to pre-train it on the TAS corpus, according to the
training objective (5.9), so that specific knowledge of AUTOSAR application
programming is imparted. Finally, FB is adapted into FC , using the objective
(5.10), to impart knowledge of controller and handler SWCs. As also noted in the
results of the controlled experiment in Chapter 5, proceeding to train with the
domain specific TAS corpus clearly results in better performance on the design
compliance assessment task. When analyzing the improvement in performance
that results with domain specific training in Chapter 6, one contributing factor
that we reasoned is that the training results in an arrangement of embeddings
with better regularity. Another factor, which we reasoned, was that training
with a domain-specific corpus leads to a better understanding of the domain
itself, which results in program embeddings that better capture necessary
semantics. In this chapter, we seek to probe the latter reasoning. That is, we
seek to explain whether the tasnet variant FB is much more knowledgeable
about AUTOSAR application programming in the TAS domain, compared
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to FA. If confirmed, such an observation increases the confidence with which
tasnet can be applied for solving any task, including design compliance, in
the TAS domain. One alteration we wish to point out is that the tasnet

model, which we discuss in this chapter, has a slightly different neural network
architecture compared to the original tasnet model presented in Part I. Unlike
the original model, which uses Reformer layers in its encoder, the tasnet

model discussed in this chapter uses the vanilla Transformer layers. Using
Transformer layers, tasnet variants studied in this chapter accept a maximum
input sequence length of 1024 tokens. Apart from this, all major details,
including the training corpus and hyperparameters, are largely identical.

From previous discussions in Chapter 5, one can recall that both FA and
FB tasnet variants involve pre-training using the cloze or MLM objective.
Therefore, one simple way to test comprehension of the TAS domain is to
subject both models to a cloze test on a held out set of programs from TAS.
The results of such a test is shown in Table 13.1 clearly shows that FB , which
is fine-tuned on the TAS corpus, predicts masked tokens with 97% accuracy on
held out TAS code. In contrast, FA, which has no knowledge of TAS, exhibits
a relatively lower – but still surprisingly high – 93% accuracy in predicting
masked TAS tokens. Is this not an indication that continuing to train using
cloze on the TAS corpus imparts sufficient knowledge of the TAS domain?

Table 13.1: Mean top-1 cloze test1 accuracy
Model On the GitHub corpus2 On the TAS corpus3

FA 0.948 0.927

FB 0.914 0.972

1 By uniform randomly masking 15% of tokens
2 On held-out 5k files
3 On held-out 10% of TAS files

13.2 Relative importance of tokens in a domain

Let us examine the sufficiency of the cloze test in testing domain comprehension
using a code snippet adapted from TAS (Figure 13.1). This snippet reads
the state of charge of a battery in the vehicle. Then, let us consider three
hypothetical cloze tests conducted on this snippet, where tokens {, ==, and
signal are respectively masked individually. The first test, with { alone
masked, is primarily a test of C syntax. The second cloze test, with == masked,
goes beyond syntax and tests the model’s understanding of the flow of logic
in the snippet. However, if a token like signal is masked, then the test is
actually about a concept that is crucial in the TAS domain. The notion of
signal, as we saw earlier, is of fundamental importance to AUTOSAR, helping
transact information between SWCs. Figure 13.1, which shows how a signal is
typically read and validated, is an example of an oft-reused pattern for handling
signals. Given such an exemplary snippet, as observed in comparable settings
in [185] and [186], if tasnet is able to correctly predict a masked signal token,
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it demonstrates the model’s ability in understanding and summarizing the
surrounding context of reading and validating signals. Stated otherwise, if the
model correctly predicts masked instances of signal in the third cloze test, it is
a strong indication that it has understood an important programming context in
TAS. Thus, the question if the cloze test results in Table 13.1 reflects sufficient
understanding the TAS domain boils down to whether enough tokens of domain
significance are masked during the cloze test. This reasoning is also intuitive
because a human C-programmer can demonstrate an understanding of TAS
domain by showing how some of its key concepts like signal are used in practice.

Figure 13.1: An example snippet adapted from TAS that reads battery state
of charge. As indicators of knowledge in the TAS domain, highlighted tokens
in this code snippet are much more important.

In any code corpus, tokens are not uniformly abundant, with programming
language keywords occurring much more often. In TAS, for instance, the {
token occurs more than 200k times. On the other hand, a domain keyword like
signal occurs only around 12k times as a unigram and around 40k times as a
subword. This means that the uniformly random BERT masking recipe (used
for tests in Table 13.1), which is seemingly egalitarian, disproportionately masks
more numerous syntactic tokens at the expense of rarer domain keywords. Such
a skewed process is detrimental to the evaluation of domain comprehension in
many ways. First, the mean cloze test accuracy is numerically dominated by
syntactic tests. Mistakes in predicting domain keywords, which indicate a weak-
ness in domain comprehension, do not significantly influence the score. Second,
the predominant masking of syntactic tokens presents a relatively pristine code
context, making it a weaker test for domain comprehension. For instance, ap-
plying BERT masking to the code snippet in Figure 13.1 is likely to mask only a
tiny fraction, perhaps a single instance, of domain keywords like signal. If only
one instance of signal is masked, and many more of its instances are visible,
there is enough ‘leakage’ of information from the context for the model to cor-
rectly guess the masked token. With syntactic tokens being dominantly masked,
domain-sensitive hints in the context may not be significantly suppressed. Third,
masking a fixed proportion (15%) of tokens for each test is clearly narrow. If
we take the same signal token in the example above, we may sometimes need
to mask all (or 100%) of its instances for the test to be sufficiently challenging.
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Nevertheless, the cloze test remains an effective and intuitive means for eval-
uating any language model that operates with code tokens. Therefore, in order
to test the domain comprehension of tasnet, we simply realign the cloze test
by masking tokens non-uniformly based upon their importance to the domain.

13.3 Conducting a vocabulary challenge

Based upon the reasoning presented above, we conduct a modified cloze test to
check domain comprehension using the following steps.

Curating a vocabulary of domain keywords – As illustrated using Figure
13.1, even in a specialist code corpus like TAS, individual tokens are of varying
significance to the domain. Based upon their significance to the TAS domain,
we divide tokens (subwords) into three categories, (1) special tokens which
are important markers for TAS domain awareness, (2) basic tokens which are
language keywords and characters, and (3) other tokens which pools all that re-
main. Curating basic tokens in the C language is straightforward, but curating
special tokens needs some effort. Using expert knowledge available at Volvo,
we achieve this by examining the vocabulary of the TAS corpus and manually
selecting tokens of domain significance. The list of special tokens that we select
for testing TAS domain comprehension are signal, read, write, run, CAN, Rte,
call, controller, and handler. Manual curation, even with expertise in TAS,
undoubtedly tends to be subjective and non-exhaustive. However, we find that
curating this compact, yet healthy, list of domain keywords yields interesting
results. It is important to note that subwords, so curated, are treated as seed
keywords. Other subwords, in which a seed keyword is a substring, is also
included. For instance runnable, in which the seed keyword run is present, is
also included as a domain keyword. Put together, the total number of special
tokens used in our modified cloze test of domain awareness accumulates to 125.

Masking non-uniformly – In order to test domain comprehension, we then
design a recipe that masks each of the three token categories differently. First,
we minimize syntactic tests setting the masking rate for basic tokens as
MB ∼ U(0, 0.04). We then shift domain keywords to the ‘foreground’ by
masking special tokens at a rate MS ∼ U(0, 1). This ensures a full spectrum
of foreground masking, where the model is challenged with none to all the
instances of domain keywords suppressed. This then leaves other tokens, which
we mask with the rate we set MO ∼ U(0, 0.35). With the basic and other token
categories together constituting the ‘background’, MO primarily decides its
level of suppression. Put together, this recipe of non-uniformly masking tokens
based upon their domain significance results in an effective average masking
rate that is quite close to the BERT rate of 15%, with which tasnet is trained.
A comparable non-uniform masking recipe, but based upon token frequency
and not importance, was proposed by [187] for language model pre-training.

Conducting the cloze test – In each test iteration, based upon sampled
masking rates MS and MO, a fraction of foreground and background tokens
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in a randomly drawn test code snippet c is replaced by a mask token m. This
creates the masked code snippet cM , which is then presented as input to the
tasnet variant under test. Then, the top-1 prediction accuracy per token
category is calculated according to (13.1), by comparing the predicted token
with the masked ground truth. Accuracy scores are averaged over ∼1M test
iterations for each variant of tasnet tested. Among measured scores, the
accuracy of predicting special tokens of domain significance (uS) thus becomes
a direct measure of domain awareness.

u = Ec∈C F(cM )[k] == c[k],

k = {i : ti = m, ti ∈ cM}
(13.1)

Since our redesigned cloze test, in effect, measures a model’s capability in under-
standing the context of a curated domain vocabulary, we refer to it as the vocab-
ulary challenge. For each model, we run two instances of the challenge, setting
the length of the input code snippet Lc to 512 and 1024 subwords respectively.

13.4 Results

The results of the vocabulary challenge are summarized in Table 13.2, which
shows model performance in terms of three quantities. Two are the accuracy
of predicting basic (uB) and other (uO) tokens, where we show the lowest
accuracy among the two experiments with different Lc options. Next is the
measure (uS), the accuracy of predicting special tokens which is our primary
indicator of domain awareness. Accuracy scores are aggregated over ∼1M
iterations for each model-challenge set combination.

Table 13.2: Mean accuracy u1 on the vocabulary challenge2

Model uB uO
uS

Lc = 512 Lc = 1024
FA 0.97 0.88 0.67 ± 0.2 0.74 ± 0.2
FB 0.99 0.95 0.82 ± 0.1 0.87 ± 0.1

1 Divided by category B-Basic, O-Others, S-Special
2 On held-out 10% of TAS files

Based upon these results, we make the following observations

1. The vocabulary challenge reveals that the base tasnet variant FA, trained
only on GitHub code, is markedly weak in predicting TAS domain keywords.
As seen in the table, FA shows significantly worse awareness of the domain
(∼67%) compared to an excellent proficiency in syntax, and perhaps logic
(∼97%). When we tested domain adaptation earlier using a cloze test with
simple BERT-masking (Table 13.1), we saw an accuracy of ∼93% in predict-
ing masked TAS tokens. Clearly, the modified cloze test in the vocabulary
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challenge, with non-uniform masking, reveals weaknesses in domain under-
standing which simple BERT masking, with its optimistic results, does not.

2. It is equally clear that FA does not drastically mispredict domain keywords.
For instance, by correctly predicting ∼67% of domain keywords in TAS, the
model shows noteworthy capability in handling key TAS contexts.

3. Doubling the length Lc of the code snippet shows a marked improvement in
predicting domain keywords. This is intuitive, since the model has a better
chance of understanding and summarizing the domain context if it has
access to more information. However, it is important to note that even with
a token length of 1024, it is inevitable that domain contexts are unfavorably
truncated, adversely limiting the prediction of keywords. This is one key
observation that justified the choice of a different architecture in the tasnet

model in Part I, one that allowed us to increase the context length to 8192.

4. Continued pre-training on the TAS corpus is the single most important factor
in improving the prediction of domain keywords. In the tasnet variant FB ,
the improvement in keyword prediction accuracy from ∼67% to ∼82% is
substantial. With double the context length, the accuracy improves to ∼87%.

While continuing to pre-train on the TAS corpus and doubling the context length
seem to reveal better domain awareness, one concern is that the variance in the
accuracy of predicting domain keywords is significant (0.1 < 1σ < 0.2). Partic-
ularly, if the accuracy of prediction is negatively correlated with the foreground
masking rate, it is an indication of weaker domain awareness. Stating this differ-
ently using the example in Figure 13.1, such negative correlation is akin to saying
that tasnet is more likely to predict masked instances of signal only if a signif-
icant proportion of fellow-special tokens – more likely other instances of signal
itself – are left unmasked. Ideally, with good domain awareness, even if a signif-
icant proportion of keywords are masked, the model should be able to use back-
ground information to understand the context. To confirm if foreground mask-
ing does indeed have a strong influence in the prediction of domain keywords,
we analyze the respective influence of various factors on the prediction accuracy
of special tokens. Two of these are the masking rate of special tokens MS , or the
foreground masking rate, and the background masking rate MBO, the combined
masking rate of basic and other tokens in the snippet. The third is uBO, the
background prediction accuracy. As a simple indicator of influence, over ∼1M
trials of the vocabulary challenge on each model, we measure the Pearson cor-
relation coefficients of three test quantities (MS ,MBO, uBO) with the accuracy
of predicting of special tokens uS . Though they capture only linear influence,
correlation coefficients shown in Table 13.3 reveals interesting observations.

1. For the base variant FA with Lc = 512, a correlation of ∼-0.8 with MS

indicates that domain keywords tend to be correctly predicted only when the
foreground masking rate is low. That is, when the model does predict cor-
rectly, it is mostly due to cues ‘leaked’ from the foreground instead of context
gleaned from the background. A close to zero correlation with both back-
ground masking rate and accuracy, MBO and uBO reinforces that prediction
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Table 13.3: Correlation1 of the accuracy of predicting design keywords (uS)
with key test factors2

Model Lc Ms uBO MBO

FA
512 -0.79 0.09 -0.07
1024 -0.77 0.09 -0.07

FB
512 -0.72 0.17 -0.14
1024 -0.70 0.16 -0.13

1 Pearson correlation coefficient
2 Lc: length of code snippet, MS : foreground mask-
ing rate, MBO: background masking rate, uBO: back-
ground prediction accuracy

of special tokens is minimally affected either by the quantity of background
masking or by the model’s accuracy in predicting them. The disproportion-
ate dependence on foreground information indicates a relatively weak and
shallow understanding of the domain. Doubling the length of the context to
Lc = 1024 slightly reduces the influence of the foreground masking. While
this minimally favorable development may account for the relatively small im-
provement in prediction accuracy, foreground dependence remains significant.

2. Upon fine-tuning with TAS, for FB , correlation with the foreground mask-
ing rate drops to ∼-0.7. There is a corresponding increase in background
dependence, both on its masking rate and prediction capability. With
increased familiarity in the target domain, when the model is challenged
with the vocabulary challenge, the model is beginning to depend more on
the background to solve it. This reveals better domain awareness. Dou-
bling the context, further induces a slight reduction on the influence of
foreground masking. Thus, while this attribution exercise confirms an un-
favorable dependence on foreground information, fine-tuning on the corpus
and increasing the context size does alleviate it.

In summary, encouraging signs of domain awareness from the vocabulary chal-
lenge are that the base variant FA is not drastically weak in predicting domain
keywords. Increased familiarity in the TAS domain, and increasing the input
context seen by the model reveal increased domain awareness. Overall, these
observations indicate that the training step that adapts the base variant FA to
FB results in a measurable improvement in domain awareness. Despite these
positive observations, it is also clear that there is room for improving the level of
domain awareness beyond the ∼87% accuracy of predicting domain keywords.

13.5 Discussion

Subjecting tasnet to a vocabulary challenge is one example of how global
properties of a foundation model can be understood by subjecting it to a probing
test. In this case, the property under investigation is tasnet’s comprehension
of the TAS domain. The method of investigation is to subject model variants
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to a modified version of the cloze test. The modified challenge prioritizes the
masking of specially curated domain keywords, and checks if the model under
test sufficiently understands the domain context to correctly predict keywords.
The test, as analyzed in the previous section, reveals that continuing to pre-train
on the TAS corpus does induce significant improvement in domain awareness.
We now discuss the implications of this analysis on some important factors.

On design compliance assessment – In many ways, the primary subject
of analysis in the vocabulary challenge is the training step (5.9), which adapts
variant FA to FB. In this chapter, we have seen that this step induces an
improved awareness of the TAS domain, measured by a better comprehension
of domain keywords like signal and Rte. In parallel, as seen in Table 5.2, this
training step also results in better performance in the task of design compliance
assessment. Taking these parallel observations together, it is plausible to reason
that increased domain awareness is a causal factor for improved performance in
compliance assessment. At first glance, such a reasoning may seem superfluous
but, in order to understand its significance, it is helpful to recount the nature of
DECO. In the compliance assessment process conducted in DECO, the predomi-
nant focus is upon the arrangement of embeddings. The fact that the algorithm
is based upon embedding regularity only serves to amplify its geometrical aspect.
This may, however, communicate the impression that it is the arrangement
alone, and not the semantic quality of the embedding, that leads to better perfor-
mance. The vocabulary challenge, however, clearly reveals that adaptation from
FA to FB leads to both a better program embedding, and a better arrangement
of embeddings. Thus, rather than either individual factor, it is their combina-
tion that is likely to have led to better compliance assessment. The reasoning
that increased domain awareness leads to better compliance assessment also
correlates with intuition. After all, a human engineer, who possesses a better
knowledge of the TAS domain, is likely to better equipped to assess compliance
with CH, which is a pattern that regulates key concepts in the TAS domain.

On the pre-training objective – In attempting to reveal domain awareness
in tasnet, the construction of the vocabulary challenge begins by pointing
out a weakness in BERT masking. The simple recipe of uniform randomly
masking 15% of tokens specified for BERT, and adopted for tasnet, results
in a masking regime that is heavily skewed by the frequency of tokens in the
pre-training corpus. Since syntactic tokens occur far more frequently than
semantically important tokens, BERT masking tends to favor the former. If,
as reasoned previously, this leads to weaker assessment of domain awareness
during testing, does it not induce an equivalent weakness during training?
When training, if semantically important tokens are not masked often, the
model is clearly not being sufficiently challenged to predict tokens of import.
This, in fact is the stance taken by [187], which proposes a masking recipe that
is sensitive to the frequency of token occurrence. Should we not, therefore,
deprecate BERT masking in favor of stronger alternatives? The issue, here, is
that BERT masking may indeed provide a weaker signal during training, but its
overwhelming advantage is that it is simple to apply at scale. Language model
pre-training, as we have witnessed, can involve corpora consisting of billions
of tokens. Pre-training at such a large scale is well-served by a masking recipe
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that is simple and scalable. A masking recipe that is, say, cognizant of token
frequency, needs one full pass through the corpus at worst case. While there are
means to achieve this more efficiently, considering the scale of pre-training, the
cost of incorporating token frequency in the masking recipe, may be substantial.
The simplicity of BERT, on the other hand, allow us to tolerate and compensate
for some of its weaknesses. In fact, this observation is repeatedly reflected in
practice where, even recently announced encoder foundation language models
like [188], continue to use the BERT masking recipe for pre-training.

On pre-train and calculate – The vocabulary challenge also has positive
implications for the ‘pre-train and calculate’ paradigm which we employ for un-
supervised task specialization. One fundamental component of the paradigm is
the availability of a foundation model that faithfully and efficiently represents se-
mantics of inputs from a domain. Stated otherwise, only if the embedding is well-
constructed can it be properly applied for predictions using rule-based calcula-
tions. A probing test like the vocabulary challenge, which explains the quality of
adaptation to the domain of interest, gives an indication to the quality of the se-
mantics captured by the embedding. In the case of tasnet, for instance, the fact
that the vocabulary challenge reveals a healthy level of adaptation to the TAS do-
main means that the model represents data in this domain with quality. Embed-
dings of good quality, as revealed by the performance of the design compliance as-
sessment task, leads to better predictions using rule-based calculations. Simulta-
neously, the revelation that there is room for improvement in domain adaptation
is equally valuable because concerted efforts can be undertaken to address gaps.

Related work – In evaluating tasnet using the vocabulary challenge, we
reuse several techniques from the area of Natural Language Inference (NLI),
a comprehensive survey of which is presented in [189]. Such techniques seek to
evaluate (or train) specific aspects of natural language understanding. NLI eval-
uation, just like our approach, typically involves the curation of a challenge set,
a prediction task (including cloze), and an evaluation measure. NLI approaches
comparable to ours include [190] which uses the cloze test on curated English
language sentences to check the subject-verb agreement. Another example
is the story cloze test [191], which is a benchmark for evaluating narrative
structure learning. Closer to our setting, [192] tests a bimodal model of natural
and programming language by similarly curating and masking a selected set
of keywords, though without taking token frequency into consideration.

13.6 Future extension

While the vocabulary challenge reveals useful information about the level of
domain adaptation in tasnet, it is clear that this challenge merely scratches the
surface. Considering that tasnet is a foundation language model for automo-
tive software, and the range of tasks to which it can be possibly applied, many
more benchmarks are required to better characterize its properties. An inspiring
benchmark that we can look up to would be HELM [118], which is arguably the
current gold-standard for evaluating large language models. By the sheer num-
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ber of properties that it evaluates, it sets a high bar to emulate. If not HELM
which, after all, tests general natural language understanding, we can instead
turn to comparable domain-specific benchmarks. Good examples are the ones
used in [193] for evaluating a language model for finance, [194] which measures
comprehension of biomedical language, and [195] which benchmarks a variety of
coding tasks. In startk contrast to any of these examples, there is clear lack of
sufficient benchmarks for evaluating models of automotive natural and program-
ming language. More generally, the fact that language modeling in the automo-
tive domain is very much in its infancy means that substantial work is needed to
identify and define benchmarks in this area. Many challenges are likely to crop
up when attempting to define such benchmarks. Information modalities used in
automotive software engineering go beyond just code and accompanying natural
language documentation. Code, in automotive software engineering, exists in an
ecosystem that includes formal descriptions of software architecture, test cases
at different levels of integrations, ECU configurations, vehicle configurations,
etc. A holistic benchmark of language models of vehicle software thus needs to
holistically consider the larger multidisciplinary world in which software is devel-
oped. Developing such a holistic benchmark and, thereby, a language model that
spans the breadth of knowledge in the automotive domain is a crucial avenue
for future work. In undertaking this long, yet ultimately useful and necessary
journey, a test like the vocabulary challenge is a starting point as healthy as any.
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Chapter 14

Explaining sample
representation in data

The previous chapter describes a technique which can be used to explain an
abstract high-dimensional space of representations, but this chapter considers
explaining a different high-dimensional space – data. A large dataset may not al-
ways be abstract but, in the deep learning context at least, is almost always high-
dimensional. The code corpora used to train tasnet consists of millions of files,
with thousands of tokens each. Comparably, the dataset of signal traces used to
train xgan contains hundreds of thousands of minutes-long multi-variate time
series. Surely, these are very good examples of large high-dimensional datasets.
In training any DNN, a fundamental reality is that the choice of the ‘right kind’
of data plays an important role in ensuring that the model, with which this data
is trained, is able to generalize. For instance, having trained tasnet on GitHub
and TAS corpora, can we expect it to generalize to software engineering tasks in
industrial process control? We could perhaps venture an answer to this question
if we knew whether code from the process control domain is included in the
training corpus. Setting aside the difficulty in drawing firm boundaries between
domains, when it comes to a specialist corpus like TAS, we can conclude with
high confidence that it does not include process control code. Can we come to a
similarly confident conclusion for the GitHub corpus that contains hundreds of
millions of files of source code? Clearly difficult. As training corpora in different
domains rapidly expand, understanding the diversity of data that they represent
becomes a challenge. Without a firm grip on the diversity represented in data, it
is not easy to reason about the generalization of models trained with this data.

In order to help understand sample representation in datasets, in this chapter,
we present a study that examines the diversity of representation in a reasonably
large dataset. Departing from our world of software engineering and its informa-
tion domains of source code and signal traces, we conduct the study on a dataset
of simple geometric images of hand-drawn circles and squares. The rationale be-
hind the departure is that the relative simplicity of information contained in this

169
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image dataset provides a measure of control in conducting the study. Forthcom-
ing sections present our experiments and findings, after which we discuss implica-
tions and extensions to information domains in automotive software engineering.

14.1 Interpretable assessment of sample repre-
sentation

Let us begin with a brief illustration of concerns in sample representation using
the proximate application area of driver assistance or self-driving functionality.
Relying upon images from cameras is standard practice for applications in
this area. Consider, therefore, a traffic dataset S of images Xi ∼ P (X|Y ) and
annotations Yi ∼ P (Y ). A major practical concern in such datasets is whether
it adequately represents corner cases like intersections with stop signs, round-
abouts with five exits, etc. With the true/target distribution of traffic scenes
P (X,Y ) clearly containing instances of such cases, any under-representation in
S can be broadly framed as shortcomings in data collection and processing, oth-
erwise known as sample selection bias [196]. Given that the dataset is eventually
used to train a model that is deployed in a safety-critical system, engineers
may actively seek to properly comprehend and account for such bias. But how
does one express such bias in human interpretable terms? One clue comes from
annotations Yi ∼ P (Y ). In typical traffic datasets, Y encodes object class labels
and bounding box positions. If necessary and feasible, Y can be expanded to
contain information such as location, lighting conditions, weather conditions,
etc. When Y is adequately detailed, the distribution of annotations PS(Y )
clearly becomes a reasonable, low-dimensional, and therefore a human inter-
pretable measure of sample representation in S. Now, such a notion can also be
reversed to specify a distribution of annotations PT (Y ), expressing the sample
representation that is expected in the dataset. While the target distribution of
annotations P (Y ) may be unknowable, PT (Y ) is an explicit declaration of the
sub-space that the dataset is expected to cover at the minimum. If S is equiv-
alently labeled, then selection bias (and thereby sample under-representation)
is simply given by the mismatch between expectations PT and reality PS . In
practice, however, due to the effort and expense involved in labeling, S may
either lack labels or may be completely unlabeled, meaning that PS(Y ) is often
unavailable. Combining simulation, outlier detection, and input attribution, we
show that it is possible to explain sample representation in a comprehensible
low-dimensional form, even when annotations are not explicitly available in S.

Delving into the less-explored area of explaining sample representation in a
dataset, this chapter demonstrates a method that (1) explains sample repre-
sentation in interpretable terms for annotated data, and (2) uses parametric
simulation and outlier detection to do the same for non-annotated data. Such
explanations helps engineers better understand data as a crucial ingredient of
the training process. Downstream, this helps them re-asses data collection meth-
ods and to verify, reason, or argue about – at times a requirement for standards
compliance [197] – the overall dependability of models trained with this data.
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14.2 Explaining sample representation using an-
notations

Visualizing sample representation – We now introduce a simple running
example of examining sample representation in a dataset S containing images of
two hand-drawn shapes1 – circles and squares (Figure 14.1). With the shape as
the sole available label, one can define S = {(Xi, Y

1
i )}, i = 1...N , where Xi is a

grayscale image of size (128, 128) and Y 1
i ∈ K = {0, 1} is the shape label, corre-

sponding to circle and square respectively. Understanding sample representation
in this dataset may be necessary when it is a candidate for training a model that,
for example, either recognizes or generates shapes. To ensure dependable model
performance, system designers may want to confirm that images of adequate
variety are represented in S. In a dataset of grayscale geometric shapes, it is
intuitive to analyze sample representation in terms of concerns such as the size
and position of the shapes on the image canvas, and the average brightness of
pixels in the shape. All these concerns can be captured by defining a 6-d anno-
tation vector Y = (Y 1, ..., Y 6), including shape-type, which is known. With U
denoting the discrete uniform distribution, designers can begin with defining an
expected spread of shape-size using a latent label Y S ∼ U{30, 120}, denoting the
side-length in pixels of a square box bounding the shape. This can be followed
by defining expectations on the spread of (i) the top-left corner of the bounding
box, Y 2, Y 3 ∼ U{0, 128−Y S}, (ii) the bottom-right corner of the bounding box
Y 4, Y 5 ∼ U{Y S , 128}, and (iii) the average pixel brightness Y 6 ∼ U{100, 255}.
Put simply, PT (Y ) expects shapes of a specified range of sizes and brightness to
be uniformly represented in the dataset S. All positions are also expected to be
uniformly represented, as long as the shape can be fully fit in the image canvas.

1 0 1 0

0 1 1 1

Figure 14.1: Samples from the dataset S. Only the class label Y 1 is available

To illustrate the idea of explaining sample representation using annotations, an
automatic labeling scheme Yi = L(Xi) is used to produce complete 6-d annota-
tions for Xi. For circles and squares, it is easy to define a scheme that looks at
the extent of the shape and draws bounding boxes. The average brightness is

1Collected from Quick, Draw! with Google – https://quickdraw.withgoogle.com/data
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given by the mean of non-zero pixels in the canvas. The availability of labels Yi
helps assemble the actual distribution of samples in the dataset PS(Y ), allowing
direct comparison with expectations PT (Y ). Jointly visualizing label distribu-
tions for each shape (Figure 14.2) shows that, along all design concerns Y j , the
spread of PT (marked black) is much wider than the very narrow PS (marked
red). This shows that, while PT expects shapes of a broad range of sizes, posi-
tions and brightness to be represented, PS is clearly biased and massively over-
represents large and bright shapes located in the center on the canvas. As long
as the annotation vector Y is of manageable length, joint visualization becomes
an interpretable qualitative explanation of sample representation in the dataset.
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Figure 14.2: Explaining sample representation
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Figure 14.3: Illustration of V (PX , PY )

Quantifying sample representation – By framing sample selection bias,
and thereby sample under-representation, as the mismatch between expected
and true label probability distributions, it becomes possible to quantify it using
measures of statistical similarity. Choosing the right measure, however, requires
a proper understanding of the nature of each distribution. Having calculated
it using true labels of each sample, it is clear that PS(Y ) represents the actual
sample distribution in S. The distribution of expectations PT is of a slightly
different nature and, to better understand it, let us consider the expectation
PT (Y 6) = U{100, 255}, placed on the representation of average brightness
of shapes in the dataset. While the expectation on brightness being spread
between specified lower and upper limits is strict, imposing the spread to be
uniform is arbitrary. This is a deliberate measure of simplification to ease the
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considerable burden in modeling expectations PT , and let it simply convey the
critical range of interest in the target distribution. Put simply, expected sample
representation is primarily encoded by the support (14.1) of PT . By specifying
strict support, but arbitrary distribution of mass, sample representation can
be quantified as the level of overlap between the actual sample distribution PS
and the expected sample representation PT . To achieve this, we propose an
overlap index V (PX , PY ) (14.2), which is a measure of whether the supports
of two distributions are similar. Denoting set difference as the operator ∆ and
1-d Lebesgue measure2 (length) of a set as λ, V is essentially the Steinhaus
distance [198] with an added term I to make −1 < V < 0 indicate containment
of PY within PX . When not contained, for some positive likelihood in both dis-
tributions, as illustrated in Figure 14.3, V = 0 when they exactly overlap, V = 1
when they do not overlap, and 0 < V < 1 when the overlap is partial. Indices
V j(PT ) (14.3) quantitatively measure the level of overlap between true and
expected distributions for each label. Complementing the visual explanation,
overlap indices 0.4 < V j(PT ) < 1 seen in Figure 14.2, indicate that there is
only slight partial overlap between expectations and reality, confirming notable
sample selection bias and, therefore, significant sample under-representation.

RX = {x ∈ R : PX(x) > 0} (14.1)

V (PX , PY ) = I
λ(RX ∆ RY )

λ(RX ∪ RY )
, I =

{
−1 RY ⊂ RX
+1 otherwise

(14.2)

V j(P ) = V (PS(Y j |Y 1), P (Y j |Y 1)), j = 2...6 (14.3)

It is therefore clear that, given the expected representation and actual distri-
bution of labels in the dataset, it is possible to comprehensibly explain sample
under-representation both visually and quantitatively. However, the overlap
index, which eschews mass and uses only support, is an incomplete measure
of sample selection bias, the pros and cons of which we discuss later.

14.3 Explaining sample representation using sim-
ulation

The dataset S contains information Xi in the image domain, while lacking
information Yi in the annotation domain. Expectations, on the contrary, are
expressed using annotations Ŷi ∼ PT (Y ), but lacks images. It is this gap in
information that prevents estimation of sample under-representation by direct
comparison. There are two possible ways to bridge this gap, one of which is the
labeling scheme Yi = L(Xi) introduced earlier. Another way could be to use
the labels as parameters to generate images X̂i = G(Ŷi), which is essentially
parametric simulation. In this case of circles and squares, it is possible to use
a graphics package3 to draw shapes using size, position, and brightness labels
as parameters. We, in fact, choose this simple dataset because both labeling
and simulation of samples are easy, helping illustrate both ways of bridging the

2https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Lebesgue measure
3We use OpenCV – https://opencv.org/
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gap and cross-checking the plausibility of estimating sample representation. In
many practical cases, however, the right method to bridge the gap is difficult
to judge since the relative expense is domain and problem specific. Addressing
those instances where unlabeled data is available and labeling is expensive, we
now show that it is possible to bridge the gap using simulation. This is done
using a two-step process, described below, of (i) detecting outlier annotations
and (ii) estimating marginal sample representation.

Step 1 - Detecting outlier annotations – Let us consider a simple question
– to a dataset that mainly contains large, centered shapes, do simulated small
off-centered shapes appear as outliers? In order to explore the essence of this
question, we pose the following outlier hypothesis.

A test annotation Ŷi, that is unlikely to be observed in S, maps to a simulated
test sample X̂i = G(Ŷi), that appears as an outlier to S.

If the outlier hypothesis does hold, the problem of detecting sample selection
bias turns into one of detecting outlier images. In order to test this hypothesis,
we construct an outlier detector ES (Figure 14.4) that samples test annotations
from PT and maps them into images using a simulator, creating a test set T =
{(X̂i, Ŷi)}, i = 1...M (examples in Figure 14.5). We may now have simulated
samples, but how do we check if they appear as outliers to the real dataset S?
Following [199], we simply use a classifier F (X) = PS(Y 1|X; θ), trained on the
dataset S as the core means of detecting outliers. At the outset, such a classifier
F takes an input and predicts if it is a circle or a scare. Now, if a simulated
circle or square image X̂i is applied as input, and if it actually happens to be an
outlier, the essence of the findings in [199] is that the classifier F should predict
the label of the outlier input with less certainty. In this case of a binary classifier
F , the output is a 2 dimensional vector F (X̂i) = [S0, S1], such that S0 +S1 = 1.
Here, S0 is the classification score of the input being a circle, while S1 is its
assessment of the input being a square. A simple sign of predictive uncertainty
is a prediction F (X̂i) = [0.5, 0.5], when the classifier provides no clear indication
of the category to which the input belongs. A lack of certainty makes it likely
that the input X̂i itself is an outlier, which is an observation that is clearly
useful for testing the outlier hypothesis. Following this reasoning, the complete
detector of outlier annotations ES is formally described below in (14.4).

Si = ES(Ŷi, F, T ) = max
k∈K

exp(Fk(G(Ŷi))/T )∑
k∈K

exp(Fk(G(Ŷi))/T )
, Ŷi ∼ PT (Y ),K = {0, 1}

(14.4)

Ŷ − = {Ŷi : PS(Ŷi) = 0}, Ŷ + = {Ŷi : PS(Ŷi) > 0} (14.5)

Here Fk is the logit score for the kth label and T is the temperature parameter
which, as shown later, eases the detection process. With F using a softmax
output layer to produce the 2 dimensional prediction, we use maximum softmax
score as the measure of certainty. If this maximum softmax score is close to
1, it means that the classifier is certain about its prediction, and the input is
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unlikely to be an outlier. Contrarily, if the maximum score is 0.5, then the
model is less certain and the input is likely to be an outlier. Put simply, with
sets of outlier and familiar annotations (14.5), the outlier hypothesis asserts
that a good detector ES assigns low scores Si for outlier annotations Ŷ − and
high scores for familiar ones Ŷ +.

Simulator (G) Classifier (F )Ŷi ∼ PT (Y ) max Si

T

X̂i

Figure 14.4: Detecting outlier annotations

1,24,5,120,101,100 0,14,20,118,124,205 0,35,1,79,45,203 1,78,40,114,76,120

1,19,31,87,99,100 1,88,40,120,72,154 0,55,74,85,104,213 1,16,11,125,120,181

Figure 14.5: Samples X̂i from the test set T

To test the outlier hypothesis, we train four variants of the classifier F , all of
which follow the VGG architecture [200]. The variants mainly differ in the
number of layers, with VGG05 (5 layers) and VGG13 (13 layers) being the
shallowest and deepest respectively. Each F is trained4 for 5 epochs on S with
50k samples using the Adam optimizer [138] to achieve validation accuracy (on
a separate set of 10k samples) greater than 97%.

While measures of certainty are central to our process of outlier detection, [201]
shows that deep neural nets tend to predict with high confidence. That is, if a
sample X̂1 is not an outlier and evaluates to a certainty score of, say, S1 = 0.993,
an outlier X̂2 could evaluate to a score S2 = 0.989. In this case, the model is in-
dicating that X̂2 is indeed an outlier, but by a very narrow margin. Considering
the emphatic confidence with which neural networks normally predict, raw max-
imum softmax scores are poor measures of predictive certainty. One a simple
way to mitigate this is temperature scaling, i.e. setting T > 1, in (14.4). As seen
in Figure 14.6(a), scores Si are tightly clustered at T = 1 with relatively low
variance, which makes it difficult to identify differences in predictive certainty

4Each classifier trains within 10 – 15 minutes on an NVidia GTX 1080 Ti GPU
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between familiar and outlier annotations. There is, however, a range of temper-
atures at which scores are better spread and can exaggerate these differences.
While a temperature that maximizes the variance of the score distribution seems
appropriate, as seen in Figure 14.6(a), scaling also reduces its mean. Therefore
a safeguard may be necessary to prevent the mean certainty score from reducing
to a level that questions the confidence of predictions. These twin requirements
can be achieved by the search objective (14.6), which ensures a good spread
in scores Si, while keeping its mean close to the chosen safeguard ST .

T ∗ = argmin
T

LT − LV , LT =
(
µS − ST

)2
LV =

∑M
i=1

(
ES(Ŷi, F, T )− µS

)2

M
, µS =

∑M
i=1ES(Ŷi, F, T )

M

(14.6)
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Figure 14.6: Testing the novelty hypothesis

Upon temperature scaling with T ∗, which exaggerates the spread of certainty
scores, the effectiveness of the detector ES in separating outlier annotations
Ŷ − from familiar ones Ŷ + can be measured using the Area Under Receiver
Operating Characteristic (AUROC). This is shown for each F , averaged over
5 separate training runs, in Figure 14.6(b). Based on an informal grading
scheme for classifiers using AUROC score suggested in [199]5, detectors using

5Quality of classification based on AUROC score - 0.9—1: Excellent, 0.8—0.9: Good,
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VGG05 and VGG07 receive a ‘fair’ grade in identifying outlier annotations,
while the deeper networks get ‘good’ grades. The best outlier detectors, with
AUROC ≈ 0.85, are those with F as VGG09 and VGG13. These results clearly
endorse the viability of the outlier hypothesis that simulated images that are
under-represented in S, in terms of specified design concerns, appear as outliers
to the right classifier trained on S. While PS , derived from labeling, is used
as a benchmark to test the outlier hypothesis, it is important to observe that
(i) classifiers that are good at outlier detection are, as seen in Figure 14.6(b),
those that have the highest accuracy in predicting shape labels on the test set
T , and (ii) the temperature T ∗, at which the classifiers become good outlier
detectors, depends only upon the statistical properties of scores Si. Together,
these observations mean that a good detector of under-represented annotations
can be assembled using only simulation, without any need for labeling.

Step 2 - Estimating marginal sample representation – As presented
in Section 14.2, we seek to comprehensibly explain sample representation in
the dataset S of geometric shapes on the basis of intuitive design concerns
like size, position, and brightness. However, the detector ES that we have
constructed can only assess whether a single combined 6-d test annotation
is an outlier. It is much more useful if we were to break down the sample
representation and explain it in terms of all required design concerns. To
independently assess sample diversity in terms of each label, we turn to tech-
niques of input attribution. Given the detector ES , attribution techniques
estimate the contribution of each input label Ŷ ji to its outlier score Si. Among
proposed methods for input attribution [202], one promising framework is
Shapley Additive Explanations (SHAP) [182]. Using principles of cooperative
game theory, SHAP estimates marginal influence φji (14.7), which indicates

how label Ŷ ji independently influences the uncertainty score Si.

Si = ES(Ŷi, F, T ) = φ0 +

6∑
j=2

φji (14.7)

In satisfying an additive property, SHAP values are also semantically intuitive.
A negative SHAP value φji indicates that the label Ŷ ji has a negative influence on

the score Si. Correspondingly, a positive or zero value of φji indicates positive or

neutral influence on the score. For instance, let Ŷ 6
1 = 255 be the pixel brightness

of the simulated circle X̂1. If this label maps to a positive SHAP score, it means
that an increase in the certainty of predicting this simulated shape, in relation
to all other predictions, can be attributed this particular value of brightness.
According to the outlier hypothesis whose validity we just confirmed, this means
that it is likely that bright circles are highly likely to be represented in the
dataset S. This is precisely the kind of explanation of sample representation that
is both clear and useful. Therefore, more generally, SHAP value φji > 0, which

indicates that the individual label value Ŷ ji tends to improve Si, becomes an indi-
cator of that label being represented in S. Through a campaign directed by the
test set T , which systematically covers the specified range of scenarios PT , non-
negative SHAP values identify sample representation in the dataset S in terms of

0.7—0.8: Fair, 0.6—0.7: Poor, 0.5—0.6: Fail
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each individual label. This can be seen in Figure 14.7(a), where label values with
a high incidence of non-negative SHAP values (marked black) are likely to be rep-
resented in S. Thus, by simply measuring the incidence of non-negative SHAP
scores, we are able to explain that the dataset S mainly represents relatively
large, centered, and bright circles and squares. Put otherwise, we have arrived at
a comprehensible explanation that small, off-center, and dim shapes are not well
represented in S. Further, in order to express it as a distribution, we convert a
SHAP based measure into a likelihood. The likelihood of test label Y j = l, Y j ∼
PT being represented in the set S is simply the proportion of test labels Ŷ ji , in
a sufficiently small interval δ around l, whose SHAP values are non-negative.

P+
T (Y j = l |Y 1 = k) =

|{Ŷ ji : φji ≥ 0, Ŷ ji ∈ Y l}|
|{Ŷ ji : φji ≥ 0}|

, j = 2...6, Ŷi ∈ Ŷ

Y l = {l − δ, l + δ}, Ŷ = {Ŷi : Ŷ 1
i = k}, k ∈ K

(14.8)
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Figure 14.7: Explaining sample representation using simulation (F=VGG13,
T = T ∗, ST = 0.7)

Assessing the explanation – By expressing expected diversity PT in terms
of specified design concerns, we thus use a two-step process to identify sample
representation. Using a simulated test set, we calculate representation using
non-negative influence on predictive certainty. From the original broadly spread
expectations PT (Figure 14.2), the process correctly eliminates a significant
amount of outliers in each label dimension, producing P+

T (Figure 14.7(b)).
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P+
T shows label values likely to be observed in the dataset S and has a roughly

similar spread as the actual distribution PS . Also, using a test set with M=10k
samples, the process estimates sample representation in a much larger dataset
with N=50k samples. Introduced originally in Section 14.2 to quantify bias
between expected and actual distributions of annotations, the overlap index
V is also suitable for measuring similarity between P+

T and PS . This helps
quantify the effectiveness of estimating sample representation using simulation.
The visual observation that P+

T is a better estimate of true sample distribution,
compared to the broad range of expectations PT , is confirmed by better a mean
overlap score V j(P+

T ) (see Table 14.8), over all labels and shapes, compared to
mean V j(PT ). While this holds true for both classifier instances shown in the
table, the detector using F=VGG13 at T = T ∗, which has the best AUROC
score in detecting outliers, produces the closest estimate with a mean overlap
score of 0.27. VGG05, with poorer AUROC, has a weaker average overlap score
of 0.39. The close correlation between AUROC and V further confirms the
plausibility of estimating marginal sample representation using SHAP scores.
This shows that, while facing an expensive labeling process, with the right means
of parametric simulation, one can conduct a campaign from a low-dimensional
space of specified design concerns to estimate sample representation in a given
dataset and comprehensibly explain sample selection bias.

14.4 Discussion

Under-representation and outlier detection – A good outlier detector
ES of under-represented samples must blur the distinction between simulated
and real images while emphasizing the distinction between over and under-
represented images. Figure 14.6(b) shows both conditions are jointly achievable,
with classifiers that have a high test set accuracy, and therefore generalize well,
also having better AUROC scores in detecting representation. However, as seen
in Figure 14.9, using regularization measures like batch normalization layers
after each convolutional block, while improving test accuracy, reduces AUROC
scores for all classifier instances. This is probably because it tends to blur [203]
both forms of distinction. The figure also shows that dropout increases the test
accuracy without any major effect on AUROC scores, giving no special domain
separation advantage in detecting under-representation. Among the classifier
configurations investigated here, vanilla VGG, with the strongest correlation
between AUROC and test set accuracy, is observed to best addresses both
forms of domain distinction.

The importance of effective simulation – It is crucial to note that high
test accuracy reflects the combined effect of plausible simulation and good gener-
alization. It is equally essential, therefore, that the simulator produces samples
that are plausibly real. Ensuring effective simulation, while supporting a variety
of parameters, is undoubtedly a challenge for realistic datasets with richer
content. As noted earlier, while this is domain and problem dependent, for
images at least, rapid advancements in the quality and range of graphics tools
( [204], [205]), potentially makes effective simulation plausible. However, with no-
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T P Y 1 V j(P ) Mean
V j(P )j=2 3 4 5 6

- PT
0 0.60 0.47 0.59 0.47 0.75

0.57
1 0.57 0.45 0.57 0.45 0.76

T ∗

ST = 0.7

P+
T
F =VGG13

0 0.49 0.14 0.17 0.35 0.55
0.27

1 -0.19 0.26 0.16 0.17 0.56
P+
T
F =VGG05

0 0.47 0.33 0.29 0.44 0.60
0.39

1 0.31 0.34 0.27 0.25 0.56

1

P+
T
F =VGG13

0 0.49 0.30 0.40 0.15 0.69
0.36

1 0.30 0.28 0.21 0.13 0.69
P+
T
F =VGG05

0 0.22 0.14 0.54 0.47 0.65
0.43

1 0.57 0.29 0.56 0.15 0.70

Figure 14.8: Quantitative bias estimation
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Figure 14.9: Effect of regularization on AUROC

table progress in techniques that automate parts of the labeling process [206], it
is also important to assess whether labeling is cheaper for the dataset in concern.

Improving estimation of representation – Figure 14.7(b) shows that while
the estimated sample representation P+

T comes close, it does not overlap per-
fectly with the true label distribution PS . As quantified in Table 14.8, even
the best detector (F=VGG13 at T = T ∗) has a mean overlap index of 0.27
indicating relatively close, but only partial, overlap on average. At the indi-
vidual label level, index values show varying accuracy in support-matching.
The representation of pixel brightness 0.5 < V 6(PT ) < 0.8 is consistently
underestimated, while those of bounding box coordinates are better estimated.
It is however clear from Table 14.8 that temperature scaling (T = T ∗ vs 1)
and deeper classifiers (F =VGG13 vs VGG05) improve estimation, indicating
that more sophisticated techniques of predictive outlier detection, like methods
in [207], can improve estimation.

Balancing detail in specifying expectations – The level of detail specified
in the expectations PT plays a key role in deciding the cost and benefit of
explaining sample representation. An overly detailed breakdown of design
factors involves significant engineering effort, degrades interpretability, and
overlooks the remarkable benefits of generalization offered by deep learning.
But well-balanced expectations can provide valuable insight into training data.
Take an application like self-driving vehicles, where engineers actively seek
a certain level of understanding of operational scenarios [208] to ensure safe
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operation. Such understanding can be exploited to systematically explain,
analyze, and manage the data used to train models deployed in the system,
thereby improving overall confidence in its dependability. While balancing
details in the specification may not always be easy, one advantage of this
method is that it is semi-supervised. Annotations included in the analysis
impacts only the simulated test set T and has no effect on the actual dataset S.

14.5 Related work

Sample selection bias – Sample selection bias has been addressed in existing
literature from the perspective of domain adaptation [209]. Previous methods
to mitigate sample selection bias have mainly attempted to modify the training
procedures or the model itself to yield classifiers that work well on the test
distribution. Methods such as importance re-weighting [210], minimax opti-
mization [211], kernel density estimation [212] and model averaging [213] all
fall in this category. While these methods can yield classifiers that are able to
generalize, the accuracy can suffer when the two distributions differ greatly in
the overlap of their support or in the distribution of their mass. Our immediate
goal, on the other hand, does not seek to obtain a classifier that generalizes,
but instead we seek to obtain a high level understanding of the deficiencies of
our training data and where the bias stems from. This goal does not necessarily
require a full specification of P (Y ), instead we work with the weak proxy of
PT (Y ) which attempts to match P (Y ) only through the support. However,
by eschewing mass-modeling, we gain a few advantages, one of which is the
reduced effort in defining expectations. More importantly, since several existing
methods for correcting sample selection bias work only if the support of PT
is included in that of PS and our method of explanation tests precisely for
this condition. Overlap indices V j(PT ) ≤ 0 guarantees that the support of the
biased distribution includes that of the expectations and correction measures
like importance re-weighting are applicable. If 0 < V j(PT ) ≤ 1, expanding the
diversity of data collection is unavoidable. Thus seeking to understand and
explain the data set can allow for an improved understanding of the validity
for methods that directly impacts the generalization performance.

Understanding sample representation – Besides clustering approaches
[214] and feature projection methods such as t-SNE [215], previous research into
providing a high level understanding of the training set has, for example, applied
tree-based methods to detect regions of low point density in the input space [216].
High-dimensional explanations in the input space, however, adversely affects
interpretation, and ways to extend these methods to yield explanations using an
interpretable low-dimensional space of annotations are not immediately clear.

Bias estimation using simulation – Closer to our purpose are the meth-
ods [217] and [218] which detect inherent biases in a trained model using
parametric simulation and Bayesian optimization. While their goal is to find
input samples where the model is locally weak, our goal is to ensure that a
given dataset meets global expectations defined by a test set. This can verify
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that a system is dependable for all considered scenarios, like [219], which is
a standardized set of tests. However, in reformulating bias detection as outlier
detection, our method – unlike the aforementioned methods – trades-off the
ability to detect unknown unknowns [220] in favor of a faster, global evaluation
of bias. Combining our global and their local approaches may, therefore, help
ensure better overall dependability.

Shapley-based outlier detection – Previous work using Shapley values for
outlier detection, such as [221] and [222], focus mainly on providing interpretable
explanations for why a data point is considered to be an outlier. It may also be
possible to extend their data-space explanations to the annotation-space, like we
do, using parametric simulation. However, pixel-wise reconstruction error has
well-known drawbacks in capturing structural aspects of data [116]. It is there-
fore not immediately clear whether their use of auto-encoder reconstruction error
is as good at detecting structural under-representation as our technique of using
predictive certainty, which is calculated from the feature space of a classifier.

14.6 Future extension

We may have demonstrated a technique to explain sample representation in
a dataset of hand-drawn shapes, but the larger question is whether such a
technique viably extends to the domains and datasets that we have used to
solve tasks in automotive software engineering. Since we use two domains of
information, code and signal traces, to train two kinds of foundation models,
tasnet and xgan, we analyze extending this technique to either domain.

Extension to signal traces and xgan – The training corpus used to train
xgan contains a few hundred thousand signal traces drawn from a set of vehicles.
In this dataset, however, we do not have a clear idea whether trips of sufficient
variety are represented. For instance, it may be of interest to know if there are
enough trips with vehicles making rapid starts and stops, both on flat roads
and on winding roads that go uphill. Such scenarios may be of interest because
of, say, the sensitivity of the engine start functionality under repeated use.
Without explicit labels, it can be challenging to identify whether these kinds of
trips are available in the dataset. The sample representation technique that we
present in this chapter can conceivably be extended to measure such represen-
tation. One crucial element of our explanation technique is the availability of
a discriminator trained on the data that is being scrutinized. Fortunately, in
xgan, we in fact have a readily available option – the discriminator of the GAN
itself. In the adversarial learning objective used to train xgan, the discriminator
is specifically tasked to identify the realism of generated samples. It is therefore
possible to show simulated samples of desired profile to the discriminator to
obtain a measure of realism. This brings us to the next requirement of our
sample representation technique, which is the availability of a parametric sim-
ulator. Here, while we may not have a parametric mechanism for generating
traces, we do have silgan which can generate traces based upon handcrafted
templates. If we recall the discussion in Chapter 10, a template is a piece-wise
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linear approximation of one signal in a trace. A parametric mechanism for
drawing, say, vehicle speed templates with a configurable number of starts
and stops, is quite feasible. In fact, this is not all that different from the
parametric mechanism that we use for drawing geometric shapes. Thus, by
building a parametric method for drawing templates and translating them into
traces using silgan, the discriminator score of generated traces can be used
to explain sample representation in training data. Best case, such a pipeline
reveals under-representation of important driving scenarios, and corrective
action can be taken to compensate for it. Apart from a parametric template
generator, all other parts of the explanation pipeline are readily available from
the GAN itself. Therefore, an extension of this explanation technique to the
domain of signal traces can be readily experimented in the near-future.

Extension to software and tasnet – Analogous to the previous case, the
tasnet model has been trained on millions of files of source code, and we
similarly lack information about its sample representation. While we know that
the GitHub pre-training corpus contains hundreds of millions of files of C code,
it would be valuable to understand how much of it is, say, real-time embedded,
or safety critical code. Such insights are interesting because these are char-
acteristics that apply to an important section of vehicle application software.
However, unlike the previous case of signal traces, the sample representation
technique that we present in this chapter does not extend easily to the domain
of source code. This is mainly because, there is no readily available stereotypical
discriminator, which can be probed using code snippets to measure sample
representation. In the previous case, we had access to the GAN discriminator,
but tasnet is trained as a BERT-like masked encoder that does not output a
binary label. Further, it is quite difficult to construct a parametric generator of
code, further complicating the extension of this technique. However, instead of
directly extending the sample representation technique presented in this chapter,
it may be more interesting to draw inspiration from the vocabulary challenge
described in the previous chapter. Dispensing with a parametric generator, let
us assume that we have access to a relatively small corpus of snippets that rep-
resent a category of interest like safety-critical code. Then, following the recipe
of the vocabulary challenge, we could curate a set of keywords that capture
concepts that are essential to safety. Then, by subjecting tasnet to a cloze
challenge with the selected keywords masked, and by analyzing the distribution
of token predictions, it may be possible to distill a measure of sample represen-
tation. By thus replacing a traditional classifier with a masked language model,
and using selective masking, essential elements of the method presented in this
chapter may be extendable to explain sample representation in a code corpus.

Considering such possibilities, extending this technique of explanation to infor-
mation domains in software engineering can be an interesting avenue for future
work. The result of such extension would be a better understanding of sample
representation in datasets, in turn leading to a better reasoning about gener-
alization of models, including foundation models, trained on these datasets.
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Chapter 15

Conclusions

The automotive industry is already in a software driven reality, and the im-
portance of software as the primary means of delivering customer value is only
set to grow. Under such conditions, it is essential that vehicle manufacturers
strengthen their ability to rapidly iterate through the software engineering
process, without compromising quality. This work focuses upon two crucial
engineering tasks of design compliance and test stimulus generation. Under
current practice, both tasks require experienced engineers to spend considerable
amount of time manually reviewing code and specifying test scenarios. Facing
significant workload, not only is manual effort error-prone, but it also ends up
reducing the cadence of delivery. In order to help mitigate these issues, this work
introduces several techniques. Using tasnet, a language model of automotive
software, we construct DECO, a rule-based algorithm that conducts compliance
assessment in the model’s representation space. The DECO algorithm is itself
based upon the well-observed property of embedding regularity in language
models, which holds that inputs related by the same concept follow a predictable
geometry in representation space. Then, targeting test stimulus generation, we
turn to GANs as a technique for learning underlying phenomena in signal traces
that capture in-vehicle behavior. Using logan, a GAN trained on time-series
signal traces, we demonstrate conditional generation of realistic stimulus. Here,
the rule-based MLERP algorithm uses the property of latent interpolation for
semantic combination to achieve controllable and verifiable stimulus generation.
Finally, to make stimulus generation efficient, we introduce a technique for
searching stimuli based upon the test objective. We demonstrate this using
silgan and GRADES, a rule-based algorithm that exploits the end-to-end differ-
entiability of DNNs in the GAN. We then go on to show that this combination of
foundation models and principled rule-based algorithms constitutes a ‘pre-train
and calculate’ paradigm for solving tasks. Requiring no explicit supervision,
that this approach helps setup predictive models that are far more nuanced and
transparent. Further, since ‘pre-train and calculate’ is heavily dependent upon
properties in the abstract representation spaces, we present preliminary studies
that characterize and explain high-dimensional vector spaces. Overall, tools
and techniques developed in this work have immense potential to improve the
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cadence and quality of automotive software development, helping achieve the
pressing need in the automotive industry of rapid delivery of reliable software.

15.1 Future work

Previous chapters have pointed out several interesting avenues for future work,
and we catalog and recount salient instances here for convenience. In Part I,
where we explored the design compliance use case, possible future investigations
include investigating compliance with design patterns other than Controller-
Handler, using alternatives to the simple and semantically weaker cloze pre-
training objective, and using artifacts beyond code to induce design knowledge
in tasnet. The DECO algorithm can also be probed further to understand why
relatively smaller violations leads to large variations in predicted rank. Then,
in Part II, where we explored stimulus generation, apart from moving to the
much more mainstream Transformer architecture, the use of alternative deep
generative modeling techniques like diffusion is one avenue for future work. Fur-
ther, taking inspiration from state-of-the-art techniques for realistic generation
of human faces, we identified latent space engineering in xgan as a topic that
requires future attention. When it comes to stimulus search, we use a rule-based
mechanism to convert code under test into coverage indicators. Future work
can investigate if coverage indicators can be substituted by embeddings of code
under test, making it much more scalable. In Part III, where we recounted
‘pre-train and calculate’, we noted that combining its essential principles with
the complementary ‘pre-train and prompt’ approach could lead to a powerful
paradigm that leverages the relative strengths of both. Further, we only present
preliminary studies in explaining high-dimensional spaces, both of which can be
extended. The vocabulary challenge, which we develop for testing domain famil-
iarity in tasnet needs to be part of a larger set of benchmark tasks. Developing
a suite of tasks for evaluating language models of automotive software is a crucial
task for the future. Then, techniques for explaining sample representation have
only been studied on a simple dataset of images. Extending this toolkit to a
dataset of signal traces would be valuable. More generally, while this work inves-
tigates design and testing tasks, automotive software engineering is replete with
many more. Extending our techniques to other engineering tasks is only likely
to further ease the development of the next generation of automotive software
with high cadence and quality. Finally, it would also be interesting to extend the
‘pre-train and calculate’ paradigm to see if the rule-based calculation of nuanced
predictions is applicable to domains beyond automotive software engineering.
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